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Summary 
Title: Dynamic phenotyping and QTL analysis of drought response and recovery in white 

clover. 

 

Drought is one of the abiotic stresses with more effect on crop productivity world-wide. 

Understanding plants’ response to drought is fundamental to produce drought tolerant varieties. 

Marker-assisted selection (MAS) helps reduce the time needed to breed new varieties by using 

markers associated with the trait being introduced. The work presented in this thesis is a first 

step in the identification of the molecular markers associated to drought response and recovery 

in white clover (Trifolium repens). The LemnaTec high-throughput phenotyping system was 

used to develop a total of 12 indexes that allowed us to phenotype the response to drought of 

the Stolon Mapping Population (SoMP). An integrated linkage map of the parents of the SoMP 

family was constructed from SNPs. The integrated map generated has 312 markers over 

3211.283 cM on 14 linkage groups (LGs). The analysis of QTL was performed using both 

linkage analysis and association analysis. By linkage analysis several clustered QTLs were 

found on LG 8b suggesting this LG is a hotspot for drought response/recovery on white clover, 

especially in the control of greenness/yellowness. Both the indexes developed, and the 

integrated linkage map created during this thesis will help in the advancement of the knowledge 

and understanding of the molecular mechanisms of the drought response in white clover, 

helping in future QTL linkage analysis and MAS of drought tolerant white clover varieties.  

Key words: drought, white clover, LemnaTec, High-throughput phenotyping, dynamic 

phenotyping, linkage map, QTL analysis, linkage analysis, genomic selection. 
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1.- Introduction 

Agriculture, which started about 10,000 years ago (Feuillet et al., 2008), has been one of the 

technologies with the highest impact on humankind. The discovery of agriculture was the key 

to the establishment of the first human settlements; this change in human customs enabled the 

growth of the population. Since then, a constant improvement in agricultural productivity has 

allowed the continued growth of the population. Traditional breeding techniques together with 

the introduction of new crop management systems (green revolution, Pingali, 2012) allowed 

constant improvement in agricultural productivity and continued population growth. 

At the same time, the increment of the population worldwide has, in turn, caused increased 

pressure on natural ecosystems. The area available for farming is decreasing on every 

continent, while the population continues to grow. According to UN estimations, at the end of 

this century the world population will reach 9,100 million, thus to meet the anticipated demand 

for food -excluding crops used for the production of biofuels- the production shall increase by 

70% (FAO, 2013).  

This anticipated food shortage will be exarcebated by global climate change. The 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) explains climate change as ‘any change 

in climate over time that can be detected using statistical analysis, by changes in the mean or 

variability of their components (for example: changes on temperature, rain patterns, sea level 

or pH) that persists for a period of time longer than a decade. These changes in climate can be 

due to natural variability or as a result of human activity.’  

Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs), like carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 

(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), are higher than in the last 800,000 years (IPCC, 2013). High 

concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere alter Earth’s radiative equilibrium, when incoming 

energy from sunlight is higher than the energy radiated back to space there is a positive net 

gain of energy that forces temperature up (Shine, 2015). CO2 is the second contributor to the 

positive radiative forcing or greenhouse effect after water vapor, however, its life in the 

atmosphere is considerable longer (years vs. days) (Cassia et al., 2018). Therefore, CO2 is one 

of the key physical drivers of global climate change. Levels of CO2 have been steadily 

increasing since the industrial revolution, and the origin of these emissions is primarily 

anthropogenic. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes contributed 

about 78% to the total GHG emission increase between 1970 and 2010 (IPCC, 2013).  
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Changes in precipitation, snow, and ice melting rates are altering hydrological systems, 

affecting water resources and increasing the frequency or intensity of ecosystem disturbances, 

such as droughts in many parts of the world (IPCC, 2013). Increased heating leads to greater 

evaporation and  surface drying, increasing intensity, and duration of drought (Trenberth, 

2011). Drought is one of the major production constraints for world agriculture, and it will be 

worsened by the decrease of precipitation and the increase of the world population (Mir et al., 

2012). This will threaten food security on a worldwide scale and is key that research is 

conducted to provide resistant cultivars that are high yielding in drought conditions. 

 

2.- Plant stress 

Plant stress can be defined as ‘any unfavourable condition or substance that affects or blocks a 

plant’s metabolism, growth or development’ (Lichtenthaler, 1998). Plant stresses can be 

divided into two groups: biotic stress, caused by living organisms from viruses to ruminants; 

and abiotic stress, caused by non-living factors, such as drought, extreme temperatures, salinity, 

pollutants or UV light. Drought and salinity are two abiotic stresses, which together affect 

around 10% of the arable land and account for at least 50% of yield losses worldwide 

(Roychoudhury et al., 2013). 

Plants are sessile organisms and therefore not able to physically escape stress conditions. In 

the field, they are usually exposed to some kind of stress, and more often, they are exposed to 

several stresses at the same time. Because all stresses affect plant’s metabolism, growth and 

development, in the end, these stresses affect the yield of the plants and cause loses of more 

than US$100 billion per annum to the agricultural sector (Shabala et al., 2015). Of all abiotic 

stresses, the combination of heat and drought may arguably be the most severe limiting factor; 

this combination has caused in the US agricultural losses of more than US$210 billion since 

1980 (National Center for Environmental Information, 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events).  

 

2.1. Drought 

The Oxford dictionary defines drought as ‘a period of abnormally low rainfall that leads to a 

shortage of water.’ We encounter drought stress when the water-deficit is enough to interfere 

with the plant’s normal functions. 
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Water is one of the elements with a major influence on the life of plants; even the slightest 

deficiency can cause severe damage to many cellular processes. Water potential in the plant 

(Ψ!) strongly influences cell growth, photosynthesis, and crop productivity. Ψ! is influenced 

by concentration, pressure, and gravity (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010).  

Ψ! = Ψ" +Ψ# 	+ Ψ$	 

Where, Ψ"	is the osmotic potential that represents the effect that dissolved solutes, independent 

of the specific nature of the solute, have on water potential. Solutes decline the water potential 

of a solution in relation to the reference state of pure water. The hydrostatic pressure (Ψ#) can 

be positive, such as the pressure within the cells (turgor pressure), or negative, as in the xylem 

and the space between cells (tension). Turgor pressure is indispensable for many physiological 

processes, such as cell enlargement (Cosgrove, 1981), gas exchange in leaves (Shackel and 

Brinckmann, 1985), transport in the phloem (Hölttä et al., 2009), various transport processes 

across membranes (Cram, 1976), and contributes to the rigidity and mechanical stability of 

non-lignified plant tissues (Rowe and Speck, 2004). Ψ$	 is the gravitational component, with 

negligible effects at the cell level. 

 

Water shortage affects plant’s metabolism, growth, and development and can be lethal for them 

(Farooq et al., 2009). Fang and Xiong (2015) define drought resistance as “the integrated 

capability of plants in response and adaptation to the harsh environment caused by drought 

stress conditions.”  

When confronted with drought or water-deficit, plants respond by integrating very diverse 

responses and adaptive mechanisms at different levels, from molecular to whole plant 

morphology. These responses vary greatly depending on the species and the genotypes within 

a species (Fang and Xiong, 2015), time and severity of drought stress, tissue, number of 

previous exposures, and the combination of this stress with other stresses (Langridge and 

Reynolds, 2015). 

 

2.1.1- Plant’s strategies against drought 

Plants developed different strategies to cope with drought stress (Table 1). All strategies can 

evolve as a constitutive or as a heritable plastic response, and each one of them involves several 

physiological and structural traits (Kooyers, 2015). 
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Table 1: Plant's drought adaptation strategies adapted from (Kooyers, 2015). A: Annual; B: Biennial; P: 

Perennial. 

STRATEGY LIFE 
CYCLE 

ASSOCIATED PHENOTYPES SEASONAL 
CONTEXT 

ESCAPE A, P Rapid Growth 

Earlier Flowering 

High leaf nitrogen level 

High photosynthetic capacity 

Drought ending the 

growing season 

AVOIDANCE A, B, P High water use efficiency (WUE) 

Low stomatal conductance (gs) 

Dense, dissected and/or succulent 

leaves 

High root:shoot ratio 

Mild/moderate drought 

during the growing season 

or frequent mild droughts. 

TOLERANCE B, P Increased osmoprotectants 

Osmotic adjustment 

Accumulation of sugars 

Root growth 

Moderate/severe drought 

during the growing season 

 

2.1.1.1- Drought escape 

Some plants can escape drought stress by changing their phenology; they can accelerate their 

life cycle to reproduce before the onset of severe stress (Kooyers, 2015). Initially described 

mostly on perennial species, such as shrubs, has also been described in some annual grasses 

(Shavrukov et al., 2017). Drought escape can also refer to the artificial adjustment of the growth 

period, life cycle, or planting time to prevent them from encountering local seasonal or climatic 

drought (Fang and Xiong, 2015). This strategy is important in cereal crops such as wheat where 

an early flowering time minimizes exposure to dehydration during flowering and grain filling 

periods (Shavrukov et al., 2017). 

 

2.1.1.2- Drought avoidance 

Some plants can maintain their fundamental normal physiological processes under mild or 

moderate drought stress. They achieve this by adjusting certain morphological structures, for 

example, by rolling their leaves, as in maize (Baret et al., 2018). Another important adjustment 

is to increase wax accumulation on leaves, as in Medicago truncatula (Zhang et al., 2005). 

Both of these adjustments decrease the amount of water lost by evapotranspiration. Drought 

avoidance can also be achieved by modifying growth rates and allocating more resources 

towards the root system. Increasing root depth, density, and root:shoot ratio, as in rice (Xu et 
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al., 2015) increases the surface available for water absorption. Another way to avoid the 

negative effects of drought stress is by accelerating/decelerating the conversion from vegetative 

to reproductive growth (Fang and Xiong, 2015). Drought avoidance is characterized by the 

maintenance of high plant water potential or the increase in their water-use efficiency (WUE) 

(Kooyers, 2015). This strategy makes it possible for the plant to survive transient periods of 

drought stress. Cuticular wax accumulation, WUE, abscisic acid (ABA) content, relative water 

content (RWC), canopy temperature, modulation of root system architecture, leaf traits and 

photosynthesis are traits used as criteria to measure drought avoidance (Farooq et al., 2009). 

 

2.1.1.3- Drought tolerance 

Moderate to severe drought can cause cellular dehydration increasing the number of inactive 

proteins (denatured, aggregated, or oxidatively damaged ) (Vaseva et al., 2012). Plants that use 

this strategy produce several molecules that allow them to maintain a certain level of 

physiological activities under severe drought stress conditions (Fang and Xiong, 2015). Some 

of these molecules stabilize proteins, such as Late Embryogenesis Abundant (LEA) proteins 

first discovered in cotton (Galau et al., 1986; Magwanga et al., 2018). Other important 

molecules are chaperons that allow the renaturation of proteins. In potato, a greater induction 

of chaperone genes has been correlated with a higher tolerance to drought stress (Vasquez-

Robinet et al., 2008). Proteases have been shown to reduce the accumulation of damaged 

proteins. The expression of an Arabidopsis thaliana cysteine protease (overly tolerant to salt 

1, OTS1) in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) has led to improved plant growth under water stress 

conditions (le Roux et al., 2019). Drought tolerant plants can also increase their concentration 

of osmoprotectants, such as ammonium compounds, sugars, and sugar alcohols or certain 

amino acids as proline (Singh et al., 2015). Some of the traits used as a criterion for drought 

tolerance are osmotic adjustment and cell membrane stability. 

 

2.1.2- Plant’s responses to drought 

2.1.2.1- Morphological responses 

Since the plant’s roots are the organ in charge of obtaining water and nutrients from the soil, 

they play a critical role in drought stress. Plants possessing a thick and deep root system can 

access water deeper within the soil. Root development is directly affected by environmental 

factors and has been considered important for drought resistance in plants (Hu and Xiong, 

2014). Several studies in maize suggest that adverse effects of water deficit can be avoided by 
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changing carbon allocation patterns to allow the formation of a deep root system before the 

onset of a growth-limiting water shortage (Lopes et al., 2011). 

The majority of water lost by the plant evaporates from the leaves via stomata, in a process 

called transpiration, during the gas exchange needed to obtain CO2 from the atmosphere (Taiz 

and Zeiger, 2010). Transpiration is also an important mechanism to dissipate heat input from 

sunlight and avoid plant damage by extreme temperatures (Gates, 1968). Because leaves are 

the organ by which more water is lost, the morphology of the leaves also has an important 

effect on water loss and water-deficit resistance (Pita and Pardos, 2001). Wilting, a passive 

movement of leaves can prevent an excess of water consumption under stress. However, some 

plants can roll their leaves or vary their orientation to reduce the incident radiation to diminish 

the transpiration rate (Fang and Xiong, 2015). Plants can also modify their stomatal density to 

reduce transpiration and increase their WUE. In a study of the stomatal density of the perennial 

grass Leymus chinensis subjected to drought (Xu and Zhou, 2008) high flexibilities in stomatal 

density and guard cell size in response to water status were found and linked with 

photosynthesis and water use efficiency. 

 

2.1.2.2- Physiological responses 

Knowledge about the interactions between physiological responses to drought can offer insight 

into the development of strategies that can be useful to improve the plant’s drought resistance. 

Stomatal pores are the places where the majority of the gas exchange between plants and 

atmosphere happens, and also responsible for the water lost during this exchange (Xu and 

Zhou, 2008). Guard cells are in charge of the opening/closing of stomata pores via changes in 

turgor and volume. Guard cells respond to various stimuli such as red and blue light, CO2, plant 

pathogens, the hormones ABA, auxin (AUXs), cytokinin (CKs) and gibberellins (GBs), and 

other environmental signals (Schroeder et al., 2001).  

ABA is known as the stress hormone; it functions as a chemical signal in response to 

environmental stresses. Under drought conditions, plants produce and accumulate ABA in the 

guard cells inducing stomatal closure through the activation and inactivation of ion channels 

by protein kinases and phosphatases (Lim et al., 2015).  

Osmotic adjustment is the term used to describe the cellular accumulation of organic and 

inorganic compounds that reduces the osmotic potential of the cells thus decreasing their water 

potential and facilitating the water flow into the cell (Chimenti et al., 2002). This osmotic 

adjustment is a physiological response to drought stress that protects the enzymes and plasma 
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membrane from being damaged; it has been documented to sustain cell structure and 

photosynthesis at low water potentials, and to delay leaf senescence and death and improve 

root growth as water deficits become severe (Fang and Xiong, 2015). 

Some organic compounds, such as mannitol, proline, glycine, betaine, trehalose, fructan, and 

inositol, have been reported as cellular osmoprotectants on drought stress. These substances 

are able to stabilize the surface-bound water of the biological macromolecules and to sustain 

their spatial structure (Voetberg and Sharp, 1991; Gebre and Tschaplinski, 2000; Chen and 

Jiang, 2010; Fang and Xiong, 2015). 

Since drought stress increases the risk of improper protein folding, LEA proteins, aquaporins 

(AQP) and chaperones are also important for the cell osmotic adjustment and for the integrity 

of macromolecules during low water potential (Goyal et al., 2005; Hong-Bo et al., 2005). In 

wheat, some drought stress-related proteins, such as 70-kDa heat shock protein (HSP70), were 

upregulated in drought tolerant cultivars compared to susceptible ones and protein-protein 

interaction network analysis showed that HSP70 acted as a chaperone. These proteins could 

play important roles in drought-stress tolerance of these cultivars (Cheng et al., 2015). 

Growth is the result of cell division, enlargement, and differentiation that involves genetic, 

physiological, ecological, and morphological events and their interactions (Kutschera and 

Niklas, 2013). Cell enlargement requires an adequate turgor pressure needed to expand the cell 

wall. When the water deficiency is severe, turgor pressure decreases and inhibit cell 

enlargement (Anjum et al., 2011). During water stress mitosis is also impaired; thus, during 

water stress, both the division and enlargement of cells are negatively impacted and so is the 

plant’s growth (Jaleel et al., 2009). Leaf growth has a high sensitivity to water stress. The 

ability to reduce leaf growth is considered to be a ‘stress avoidance’ mechanism similar to leaf 

rolling that limits the transpiration rate and save water by decreasing the leaf surface exposed 

to the air (Lopes et al., 2011). 

 

2.1.2.3- Biochemical responses 

Plant production is mainly determined by photosynthesis and is governed mainly by stomata 

for CO2/water exchange and photosynthetic activity in mesophyll cells. Water stress affects 

photosynthesis, both light and dark reactions (Fang and Xiong, 2015). Under drought, there are 

other processes besides CO2 uptake that are impaired. This non-stomatal limitation to 

photosynthesis produces changes in photosynthetic pigments and components, damages the 

photosynthetic apparatus, diminishes activities of Calvin cycle enzymes, and leads to the 
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accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that induces oxidative stress and damages 

cellular components (Farooq et al., 2009). In an analysis conducted by Flexas and Medrano 

(2002) the results suggested that stomatal closure was the earliest response to drought and the 

main limitation to photosynthesis at mild to moderate stress. A parallel progressive 

downregulation or inhibition of metabolic processes also leads to decreased ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate (RuBP) content, which in turn, becomes the dominant limitation at severe 

drought, and thereby inhibits photosynthetic CO2 assimilation. 

Aerobic metabolism is accompanied by the production of ROS. Under normal circumstances, 

its generation and removal are in a dynamic equilibrium, but in many stresses, including 

drought, there is an imbalance in the cellular redox metabolism that results in an increased 

abundance of reactive species (Fang and Xiong, 2014). These reactive species can damage 

membranes and macromolecules affecting plant metabolism and limiting growth and yield 

(Ajithkumar and Panneerselvam, 2014). As a defence mechanism plants use enzymatic and 

non-enzymatic systems to scavenge reactive species. Some of these enzymes include 

superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT), non-specific peroxidases and glutathione 

reductase; these work with non-enzymatic antioxidants like glutathione, ascorbate, and β-

carotene to detoxify reactive species (Farooq et al., 2009). The antioxidant enzymes are 

generally upregulated in plants exposed to drought (Cheng et al., 2015). The elevated ROS 

concentration on plants under stress acts as an alarm signal that activates acclamatory/defence 

responses by activating transduction pathways that involve H2O2 as a secondary messenger 

(Cruz de Carvalho, 2008) and downstream mobilize calcium, phosphorylate proteins and 

modify gene expression. 

Drought usually affects plant carbohydrate metabolism. Cheng et al. (2015) identified some 

key enzymes involved in glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid cycle (phosphoglycerate mutase, 

enolase, a nicotinamide adenosine diphosphate (NADP) dependent malic enzyme and cytosolic 

aconitase) that were upregulated under drought stress. The upregulated accumulation of 

cytosolic aconitase plays a role in mediating oxidative stress and regulating cell death, which 

might enhance the tolerance of wheat to drought stress. 

 

2.1.2.4.- Molecular responses 

Understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying drought response in plants is 

important. All the studies in the areas of -omics (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and 

metabolomics) have contributed to our understanding of the mechanism of this response. The 
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core signaling components involved in the regulation of the expression of stress-responsive 

genes include kinases, phosphatases, second messengers, and transcription factors (TFs) 

(Wang et al., 2003). 

Drought stress-responsive gene expression is regulated by ABA-dependent and ABA-

independent pathways (Figure 1) (Yoshida et al., 2014). 

 

Figure 1: Osmotic stress-responsive gene expression regulation. In black the transcription factors that bind onto 

the promoters (in red) of the osmotic stress-inducible genes. Adapted from (Nakashima et al., 2014). ABA= abcisic 

acid, AREB/ABFs= abcisic acid-responsive element binding/abcisic acid-responsive elements binding factors, 

NAC= NAM, ATAF1, CUC2, DREB2= dehydration-responsive element binding 2, ABRE= abcisic acid binding 

responsive elements, NACR= NAC responsive, DRE/CRT= drought-responsive element/C-terminal.  

 

ABA is a phytohormone required to fine-tune growth and development; it controls processes 

such as the regulation of growth, stomatal aperture, hydraulic conductivity, and seed dormancy 

(Raghavendra et al., 2010). Under drought stress plants accumulate high levels of ABA 

accompanied by major gene expression changes (Shanker et al., 2014) via a signaling 

mechanism that is highly conserved across species. After the perception of a stress signal, ABA 

is released from its conjugated form stored in the vacuole or synthesized, mainly in vascular 

tissues (Mehrotra et al., 2014). Then it is exported to other cells by specific adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP) dependent transporters, allowing its rapid distribution to neighboring 

tissues (Kuromori et al., 2010). 
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The ABA core signaling pathway plays a central role in the survival of plants subjected to 

extreme drought by promoting stomatal closure, growth inhibition, bud dormancy and leaf 

senescence (Ashraf et al., 2015). 

Pyrabactin resistance (PYR)/pyrabactin resistance like (PYL)/regulatory component of ABA 

receptor (RCAR) are members of the cyclase subfamily of the START domain superfamily, 

that interact directly with the type 2C protein phosphatases (PP2Cs) inhibiting them in presence 

of ABA and relieving the repression of PP2Cs on positive regulators of ABA signaling 

pathway, such as the sucrose-non-fermenting kinase1 related protein kinases (SnRK2s) (Park 

et al., 2009). 

In the absence of ABA, PP2Cs interacts with SnRK2s inactivating them via dephosphorization. 

When ABA is present, PYR/PYL/RCAR binds PP2Cs and SnRK2s are freed from the PP2Cs 

negative regulation. Free SnRK2s can phosphorylate downstream substrates (Umezawa et al., 

2009) including ion channels (SLAC1 and KAT1) in guard cells (Geiger et al., 2009; Lee et 

al., 2009) and bZIP TFs like Abscisic acid-responsive element-binding proteins 

(AREBs)/Abcisic acid-responsive elements binding factors (ABFs) that activate ABA-

responsive gene expression (Yoshida et al., 2015). 

By analyzing the promoters of ABA-inducible genes, a conserved cis-element was found and 

designated as ABA-responsive element (ABRE) (Choi et al., 2000). Some of the genes 

harboring ABRE include several LEA class proteins that confer cellular tolerance under water 

stress conditions, genes encoding transcriptional factors, different kinases, phosphatases, and 

other stress proteins (Yoshida et al., 2010). 

Many drought-induced genes are insensitive to ABA treatment. The regulation of these ABA-

independent genes happens through the drought-responsive element (DRE) and C-repeat 

(CRT) cis-acting elements, in combination with dehydration-responsive element-binding 

proteins (DREBs) or C-repeat-binding factor (CBF) TFs (Nakashima et al., 2014). DREBs are 

a subfamily of plant-specific TFs of the APETALA 2 (AP2)/ ethylene response factors (ERF) 

family, the largest of plant-specific TFs families (Yamasaki et al., 2013). DREB2A and 

DREB2B are highly induced by drought, high salinity, and heat stress (Yoshida et al., 2014). 

DREB proteins function as TFs that bind to genes that possess the DRE/CRT sequence on their 

promoter region, thus activating the transcription of these genes (Nakashima et al., 2014). 

Additionally, NAC TFs are also well known to play important roles in both ABA-dependent 

and ABA-independent signalling under drought stress (Hu et al., 2006). The NAC acronym is 
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derived from three genes that were initially discovered to contain this particular domain: NAM 

(for no apical meristem), ATAF1 (Arabidopsis transcription activation factor 1), and CUC2 

(for cup-shaped cotyledon) (Nuruzzaman et al., 2013). NAC proteins are plant-specific TFs. 

Group III of NAC (SNACs) play important roles in abiotic stress responses as positive 

regulators of abiotic stress or ABA signalling (Xu et al., 2013). The NAC 

gene SNAC1 (STRESS-RESPONSIVE NAC 1) was first discovered in Oryza sativa (Hu et al., 

2006). This gene can be induced by drought, specifically in guard cells. SNAC1-overexpressing 

transgenic plants showed significantly improved drought resistance under field conditions and 

a strong tolerance to salt stress (Hu et al., 2006). 

 

Some studies have implied the possibility of crosstalk between these two major types of 

pathways (Yoshida et al., 2014). The ABA-independent NAC TF ANAC096 cooperates with 

the ABA-dependent TFs ABF2 and ABF4 to regulate gene expression in response to water 

deficiency in Arabidopsis (Xu et al., 2013). SnRK2s regulate ABA-dependent and ABA-

independent gene expression, regulating the expression of AREB/ABFs and DREB under 

drought stress (Fujita et al., 2013). The proteins known as ABA-dependent: AREB1/ABF2, 

AREB2/ABF4, and ABF3 play central roles in the regulation of the drought response, 

interacting with ABA-independent proteins, such as DREB2A (Yoshida et al., 2014). 

However, knowledge of the interplay between ABA-dependent and independent pathways is 

still limited. In a study by Liu et al. (2018) integrated transcriptome sequencing and network 

analyses were performed to explore the interplays between these two pathways in response to 

drought stress in Arabidopsis thaliana. They found significantly enriched interactions between 

ABA-dependent and ABA-independent pathways with 94 genes acting as core interacting 

components by combining network analyses. They also found a crosstalk between ABA and 

the hormone jasmonic acid (JA) mediated through a direct interaction of the ABA responsive 

elements-binding factor ABF3 with the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor MYC2.   

 

3.- White Clover 

White clover (Trifolium repens L.) is an herbaceous short-lived perennial plant included in the 

genus Trifolium that belongs to the tribe Trifolieae of the subfamily Papilionoideae (also 

known as Faboideae) of the family Fabaceae (Australian Plant Name Index). White clover is 

a natural allotetraploid (AABB-type genome; 2n=4x=32), with disomic inheritance (Williams 

et al., 1998), and a fairly compact genome (1C=1093 Mb) (Bennett and Leitch, 2011). The 
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genome is arranged in small similar-sized chromosomes with few obvious features to 

distinguish homoeologues (Ansari et al., 1999). It presents high self-incompatibility that can 

depend on genotype and environmental conditions such as temperature, resulting in a limited 

degree of self-pollination (Baker and Williams, 1987). Its outbreeding nature leads to 

significant polymorphism and very heterogeneous populations (Aasmo Finne et al., 2000; 

Zhang et al., 2010). 

 

White clover is a relatively recent allopolyploid that likely arose during the last major 

glaciations 13,000 to 130,000 years ago (Williams et al., 2012). Mediterranean Europe is 

considered the centre of origin of white clover. It was domesticated in the Netherlands more 

than 400 years ago and migrated along with settlers to several continents where is now 

considered naturalised (Lane et al., 1997). The origin of white clover as a species is still a 

matter of discussion. Although Trifolium occidentale is generally accepted as the paternal 

donor, the maternal donor is still under debate. The candidates of the putative female progenitor 

are Trifolium nigrescens (Brewbaker and Keim, 1953; Chen and Gibson, 1970; Badr, El-Shazly 

and Mekki, 2012, Ravagnani personal comunication) and Trifolium pallescens (Ellison et al., 

2006). A recent study by Griffiths et al. (2019) have found that the alignment of the chloroplast 

genomes of T.repens and T.pallescens presented a 99.5% of identical bases and a mean 

coverage of 100%. This makes T.pallescens a likely chloroplast donor and therefore the most 

likely candidate as T.repens maternal donor. This study also detected for the first time internal 

transcribed spacers (ITS) from rDNA derived from T. pallescens in white clover. This is further 

evidence of the contribution of this species, not only to the chloroplast genome of white clover 

but also to their nuclear genome, strengthening the likelihood of T.pallescens being white 

clover’s maternal progenitor. 

 

White clover presents stoloniferous growth; the stolon is the basic structural component of the 

mature plant. In Figure 2 we find an schematic of white clover architecture, each node bears a 

trifoliate leaf, two root primordia, and an auxiliary bud that during vegetative growth can 

develop into a new lateral stolon. A 10-week-old seedling consists of a central primary axis of 

stem and taproot from where several secondary stolons grow; the development of new stolons 

from the tip of the plant continues at the same time as old tissue dies. After 18 months the 

taproot of the plant dies, and the plant is fragmented in several plants that will be nutritionally 

supported by the adventitious roots formed by the nodal root primordia (Baker and Williams, 

1987). Leaf size depends greatly on the type and cultivar of white clover as well as the 
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environment. It ranges from very small (leaflets <1 cm long) in prostrate short petioled types 

to large (leaflets > 2 cm) in the more erect, longer petioled types (Australian-Government, 

2008). Leaflets are generally elliptical, egg-shaped or heart-shaped with minute serrate margins 

and are uniformly green or patterned with whitish V-shaped marks and/or purplish colourations 

(Thomas, 1987b).  

 
 

Figure 2: Schematics of white clover architecture. AB = apical bud, AR = adventitious root, AXB = axillary bud, 
B = branch, C = crown, FH = flower head (inflorescence), IN = internode, L = leaflet lamina, N = node, P = 
petiole, PE = peduncle, RN = root nodule (contains rhizobia), S = stipule, SA = stolon advance, SD = stolon 
death, TR = taproot. Obtained from (Black et al., 2009). 
 

White clover can reproduce both sexually -via formation of seeds- or asexually -via vegetative 

propagation of stolons-. The flower head or inflorescences are globular racemes supported by 

long peduncles. Each inflorescence consists of 20-40 florets which are mainly white and 

commonly tinged with pink. Up to 3-4 seeds per pod can be produced after pollination. The 

seeds are smooth, heart-shaped, and range in colour from bright yellow to yellowish-brown, 

and darken with age (Thomas, 1987a). 

There is a negative correlation between stolon branching and flowering vigour, and the primary 

adoption of either of them depends on the influence of the environment on stolon survival 

(Lane et al., 2000). 

 

White clover is the most widely grown temperate forage legume and is the most common 

forage legume in pastures grazed by sheep or cattle (Laidlaw and Teuber, 2001). Its ability to 

adapt to different types of soil and environmental conditions, including the type of companion 

grass, makes it a fairly versatile crop (Laidlaw and Teuber, 2001). It also serves as an excellent 

source of proteins and minerals for grazing animals throughout the year (Abberton and 
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Marshall, 2005). White clover has a major impact on animal production in terms of agronomic 

performance, amelioration of soil fertility, and grazing value; in Australia, it is a major species 

in temperate pastures for the dairy, meat, and wool industries (Jahufer et al., 2002). White 

clover helps overcome the need to use fertilizers, not only due to its ability to fix nitrogen but 

also by increasing the uptake of phosphorus and the yield of the main crop by promoting 

arbuscular mycorrhiza (Deguchi et al., 2017). White clover has also a significant role in 

sustainable agriculture and is a top choice for “living mulch” systems or as a cover crop. A 

cover crop is planted into or after a main crop and then commonly killed before the next crop 

is planted. Living mulches are cover crops planted either before or with a main crop and 

maintained as a living ground cover throughout the growing season (Hartwig and Ammon, 

2002). Cover crops and living mulch also help suppress weeds, protect the soil from erosion 

and helps improve soil structure (Fageria et al., 2005). 

 

3.1.- Drought response of white clover 

Drought stress is one of the key limitations of the performance and persistence of white clover 

(Jahufer et al., 2002). It is less drought tolerant than other perennial temperate forage legumes 

(e.g., alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.)) due to its shallow root system and inability to effectively 

control transpiration (Hart, 1987; Annicchiarico and Piano, 2004). White clover is often grown 

together with a companion grass and competition with associated grasses such as perennial 

ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.), aggravates white clover drought stress (Thomas, 1984). The 

susceptibility of white clover to stress, including drought, is increased when the stolons of 

initial plants break to form new smaller plants during growth (Brock et al., 1988; Fothergill et 

al., 1997; Sanderson et al., 2003) . In this stage plants are more vulnerable and can undergo 

what is known as a “clover crash” (Fothergill et al., 1996). For these reasons, there is a need to 

develop new adapted cultivars with a good sward performance under drought conditions. 

 

Several studies have been conducted on the effects that drought stress has on white clover. In 

a study about the productivity, WUE, and carbon isotope discrimination under drought 

(Barbour et al., 1996), no differences between genotypes within moisture levels were found. 

This indicated little genetic variability in photosynthetic capacity and control of water loss, 

which are the parameters that define WUE, between the different cultivars under the 

experimental conditions. However, large-leaved cultivars were generally more sensitive to 

drought and showed significant reduction in carbon isotope discrimination under drought 
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stress. Carbon isotope discrimination had a strong positive and negative correlation with 

productivity and WUE, respectively, making it a good estimator for both traits.  

 

When it comes to growth, T.repens behaviour depends on the strength and the onset of the 

stress. At the beginning it responds with wilting, leaves die as the solon adjust osmotically to 

survive at the expense of leaf growth. However, as the drought increases, stolons are also 

affected. They tend to die back to the strongly rooted nodes, and the frequency of plant death 

increases, causing loss of long-term productivity/yield (Turner, 1990, 1991). 

 

Increased electrolyte leakage, malondialdehyde, and H2O2 content are among the biochemical 

changes provoked by water shortage, and their accumulation has an effect on oxidative damage 

and ROS production in stressed plants (Sarker and Oba, 2018). In a study conducted in white 

clover, all of these markers and proline content increased during drought and diminished during 

recovery (Vaseva et al., 2012). The sensitivity or tolerance to water stress could be related to 

different genetically determined capacity of plants to cope with oxidative stress events which 

usually accompany drought (Wang et al., 2003). In this experiment, the concentration of 

several enzymes from the enzymatic antioxidant system were increased during drought, but the 

type and amount differed between cultivars. 

 

In another study conducted in white clover subjected to drought (Vaseva et al., 2011), the levels 

of chaperonins Rubisco binding protein (RBP), rubisco activase (RA), and heat shock proteins 

(HSPs); dehydrins and calpains were tested. RA levels did not vary during drought, but a large 

increase in RBP and HSPs levels were observed. The levels of calpains ClpA and especially 

ClpP and dehydrins were increased in the leaves of clover plants subjected to drought. 

 

Bisaga et al., (2017) generated four Suppression Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) libraries to 

characterize the response of white clover to water deficit and its recovery at a molecular level. 

Four sets of transcripts induced and repressed in the leaves of plants subjected to drought stress 

and following re-hydration were functionally annotated and mapped to biological processes 

and pathways. This study found that the majority of transcripts up-regulated under drought 

belonged to metabolic processes, such as aminoacid, carbohydrates and lipid metabolism, 

whilst during recovery transcripts involved in photosynthesis were up-regulated. The data also 
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highlighted the role of raffinose family oligosaccharides (RFOs) and the possible delayed 

response of the flavonoid pathways in the initial response of white clover to drought stress. 

 

4.- Genotype and Phenotype 

Johannsen defined the terms gene, genotype, and phenotype for the first time in 1911. He 

described the gene as an expression for the "unit-factors", "elements" or "allelomorphs" in the 

gametes carrying the information that was transmitted from one generation to the next. 

Therefore, defining the genotype as the sum of the total genes in a gamete or a zygote, or all of 

the hereditary information that is accumulated in the individual. 

He defined phenotypes as "real things, the appearing of types or sorts of organisms" making 

all typeable phenomena in the organic world phenotypical. Following this definition, we can 

describe the phenotype as a combination of all the morphological, physiological, anatomical, 

chemical, developmental, and behavioural characteristics that represent the individual 

organism.  

An individual organism occupies a point in the ‘genotypic space’ that represents the full array 

of genotypes possible for that species. This position, combined with the environmental 

characteristics, determine the phenotypic state that an organism occupies within the overall 

space of possible phenotypes (Pieruschka and Poorter, 2012). Moreover, an organism can affect 

the environment creating a complex feedback relationship between genes and between the 

environments and phenotypes (Houle et al., 2010). 

 

5.- Phenotyping 

By following the previous definition of phenotype, we can define phenotyping as the 

quantitative description of all the typeable properties of an individual. Therefore, we can 

describe plant phenotyping as the quantitative description of the anatomical, ontogenetical, 

physiological, and biochemical properties of the plant (Walter et al., 2015). High-throughput 

genotyping platforms help in the discovery and analysis of genome-wide genetic markers in 

populations in a routine manner. However, our capabilities for the automatic evaluation and 

quantification of plant phenotypes have not kept pace (Houle et al., 2010; Furbank and Tester, 

2011). This leaves us in a scenario known as the “phenotyping bottleneck” (Furbank and 

Tester, 2011). 
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An emerging and important branch of biological sciences termed ‘phenomics’ has its focus on 

overcoming this ‘phenotyping bottleneck’. This bottleneck can be overcome using 

technologies such as non-invasive imaging, spectroscopy, image analysis, robotics, and high-

performance computing. Plant phenomics studies plant growth, composition, and performance, 

using these high-throughput non-destructive technologies (Furbank and Tester, 2011). High 

throughput phenotyping (HTP) can record time-series data on plant functional traits and also 

top-down and 3D models of both plant growth and development (Brown et al., 2014). 

Phenotyping systems can be described by their throughput capabilities, resolution, and 

dimensionality (Table 2) (Dhondt et al., 2013). 

 
Table 2: Characteristics by which phenotyping systems can be described. Adapted from (Dhondt et al., 2013) 

CHARACTERISTICS  

THROUGHPUT The number of individuals that can be analysed for a 

particular trait at a given time 

RESOLUTION Spatial: level of separation between the elementary or 

organizational units used for the measurement of plant 

traits. 

Temporal: level of separation into elementary time 

periods. 

DIMENSIONALITY Diversity of phenotypic traits measured at different 

spatial and temporal resolutions and in different 

categories and the number of genotypes and the 

diversity of environmental conditions and treatments 

taken into account upon phenotyping 

 

5.1- Plant phenotyping for water stress 

5.1.1- Destructive methods 

Numerous methods can be used to determine the water content of a plant. The leaf water 

potential (&%&'() can be estimated in a pressure chamber. The amount of pressure necessary to 

force water out of the leaf cells into the xylem is a function of the water potential of the leaf 

cells (Boyer, 1967). The potential of water in a plant shoot during a measurement with the 

pressure chamber may be partitioned into: 

&%&'( = ' + &" 

Where ' is the pressure applied by the chamber and &"	represents the effect of solutes in the 

xylem sap.  
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The relative water content (()*) of the leaves (Smart, 1974) is obtained by weighing the fresh 

weight of the leaves (+)), and then hydrating them to full turgidity for at least 4 hours, under 

normal room light and temperature. The weight obtained after hydrating the leaves will be the 

turgid weight (,)). After drying leaves in an oven overnight at 80°C and weighing them ,we 

obtain the dry weight (-)). RWC is computed as: 

()* = [(+) − -))/(,) − -))]3100	 

 

The plant water concentration (PWC) is the standard method for the measurement of water 

concentration involving drying the plants in an oven (Allen, 1989). Plant water concentration 

is expressed as a percentage of the dry weight (DW) and computed as:  

')* =	 [(+) − -))/-)]3100 

PWC requires the destruction of the whole plant and as such is not a measurement that can be 

used to control the water state of the plant during the length of the experiment.  

 

The former measurements allude directly to the water content or hydrate state of the plant. We 

can also use other measurements that permit the quantitative estimation of phenotypes that are 

influenced by the water state of the plant. As previously stated, water stress affects the growth 

of the plant (Farooq et al., 2009). Therefore, measurements that quantify plant growth can also 

be used as a response variable to drought stress. Some destructive measurements that allow us 

to quantify the size of the plant at the end of the experiment are the total leaf area and biomass 

estimation. However, because they are destructive measurements that use the whole plant, we 

can only use them at the end of the experiment to calculate the size of the plant, but not to 

follow the growth of the plants during the experiment. 

 

Drought stress affects photosynthesis at several levels from the ultrastructure of the organelles 

and pigment concentration to the stomatal regulation (Ashraf and Harris, 2013). The decrease 

in photosynthetic rate under drought is normally attributed to a suppression in the mesophyll 

conductance and stomata closure which are plant's responses in an attempt to reduce the loss 

of water due to evapotranspiration (Chaves et al., 2009). However, the photosynthetic pigments 

are also directly affected by drought stress; for example, the chlorophyll content of plants 

leaves tend to decrease when they are under drought stress (Ashraf and Harris, 2013). 

Therefore, we can use the chlorophyll content of the plant as an outcome variable that allows 
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us to quantify the response of the plant to drought. We can measure the concentration of 

chlorophyll on a plant using destructive measurements by taking leaf samples, extracting the 

chlorophyll and measuring it spectrophotometrically (Vernon, 1960), 

 

5.1.2- Non-destructive methods 

5.1.2.1.- Non-high-throughput methods 

Since growth is affected during drought stress (Farooq et al., 2009), we can effectively use any 

measurement that allows us to follow the growth of the plant during the length of the 

experiment. Since the stolon is the basic structural component of the mature plant, the 

measurement of the stolon length and/or the number of stolons can be used to assess the aerial 

growth of the plant (Caradus and Chapman, 1991) during the length of the experiment.  

 

The photosynthetic state of the plant can also be followed using non-destructive methods that 

use the absorbance/reflection properties of the chlorophyll molecule to assess the quantity of 

the chlorophyll, but do so in vivo. Handheld devices, such as the Soil Plant Analysis 

Development (SPAD, Konica-Minolta, Japan) chlorophyll meter (Minolta, 1989), provide a 

rapid and non-destructive approach that enables users to measure chlorophyll content in the 

field. The SPAD meter calculates the difference between the transmittance of  red (650 nm) 

and  infrared (940 nm) light through the leaf, generating a three-digit value (Uddling et al., 

2007). 

 

5.1.2.2.- High-throughput methods 

HTP uses cameras/sensors that can detect electromagnetic waves reflected by the plant in 

different spectrums (Table 3). Colour imaging uses cameras that capture electromagnetic 

waves in the visible spectrum (VIS, 400-710nm) and can be used to measure growth status and 

biomass accumulation, as well as their nutritional or health status (Chen et al., 2014).  

Infrared (IR, 25µm-750nm) imaging provides a measure related to plant water content (Chen 

et al., 2014). Previous studies suggest that plant water stress might be monitored efficiently 

using near-infrared (NIR) imagining (Berger et al., 2010; Munns et al., 2010). For single 

leaves, the water absorption bands in the region 1300-2500nm showed the highest sensitivity 

to leaf water concentration (Carter, 1991). The reflection in the wavelength that corresponds to 

the Thermal Infrared (TIR) can be used as a surrogate to measure the stomatal conductance (gs) 

and therefore the water use efficiency of a plant (Munns et al., 2010). 
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Table 3: Divisions and wavelengths of the IR band 
DIVISION NAME WAVELENGTH 

NEAR INFRARED (NIR) 0.75-1.4µm 

SHORT-WAVE INFRARED 
(SWIR) 

1.4-3µm 

MID-WAVELENGTH 
INFRARED 

3-8µm 

LONG-WAVELENGTH 
INFRARED OR THERMAL 
INFRARED (TIR) 

8-15µm 

FAR INFRARED 15-1000µm 

 

Fluorescence (FLUOR) imaging detects signals of chlorophyll and other fluorophores (Berger 

et al., 2010). Fluorescence imaging is conducted using laser or flash lamps to induce pigments 

fluorescence. Since one of the effects of stomatal closure is a reduction in photosynthesis, 

chlorophyll fluorescence has been used as a surrogate measurement for maintenance of 

photosynthetic function under drought (Houle et al., 2015). The efficiency of photosystem II 

is measured as the dark-adapted ratio of variable to maximal chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm), 

using a chlorophyll fluorometer build on pulse modulation principle. This parameter gives a 

measure of the photochemical efficiency of light-harvesting in photosystem II (Maxwell and 

Johnson, 2000). 

 

6.- Genotyping  

Although we defined the genotype of and individual as all of its hereditary information, when 

we talk about genotyping, we are not necessarily referring to the whole genome of an organism. 

We can define genotyping as the process by which we determine differences in the genotype 

of an individual in reference to another individual’s genotype.  

To assess a possible difference between two genotypes, we first need markers that allow us to 

track said differences. Xu (2015) defines genetic markers as biological features that are 

determined by allelic forms, and because they are transmitted from one generation to another, 

they can be used as probes or tags to track an individual, tissue, cell, nucleus, chromosome or 

gene.  
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One of the first genetic markers ever used were morphological markers as used by Mendel on 

the experiments that gave way to the Mendelian laws (Mendel, 1865). Morphological markers 

represent genetic polymorphisms that are visible as differences in appearance, such as eye 

colour, leaf size, etc. Because of their nature, there is a limitation in the number of markers 

with distinguishable polymorphisms that can be used (Xu, 2010), making impossible the 

construction of high-density genetic maps.  

 

With the advent of new technologies, different markers replaced the more rudimentary markers 

in an effort to better genotype organisms. Cytological markers refer to the features in an 

organism’s karyotype and chromosome bands; these markers can detect chromosome 

mutations and are also used for physical mapping and linkage group identification (Saraswathy 

et al., 2011). Biochemical markers refer to isoenzymes that reflect the products of different 

alleles. Although these markers are of molecular nature, the terminology molecular marker is 

more commonly used for DNA markers. Isoenzymes are more informative (higher variability) 

than cytological markers; however, they are harder to automatize than markers based on DNA 

sequence (Xu, 2010). 

During the 1980s and 1990s, several  molecular markers based directly on traceable differences 

on the DNA sequence were developed. Molecular markers or DNA markers are small regions 

of DNA sequence that show polymorphism between different individuals (Xu, 2010). In this 

group, we find the following types of markers: restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLPs), amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLPs), random amplification of 

polymorphic DNA (RAPD), simple sequence repeat (SSRs), and single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNPs).  

RFLPs come from mutation events at restriction sites that cause and alteration or elimination 

of restriction enzyme target, given different restriction products when homologous 

chromosomes are digested. These fragments can be detected by electrophoresis and DNA 

probing. RFLPs are co-dominant and locus-specific markers (Jeffreys, 1979).  

AFLPs are PCR-based markers. Instead of digesting the DNA, specific primers for the 

restriction sites are designed, and the amplification or absence of it is used as a marker. After 

PCR electrophoresis separates the fragments and will show the presence/absence of each 

fragment in each genotype, when the absence/presence of an amplicon is unique for one 

genotype, this can be used as a marker for that genotype (Vos et al., 1995). 
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RAPD is also a PCR-based marker system, where the DNA is amplified randomly using short 

primers that bind to many different sites. Mutation in or surrounding the primer binding sites 

will affect the amplification (Williams et al., 1990).  

SSRs, also PCR-based markers, are based in tandem repeats of short motifs of 2-6 bp widely 

distributed throughout plants and animals’ genomes. The copy number of these repeats differs 

between individuals and is a source of polymorphism. They are also co-dominant markers (Litt 

and Luty, 1989).  

SNPs are single nucleotide base differences between two DNA sequences or individuals. SNPs 

are co-dominant markers and can be easily automated and detected. They provide high 

efficiency for polymorphism detection (LaFramboise, 2009). 

Desirable molecular markers must have: High level of genetic polymorphism, co-dominance, 

clear distinct allele features for easy identifiability, even distribution on the entire genome, 

neutral selection, easy detection, low cost and high duplicability (Xu, 2010). 

 

In plant biology, molecular markers have been widely used in the fields of germplasm 

evaluation (Keim et al., 1992; Kidwell et al., 1994; Pan, 2006), genetic mapping (Jones et al., 

2003; Barrett et al., 2004; Griffiths et al., 2013), map-based gene discovery 

(Narasimhamoorthy et al., 2007; Abberton et al., 2009; Ballizany et al., 2016) and marker-

assisted plant breeding; becoming an important tool in the genetic manipulation of agronomic 

traits.  

7.- Genetic maps 

Van Ooijen and Jansen (2011) define genetic map as a representation of the relative positions 

of genes and genetic markers on the chromosomes of a biological species. Genetic maps are 

determined by linkage analysis and, therefore, are also commonly known as linkage maps.  

 

Linkage analysis study co-segregation of genetic markers by observing how often alleles of 

loci are inherited together or become exchanged due to crossovers in meiosis (Van Ooijen and 

Jansen, 2011). In order to be able to follow the co-segregation of alleles, we need 

polymorphism on these alleles. Otherwise, we cannot follow their segregation and measure the 

recombination rate. The rate of recombination gives us a measure of the distance between these 

two loci. Genes or markers tightly linked will be transmitted together with higher frequency to 
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the progeny. The frequency of recombinant genotypes is used to calculate recombination 

fractions. Markers with a recombination frequency of 50% are assumed to be located far apart 

or in different chromosomes. These recombination fractions can be converted to map units, 

centimorgans (cM) using mapping functions (Haldane 1919; Kosambi 1942).  

 

Since we need to follow inherited loci to construct a linkage map, we need a mapping 

population. The first step is to identify polymorphic markers in the parents of the mapping 

population that then need to be screened across the entire population. The alleles of the DNA 

markers for each individual are then coded, and the linkage analysis of polymorphic markers 

is performed using computer algorithms (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 2011).  

 

Genetic maps are constructed in two steps. First, we determine the linkage groups, and then we 

establish the map order (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 2011). The output of this analysis is a set of 

linkage groups that represent chromosomal segments or entire chromosomes where markers 

are ordered (Collard et al., 2005).  

 

8.- Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) 

In order to assure the food security of an increasing world population in a world climate change 

scenario, it is vital to understand how drought stress affects plants and their underlying 

physiological and genetic mechanisms. The fundamental challenge of modern genetic analysis 

is then to understand the biological determinants of quantitative phenotypic variation (Cobb et 

al., 2013). However, understanding complex trait variation, such as drought 

resistance/tolerance or yield, has proven frustratingly difficult, as the genetic architecture of 

these important traits often involves many loci of small effect that may interact with each other, 

as well as with the environment (Collard and Mackill, 2008; Buckler et al., 2009; Schuster, 

2011).  

 

These quantitative traits controlled by many loci are denominated quantitative trait loci (QTLs) 

and is the summation of their effects, along with their interaction with the environment, that 

determines the phenotype of the individual (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Because of the 

additive nature of these traits, quantitative traits have a variation that often approximates a 

normal distribution on the population. In contrast, qualitative traits, that are affected only by 

one gene, have phenotypes that fall into a discrete category (Xu, 2010). 
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Although plant phenotyping improves selection efficiency by deciphering the complex network 

of drought tolerance-related traits, the candidate genes and QTLs associated with these traits 

are identified by means of molecular biology and genomics techniques. To enhance agricultural 

production, we need to bridge genotype and phenotype (Figure 3), only by linking the genomic 

data obtained to different levels of phenomic data will all the advances in genetics be fully 

utilized (Sabb et al., 2009).  

 

Figure 3: The phenomics wheel of forturne (Furbank and Tester, 2011) . Closing the gap between genotype and 
phenotype 

 

QTL analysis tries to detect an association between the studied phenotype and the genotype of 

the markers. A significant difference between phenotypic means of the groups indicates that 

the marker locus used to partition those groups is linked to a QTL controlling the trait (Collard 

et al., 2005). QTL analysis can be performed using either linkage analysis or association 

analysis. 

 

8.1.-QTL analysis using linkage analysis 

QTL mapping consists of the construction of linkage maps to conduct QTL analysis. There are 

several methods to conduct a QTL analysis using a bi-parental mapping family (Xu et al., 

2017). 
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The first QTL analysis method was the single-marker analysis (SMA) (Thoday, 1961). SMA 

calculates whether phenotype values differ among genotypes for a given molecular marker. 

Results are presented in a table that indicates chromosome (if known), linkage group, 

probability values, and amount of phenotypic variation explained by the QTL (R2). As the name 

indicates, the analysis is done by single markers instead of intervals. Although this method is 

usually included with the linkage analysis methods, there is no need for a linkage map. 

 

Interval or flanking marker methods make use of the linkage maps. They are based on 

recombination analysis of the progeny. The recombination fraction can be converted to map 

units, centimorgans (cM), using mapping functions (Haldane, 1919; Kosambi, 1942). There 

are several flanking marker methods. In the simple interval mapping (SIM), intervals between 

adjacent pairs of linked markers along linkage groups are analysed simultaneously, 

compensating for recombination between markers and QTL (Lander & Botstein, 1989). 

Composite interval mapping (CIM) combines interval mapping with linear regression and uses 

additional markers as cofactors which makes this method more precise and effective than SIM 

(Jansen, 1993; Zeng, 1994) 

 

SIM and CIM results are presented using a logarithmic of odds (LOD) score or likelihood ratio 

statistic (LRS). These profiles are used to identify the most likely position for a QTL in relation 

to a linkage map. The peak or maximum must exceed a significance level that can be 

determined using permutation tests. QTLs are reported by indicating the most closely linked 

flanking markers. And within a confident interval (determined by using either LOD score or 

bootstrapping) (Collard et al., 2005). 

 

Multiple interval mapping (MIM) is an extension of CIM that tends to be more powerful and 

precise in identifying QTLs and allows the simultaneous estimation of multiple QTL with 

epistasis (Kao et al., 1999). 

 

8.2.- QTL analysis using association analysis 

Association analysis or association mapping is another method commonly used to find QTLs 

by identifying marker-trait associations. The only fundamental difference between this method 

and linkage analysis is the mapping populations used, which directly determine mapping 

resolution and power (Xu et al., 2017). One of the key advantages of this method is that there 
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is no need for a mapping family. Association analysis examines the linkage disequilibrium 

(LD) between markers and traits in a set of genotypes with unknown ancestry by exploiting 

historical recombination (Stich and Melchinger, 2010).  

 

The main steps in association mapping (Xu et al., 2017) are depicted in Figure 4 

1) Collection of a sample population 

2) Phenotype traits estimate the broad-sense heritability of the traits and determine the 

genotypes of the population entries. 

3) Quantification of the LD extent on the selected population 

4) Identification of the influence of population structure and kinship 

5) Test associations between genotypes and phenotypes using appropriate statistical 

approaches. 

 

 
Figure 4: A flowchart of natural population-based mapping using diverse crop varieties (Xu et al., 2017). 

 

The statistical power of association mapping is strongly dependent upon the extent of LD, 

which decays with distance and determines the marker density required and the level of 

resolution that can be obtained. Population structure is the main constraint for the use of 

association mapping, as it can lead to false positives. The mixed linear model (MLM) (Yu et 

al., 2006) can correct for population structure (Q matrix), treating it as a fixed effect. The Q 

matrix can be obtained by genomic control (GC) (Devlin and Roeder, 1999), structured 

association (SA) (Pritchard et al., 2000) or principal component analysis (PCA) (Price et al., 
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2006). Sometimes we also need to correct for relatedness between individuals by using a 

marker-generated kinship matrix (K matrix) in MLM. The Q+K correction gives a more 

accurate effect estimation. The sample size and the minor allele frequency (MAF) also affect 

the statistical power of the analysis (Xu et al., 2017). The computational demand of the MLM 

approach is high, so there are several methods under the framework of the MLM model 

developed to improve the computational speed (Figure 5) (Xu et al., 2017). 

 

 
Figure 5: MLM-based statistical methods available for single locus, multilocus, and multitrait mapping. 

EMMA: efficient mixed-model association; FaST-LMM: factored spectrally transformed linear mixed-models; 

GEMMA: genome-wide efficient mixed-model; EMMAX: efficient mixed-model association eXpedite; MLMM: 

multi-locus mixed-model; LMM-Lasso: linear mixed model-Lasso; BSLMM: Bayesian sparse linear mixed-

model; P3D: population parameters previously determined; MTMM: multitrait mixed-model (Xu et al., 2017).  

 

 

8.3.- Main differences between linkage and association analyses 

Xu et al., (2017) separate genetic mapping into family-based mapping, commonly known as 

linkage analysis or linkage mapping performed in progenies of biparental or multi-parent 

crosses, and natural population-based mapping, known as association analysis, association 

mapping or genome-wide association mapping (GWAS). 

 

Linkage analysis or linkage mapping depends upon genetic recombination during the 

construction of mapping populations, whilst association mapping takes advantage of historical 
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recombination events accumulated over hundreds of generations. The key distinction between 

these methods is, therefore, the material they use for the analysis and where the variation they 

study (recombination) comes from.   

 

Because of the need for a mapping family to conduct linkage analysis, this method has the 

disadvantages of relatively low mapping resolution, low allele richness, and low speed (Xu et 

al., 2017). In contrast, association analysis not only circumvents the need for a mapping family 

but also provides higher resolution and greater allele numbers (Zhu et al., 2008), because it 

exploits all the variation over hundreds of generations. 

 

9.- Marker assisted selection 

Plant breeding started with the domestication of crop plants, the beginning of Agriculture 

(11,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent). Domestication is a selection process to adapt plants 

to human needs. Primitive farmers unconsciously altered the process of evolution by selecting 

a portion of the harvest with specific characteristics for planting the following year. This 

selection resulted in profound differences between crop plants and their progenitors (Xu, 2010). 

Therefore, modern plant breeding started with agriculture because many traits important to 

early agriculturists were heritable and could be reliably selected. However, this phase was 

empirical, and the focus was not on the biological explanation but on producing better food. 

 

Nowadays, plant breeders can analyse populations derived from wide crosses using molecular 

markers to determine which portions of the chromosomes are associated with the trait of 

interest using QTL analysis. This represents a powerful diagnostic tool that enables breeders 

to select for specific markers of interest (McCouch, 2004). This technique is known as marker-

assisted selection (MAS) and is usually the final goal of the programs for QTL analyses.  

 

The potential for genetic improvement varies according to the magnitude and type of genetic 

variation present in the germplasm. The characterization of these germplasm collections is 

important to determine the genetic variability available for the improvement. The usage of 

molecular markers for germplasm characterization and MAS has considerable potential 

advantages for perennial forage legumes, such as white clover. Within IBERS, a white clover 

mapping family has been generated, which segregates for stolon morphology (SoMP), water 

use efficiency (WUE), and drought stress. 
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10.- Genomic selection 

Both association and linkage analyses only focus on markers that are statistically significant. 

Only loci explaining a high percentage of the total variation will be detected, whilst 

overestimating the effect of these markers at the same time. This is one of the main reasons 

why the interest in plant breeding is shifting from QTL analysis to genomic selection. 

 

Genomic selection (GS) is a marker-based selection that uses all the markers available to 

extract the maximum information possible (Figure 6). Contrary to QTL analysis, there is no 

need for previous significance testing since there is no need to identify a subset of markers that 

are statistically significantly associated with the trait (Meuwissen et al.,2001). In GS we regress 

the phenotype on the complete set of available markers. Each marker gets a breeding value, 

and all markers are used in selection. This approach accounts for minor genetic effects that 

might be important overall in complex traits, such as yield or drought tolerance (Bernardo and 

Yu, 2007), and has already proved useful for the genome-enabled description of alfalfa 

production, because of the many loci affecting this trait (Annicchiarico et al., 2017). The 

central process of GS is the calculation of the genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) for 

individuals that only have genotypic data. To this end, we estimate the parameters of the model 

using individuals for which we have both genotypic and phenotypic data (the training 

population). Once we have estimated the model parameters, we use the model to predict the 

phenotypic values (GEBVs) of the breeding material from their genotype (Meuwissen et 

al.,2001). Therefore, GS facilitates the rapid selection of superior genotypes by means of 

accelerating the breeding cycle. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Diagram of genomic selection (GS) (Heffner et al., 2009) 
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11.- Project objectives 

The aims of this project were: 

- Find the best possible way to analyse water stress responses on clover using the 

LemnaTec high-throughput phenotyping platform (Chapter 2). 

- Record and analyse the phenotype of the selected members of the SoMP under drought 

conditions. Develop suitable water stress response indexes (Chapter 3). 

- Construct a linkage map for white clover using the selected SNPs derived from the 

parents of the SoMP (Chapter 4). 

- Find QTLs associated with the response of white clover to drought (Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2: Pilot experiments 
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1.- Introduction 

Drought is a dynamic mechanism that can occur at different moments of a plant’s life cycle 

and with different intensities. Plants have adapted to different gradients of drought by 

developing various strategies that depend not only on species and genotypes but also on the 

interactions with the environment and the intensity of the drought (Berger et al., 2010). 

Because of this dynamicity of both drought development and plant response, the focus should 

be on techniques which allow the monitoring of the response of the individuals and the 

acquisition of the phenotypic data throughout the experiment, at regular time intervals. 

Therefore techniques that give information about the physiological changes in response to 

drought over time are key to identify the different drought-tolerance mechanisms (Berger et 

al., 2010). 

 

High-throughput platforms allow the automated phenotyping of plants at regular time intervals. 

For this reason, the phenotyping was carried out in the LemnaTec high-throughput platform. 

In these platforms, conveyor belts transport the plant between watering, weighing, imagining 

stations and controlled conditions greenhouses (e.g., National Plant Phenomics Centre, 

Aberystwyth, Wales; CropDesign, Ghent, Belgium; IPK Gatersleben, Germany; The Plant 

Accelerator, Adelaide, Australia). In a high-throughput platform, water use can be monitored 

by weighing the pots, and water administration can be regulated. The integration of imaging 

and weighing stations makes this kind of platform an excellent candidate for the phenotyping 

of drought responses. Although these platforms have been used before to this end (Rajendran 

et al., 2009; Honsdorf et al., 2014), to the best of our knowledge, previous to our project they 

have never been used to assess drought response on white clover. White clover as a perennial 

legume with stoloniferous growth has a very different life cycle and structure than other plants 

analysed to date. For this reason, it was important to establish a series of pilot experiments to 

assess the best way to impose the drought treatment and measure the plant response to drought 

in this system. 

 

Plant water status is determined by the plant water content or water potential and is the result 

of the equilibrium between root uptake and shoot transpiration. The direct measurement of 

these variables is problematic. There are some destructive measurements that can be taken, 

such as  leaf water potential (&%&'() (Boyer, 1967), relative water content (()*) (Smart, 1974) 
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or plant water concentration (PWC) (Allen, 1989), but none of these are currently possible in 

a high-throughput phenotyping approach.  

 

 
Figure 7:Reflectance spectrum of a tobacco leaf (Knipling, 1970). 

 

An alternative approach is to use reflectance spectroscopy. Figure 7 shows a representative 

reflectance spectrum of a plant leaf (Knipling, 1970). The curve displays the percent 

reflectance of the energy incident to the leaf as a function of the wavelength of said incident 

energy. In the visible (VIS) part of the spectrum, 0.4	6 to 0.76, the leaf reflectance is quite low, 

approximately 10%, with a peak at about 0.55	6 in the green region. The reflectance rises to a 

high of about 50% in the infrared over the range 0.76 to 1.3	6, but gradually decreases to a low 

value at about 2.76. 

 

There are several NIR-based stress/health indexes that derive from remote sensing, such as the 

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Rouse et al., 1973), an estimator of the 

Chlorophyll (Chl) content, that are now being used on these phenotyping platforms. Although 

several studies report a good correlation between NIR-based stress indices and the RWC of the 

leaves, this correlation was only observed when severely drought-stressed samples were 

included (Eitel et al., 2006; Seelig et al., 2008). Seelig et al. (2009) were able to monitor the 
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onset of water stress in plants by performing NIR measurements at regular intervals after water 

withdrawal. This highlights again the importance of repeated measures or longitudinal designs 

that follow the response of the individuals in a non-destructive manner during the length of the 

drought treatment. However, NIR measurements were not possible in a high-throughput 

manner on the NPPC at the time the experiments were performed since the hyperspectral 

camera was not yet set up. For this reason, measurements of the leaves’ SPAD, which is based 

on the same principle to measure leaf [Chl] were taken and compared with measurements taken 

from VIS images. 

 

As established before, one of the first processes affected by water deficit is leaf growth. The 

sensitivity of leaf growth to water deficit results in a decrease in final leaf area and final 

biomass accumulation (Monteith, 1977), and it can be highly variable even within the same 

species (Granier et al., 2006; Welcker et al., 2007). The images taken on the VIS part of the 

spectrum can be used to follow the growth of the plants during the drought experiment 

(Rajendran et al., 2009). The images obtained on the VIS part of the spectrum or RGB images 

can also be used to extract colour information, for example, to measure the degree of 

senescence (Rajendran et al., 2009). Senescence of older leaves during drought can be seen as 

an escape process, where the energy and nutrients in the older leaves are reallocated to 

reproductive organs, or as an avoidance mechanism to decrease the evaporative surface (Berger 

et al., 2010). Although the [Chl] or greenness is usually estimated using NIR-based indexes, 

the RGB images can also be used. The effect of drought on photosynthesis is mainly due to a 

decrease in stomatal conductance (Martin and Ruiztorres, 1992; Flexas and Medrano, 2002; 

Jansen et al., 2009). It is only under severe water stress conditions that there is a notable change 

in photosynthetic efficiency (Flexas and Medrano, 2002; Woo et al., 2008). Hence, 

fluorescence imaging on its own does not seem suitable for the early detection of water stress, 

but it has the potential to complement other imaging techniques or to provide information about 

responses to severe drought (Berger et al., 2010). 

 

The results presented in this chapter were obtained from the two pilot experiments set to assess 

the best approach to phenotyping the response of white clover to drought using the LemnaTec 

platform. 
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2.- Material and methods 

2.1.- Plant material 

The material used in these pilot experiments are the parents of the SoMP. The parents derive 

from two rounds of divergent selection for stolon diameter, as primary selection trait, and for 

total stolon length calculated as a product of the length of the longest stolon and stolon number 

per plant (Collins et al., 1997). SoMP was the result of a cross between ThicK and PRofuse 

(TKPR ♀) and ThiN and SParse (TNSP ♂) parents. This material was selected for the drought 

experiment since stolons produce adventitious roots which play a key role in the ability of 

white clover plants to access water (Caradus, 1981; Ennos, 1985).  

 

2.2.- Growth conditions  

2.2.1.- First pilot experiment 

The plants were obtained by vegetative propagation. In December 2015 cuttings of two 

internodes were planted in a 6x8 tray containing John Innes #2 compost. Cuttings were grown 

under controlled conditions in a lighted compartment with a temperature set to 20/10 °C, 8h 

day length and manual watering. After rooting, the cuttings were transferred to 3-inch pots 

(January 2016). Once plants started to outgrow these pots, they were moved to 8 inches pots 

(March 2016) where they were maintained until April 2016 when plants were then repotted 

into weighted 15x15cm squared pots used by the LemnaTec system and transferred to the 

LemnaTec greenhouse. During growth, plants were trimmed as required to keep the plant 

stolons from growing outside the pot and watered ad libitum. Once plants were ready to start 

the experiment, they were moved into the NPPC controlled conditions compartment. 

 

2.2.2.- Second pilot experiment 

To ease the establishment of the plants and get more uniform material for the experiments, 

several changes were introduced in the growth conditions of the plants. From the second pilot 

experiment onwards, plants were also obtained by vegetative propagation but using rooted 

cuttings. In August 2016, plants were propagated from cuttings of two internodes that were 

already rooted, and these cuttings were firstly potted into 5 x 5 cm pots. In October 2016, once 

plants started to outgrow these pots, they were moved into the final previously weighed pots. 

For the second pilot experiment two pot sizes where used 15x 15 cm pots and 13x13 cm pots, 

in order to assess if an smaller pot size will accelerate the drought imposition. On October 28th 

they were moved into the NPPC controlled conditions compartment. The compost used for the 
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establishment of the plants was changed to Levington F2, peat-based, compost. Although this 

compost is also a medium nitrogen growing media, previous experience in the department had 

attested to a better establishment of clover plants. During this period plants were maintained 

by cutting when needed to keep the stolons from running outside the pot and watered ad 

libitum. Conditions of the controlled compartment were the same as in the first pilot 

experiment. 

 

2.3.- Experimental design 

2.3.1.- First pilot experiment 

The two contrasting parental genotypes, TKPR and TNSP, were subjected to two different 

treatments in a full factorial design with four replicates of each genotype per treatment. All the 

plants were loaded into the conveyor belts of the Lemna-tec system in the NPPC in a 

randomized design. Two RGB images of each plant, top and side view, were taken each day 

for the length of the experiment. 

 

Treatment 1 was set as the control treatment. In this treatment, plants were potted in 15x15 cm 

pots, and the field capacity (FC) of the soil was maintained at 80% during the whole length of 

the experiment. 

 

Treatment 2 was set as the drought treatment. Plants were potted in 15x15 cm pots, but the FC 

of the soil was lowered during the length of the experiment from 80% to 15% and then back to 

80% in the recovery period. This was achieved by withholding the water during the drought 

period. Plants were re-watered on the first day of recovery up to 80% and maintained at this 

FC until the end of the experiment. The two genotypes did not reach the drought target at the 

same time. TNSP and TKPR were re-watered after taking measurements on days 14 and 20 

respectively, back to 80% for a recovery day 1 that started on day 15 and 21, respectively. The 

FC was monitored during the experiment using gravimetrics. Despite subjecting TKPR to a 

longer water withdrawal period, plants still did not show signs of stress, the decision was taken 

to terminate the experiment and set a new pilot experiment.  

 

2.3.2.- Second pilot experiment 

In the second pilot experiment, the same two genotypes, TKPR and TNSP, were used. Two 

different pot sizes were used in order to assess if a smaller pot size would have an effect on the 
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speed of the drought imposition.  The experiment comprised four different treatments with four 

replicates of each genotype per treatment. The plants were loaded into the conveyor belts of 

the LemnaTec system in compartment 2 of the NPPC in a randomized design. 

Greenhouse/compartment conditions were set the same as in the first pilot experiment. Images 

of top and side view of the plants were taken each day. 

Treatment 1 or big/control: plants were potted in 15x15 cm pots, and the FC of the soil was 

maintained at 80% during the whole length of the experiment.  

Treatment 2 or small/control: plants were potted in 13x13 cm pots, and the FC of the soil was 

also maintained at 80% during the whole length of the experiment. 

Treatment 3 or big/droughted: plants were also potted in 15x15 cm pots, but the FC of the soil 

was lowered during the length of the experiment from 80% to 15% and re-watered on day 20, 

after taking the measurements for the last day of drought, back to 80% for the 3 days recovery 

period (days 21, 22 and 23). 

Treatment 4 or small/droughted: plants potted in 13x13 cm were submitted to a drought 

treatment were the FC was lowered from 80% to 15% and re-watered on day 12 after taking 

the measurements for the last day of drought, back to 80% for the 3 days recovery period (days 

13, 14 and 15). 

 

2.4.- Measurements 

2.4.1.- Field capacity using gravimetrics  

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines FC as the water-retaining capacity of soil, usually 

including both the hygroscopic and capillary water of the soil and being expressed as a 

percentage of the dry weight of the soil. It is the amount of water that a well-drained soil holds 

against gravitational forces when downward drainage is markedly decreased. The field capacity 

of the pot will be then the amount of water remaining in a pot after full irrigation (all the pores 

in the soil are saturated with water) when visible drainage has ceased. To calculate the FC, we 

need to use the same volume of soil in each pot. To this end, bagged soil was weighed into 

pots, with the same humidity equal weight is equivalent to the same volume of soil. The first 

step for the calculation is to dry the soil in an oven until there is no difference between 2 

consecutive measurements. This means that the soil is completely dehydrated, and the FC is at 

0%. This weight is the dried-out weight of the soil (WD) or the weight of the soil at 0% FC. 

The next step is irrigating the sample of soil until saturation (100% of the pores of the soil 

occupied by water) and wait until drainage has ceased then weigh the soil. This weight is the 
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weight of the soil and the water it is able to retain after drainage. Its value represents the weight 

of the soil with the water content at its FC (WFC)  

Once we have the weight at 100% FC and at 0% FC, the volume of water the soil retains at FC 

(WtFC) can be calculated as: 

 

)7)* =	))*–	)+ 
Equation 1:Water retained by the soil at 100% field capacity (WtFC). WPC=weight at field capacity , WD=dried-
out weight of the soil. 
This volume of water will be the water contained in the soil when the FC is at 100% value. The 

target weights at any given FC % is then calculated as: 

,9:;<7	=<>;ℎ7(3%) = ()7)* ∗ 0. 3) +	)+ 
Equation 2: Target weight (%). WtFC=water retained by the soil at 100% field capacity, x=the target percentage, 
WD=dried-out weight of the soil. 
 

2.4.2.- Manual measurements 

For the first pilot experiment, the manual measurements taken were: relative water 

content (RWC), internodal stolon length, SPAD readings, and leaf area. 

 

Due to the low number of leaves on the TKPR genotype, the decision was taken to only take 

measurements for two replicates of each treatment/genotype each day. Material was collected 

daily from two of the replicates on odd days and the other two on even days. The relative water 

content (RWC) of the plants was measured using two fully extended leaves per plant (two 

technical replicas). These leaves were cut and immediately deposited in a marked transparent 

sealable bag to avoid the moisture evaporation from the leaves and deposited in ice. Once all 

the samples were taken, they were transported to the lab and weighed on a precision scale to 

get the fresh weight (FW). Immediately after weighing the leaves these were laid in a petri dish 

with water, to hydrate them to full turgidity for 4 hours, under normal room light and 

temperature. After this period, leaves were weighed again to obtain the turgid weight (TW).  

The dry weight (DW) was obtained by weighing the leaves after overnight incubation in an 

80°C oven. The RWC was calculated using Equation 3:  

()* = [(+) − -))/(,) − -))]3100 
Equation 3:Relative water content (RWC) (Smart 1974). FW=fresh weight, DW=dried weight, TW=turgid 

weight. 
The mean of the two leaves was taken as the RWC of the plant. 
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A stolon per plant was selected and marked with a permanent pen on day 0 in order to measure 

the internodal length. Measurements of the last internode in development were taken, every day 

using a caliper, to estimate the growth of the plants throughout the experiment. The internode 

measurements were taken until day 8 when all the selected internode of every plant had stopped 

growing, and the next internodes were developing.  

 

The concentration of leaf Chl ([Chl]) is a good indicator of plant health since a change in 

chlorophyll content is one of the most obvious symptoms of plant stress (Lichtenthaler, 1996). 

However, leaf [Chl] determined by extraction from leaf samples and subsequent 

spectrophotometric measurements is destructive, expensive, and time-consuming. More rapid 

methods for estimating the leaf [Chl] based on the reflectance and/or absorbance of radiation 

by Chl are preferable, especially in repeated measures designs like our experiments. 

The SPAD-502 (Konica-Minolta, Japan) meter is a hand-held device that is widely used for 

the rapid, accurate and non-destructive measurement of leaf [Chl] (Ahmadi-Lahijani and 

Emam, 2016; Idrissi et al., 2016). The device has two light-emitting diodes and a silicon 

photodiode receptor, that measures leaf transmittance in the red (650 nm) and infrared (940 

nm) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. These transmittance values are used to calculate 

a relative SPAD-meter value (typically between 0.0 and 50.0) that is proportional to the amount 

of Chl in the sample (Minolta, 1989). 

For the SPAD measurement, three random leaves per plant were selected, marked, and used to 

take daily readings of SPAD to estimate the variation on Chl content. SPAD readings were 

only performed until day 15.  

 

After the end of the drought experiment fully expanded green leaves of the plants were 

collected and scanned in a flatbed scanner and the images were subsequently analysed in Fiji 

(Schindelin et al., 2012), a distribution of the open-source software ImageJ (Schneider et al., 

2012) focused on biological-image analysis, to measure the leaf area of each plant. 

 

The manual measurements taken during the second pilot experiment were: RWC, stolon length, 

SPAD readings of the leaves, and the leaf area at the end of the experiment. Based on the 

plants’ behaviour observed in the first pilot experiment, some changes were introduced in the 

measurements. Sampling for RWC was taken once every three days, with the exception of the 

recovery period, when measurements were taken daily. The growth of the plant was measured 

using the stolon length instead of the internodal length. When an internode finishes its 
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elongation, the stolon keeps its elongation with the next internode. Therefore, the internodal 

length does not reflect the growth of the plant. In order to measure stolon length, one stolon 

per plant was selected and marked with a permanent pen on day 0. Subsequent measurements 

of said stolon were taken during the length of the experiment every three days using a caliper. 

SPAD readings were taken in selected leaves every three days. In the second pilot experiment, 

SPAD readings were only performed until day 15 since the majority of the selected leaves in 

most plants were dead by then. At the end of the experiment, the fully expanded green leaves 

of the plants were collected to measure the leaf area of each plant using the same procedure. 

All the samples/ measurements where taken once every three days with the exception of the 

recovery period, the sampling/measurements ended after the 3-day recovery period (day 15 on 

small pots and day 23 in big pots). 

 

2.4.3.- Automated measurements 

For both experiments, top and side view images of the plants were taken every day. During the 

first pilot experiment, the possibility of measuring the degree of wilting of the plants using the 

height of the plants in the images was explored. However, due to the nature of the plant, stolons 

are reptant shoots, this attempt was fruitless.  

 

In the second pilot experiment, the automated measurements calculated from the images were 

the total area of the plant (pixels of the image pertaining to the plant), total green area of the 

plant (pixels pertaining to the plant that were green), total yellow area of the plant (pixels 

pertaining to the plant that were yellow). NPPC processed the images to segment the plant from 

the background and to extract projection area and colour information. Since white clover is a 

relatively flat plant with lateral growth in the form of stolons, only top view images were used 

to extract trait information. Plant was isolated from the background based on colour 

information. First cart and cabin floor are removed, the remaining “noise” (non-plant image) 

comes from reflections on the metal frame of the system and from the soil. Most of this noise 

can be eliminated but some pixels are the same colour as older leaves and their elimination 

may lead to under-estimation of such leaf material. Therefore, the colour range is then decided 

by converting the RGB images to HSV images. Then certain ranges for each colour were 

selected in the Hue channel. A colour histogram depicts the colour distribution and a digital 

biomass, green area and yellow area estimates are made for each plant. Image processing and 

feature extraction was achieved using C++ and OpenCV, an open source computer vision 
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library (www. http://opencv.org/). For uniform processing results and further analysis, images 

were filtered by a retina filter (Zheng et al., 2012).  

Using these three measurements, I also calculated “greenness” and “yellowness”/senescence 

of the plant. For both experiments, plants were weighed before and after watering every day. 

Using these weights, we can calculate a proxy of how much water has been evapotranspired 

each day. 

 

2.5.- Data analysis 

All phenotypical data was analysed using the free statistical software R (R Core Team, 2013) 

and mixed models were performed using packages nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2018) and lme4 (Bates 

et al., 2014). 

 

Since most of the traits were measured over time in the same individuals, they present a 

repeated measures design. These measurements are then correlated within-subject and cannot 

longer be assumed as independent, requiring special statistical techniques for valid analysis 

and inference (Arnau and Bono, 2008). Historically these studies have been handled as either 

multivariate analysis or alternatively as univariate split-plot in time (repeated measures 

ANOVA). The current state-of-the-art for the analysis of the data obtained by this type of 

experimental design are known as mixed effect models since they can incorporate both fixed 

effects (parameters associated with certain levels of experimental factors, the between 

individuals effects due to different levels of a treatment), and random effects (differences 

associated with individual experimental units that are selected at random from a population) 

(Pinheiro and Bates, 2006). These models let us account then for the different baseline state of 

the different individuals (experimental units) being measured by introducing a different 

intercept for each individual. We can also model the different interactions between individuals 

and covariates by introducing differences on the slopes of the regression line of each individual. 

With these models, we can also specify the correlation structure for our within individual 

residuals and account for any heteroscedasticity present in the data (Arnau and Bono, 2008). 

These are the reasons why mixed models were the approach used for the analysis of our data.  

 

When using mixed model analysis, the recommendation is to construct the model step by step 

starting from the less complicated model and use the information criteria of each model to 

check which model fits the data better and if there is a statistically significant difference 
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between those models (Field et al., 2013). The general recommendation is to use the simplest 

model, with fewer terms, with the best fit. To evaluate which model fits the data better Akaike 

information criterion (AIC), the Bayes information criterion (BIC) and the log-likelihood of 

the model are checked; the model with the best fit will be the one with a lower absolute value. 

However, the model picked will be the one with the lower information criterion only if the 

difference between this model and the simpler one is statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). 

 

The first step was to fit a model only with fixed effects that uses a compound symmetry 

correlation structure (fixed.model), the next step was to add random intercepts for each 

individual (random.intercepts), the next step was to add random slopes for each individual 

(random.slopes), after this compound symmetry was checked to see if it was the best 

correlation structure for our model (corr.model) and finally I checked if there was any 

heteroscedasticity that needed to be accounted for with a weighted model (weights.model). The 

best model was selected in each case, and the ANOVA results are shown in their correspondent 

results section.  

 

3.- Results 

 

3.1.- First pilot experiment 

3.1.1.- Internodal Stolon length 

One stolon per plant was selected on day 0, the youngest internode was marked, and its length 

was measured with a calliper. The internodal length measurements were taken daily only up to 

day 8 when all of the selected internodes had stopped growing. The variability of the internodal 

length between replicates was higher for TNSP than TKPR in both treatments. As we can see 

in Figure 8, the internodes picked on the control plants were on average bigger at the beginning 

of the experiment. However, they stopped growing before the internodes of the plants subjected 

to drought for both genotypes. The internodal length of the plants was higher for the genotype 

TKPR than for the genotype TNSP in the control treatment. However, it was the other way 

around under drought treatment. Although the intermodal growth rate in TNSP is slower in the 

control than under drought, the length reached by the end of the experiment is very similar 

under the two treatments. It is the mean internodal growth rate and final length of TKPR that 

varies the most between treatments. In the case of the internodal stolon length data, the model 

selected was the random.slopes model. Table 4 shows the results of the ANOVA table for the 
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model. There is a statistically significant main effect of the drought treatment on the stolon 

internodal length (p-value = 0.04). However, there is no significant effect of either the genotype 

or the interaction between genotype and treatment.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: Internodal length line plot for the first pilot experiment. The line plot shows the average internodal 

length (mm) for each genotype, treatment, and day. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values. 

 
Table 4: Internodal length model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF 

indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the 

probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-

values are shown in bold. 

  

  
numDF 

 
denDF 

 
F-value 
 

p-value 
 

Day 1 126 22.3596 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 12 0.0398 0.8453 

Treatment 1 12 5.3460 0.0393 

Genotype:Treatment 1 12 1.2230 0.2904 

 

Since some of the stolons chosen stopped growing before others, an average of the daily growth 

can be calculated as: 

 

-9>CD	;:E=7ℎ = (F, − F-)/-G 
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Where F- is the length at the beginning of the experiment, F, is the length at the end of the 

growth and DG is the number of days that the stolon had been growing during the experiment. 

This daily growth is the internodal growth rate for each plant.  

 

 

 
Figure 9: Internodal growth rate histogram first pilot experiment. This histogram shows the mean values of the 

internodal growth rate for each genotype and treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 

 

In the drought treatment, the variability between replicates of the data is very similar for both 

genotypes, however in control plants the dispersion of the data is higher in TNSP than in TKPR. 

Figure 9 shows that in the control plants, even though the mean internodal growth rate of TNSP 

is bigger, there is indeed much more variation between replicates. For both genotypes, the 

average internodal growth rate is bigger in the drought treatment than in control plants. This 

indicates again that even though the final internodal length in TNSP was very similar for both 

treatments, it was on average lower for TKPR plants submitted to drought than control. TKPR 

plants in the drought treatment kept growing for more days and started at a lower length (Figure 

8). However, the analysis (Table 5) of the data shows that there is no statistically significant 

effect of the genotype, treatment, or their interaction in the internodal growth rate.  
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Table 5: Internodal stolon growth rate ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, 

MS is the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null 

hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

 

  
SS MS DF F-value p-value 

Genotype 1.4843 1.48434 1 1.5253 0.2404 

Treatment 1.7600 1.76004 1 1.8087 0.2035 

Genotype:Treatment 0.0114 0.01138 1 0.0117 0.9157 

Residual 11.6774 0.97311 12   

 

3.1.2.- SPAD 

The Chl content of the leaves was analysed using a SPAD meter (Konica-Minolta, Japan). The 

variability between replicates is higher for TKPR in the drought treatment, while the dispersion 

of the data for TNSP is very similar on both treatments and also very similar to the dispersion 

of the data for TKPR in the control treatment. 

 

 
Figure 10: SPAD readings line plot first pilot experiment. The line plot shows the average value for the SPAD 

readings for each day, treatment and genotype. Black line indicates first day of recovery for TNSP when plants 

were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought treatment. The blue line indicates the first day of recovery for TKPR 

when plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean 

values 
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Figure 10 shows that the SPAD readings were very similar for both genotypes in the control 

treatment, although a little bit higher on TKPR. In the case of the drought treatment, a clear dip 

in the SPAD readings, and therefore in the Chl levels, is observed in TNSP during the drought 

period and the beginning of the recovery period followed then by a steep increase. However, 

the SPAD values did not get to pre-drought values. This pattern is not as clear in the case of 

TKPR, where the SPAD values started going down during the drought but increased from day 

13 starting to decrease again on day 16 and increased with the three days recovery.  

The model selected to analyse the data was the corr.model. There is a significative effect of 

genotype, but not of treatment or their interaction (Table 6) in the SPAD measurements and 

therefore in the Chl levels. 

 
Table 6: SPAD ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 335 37.826 <.0001 

Genotype 1 12 5.994 0.0307 

Treatment 1 12 0.593 0.4561 

Genotype:Treatment 1 12 0.324 0.5797 

 

3.1.3.- Relative Water Content (RWC) of the leaves 

The relative water content is a direct indicator of the hydric state of the plants. Due to the low 

number of leaves that some of the individuals presented, it was not possible to sample every 

individual daily during the length of the experiment. However, since the aim of the pilot 

experiments was to assess the best way to phenotype the SoMP using the LemnaTec system, it 

was important to monitor the plants daily during the first pilot experiment. The decision was 

taken to sample every day but only on half of the individuals each day. All individuals were 

sampled on day 0 to get a base level value of every plant before the drought treatment started. 

After day 0 we have two subsets of plants, one subset was only sampled on even days, whilst 

the other was only sampled on odd days. For both subsets of plants (Figure 11) the RWC values 

on day 0 are abnormally low due to plants being affected by a thrips infection the week before 

the start of the experiment. For this reason both in the control treatment and the drought 

treatment we can see an initial increase of RWC in both subsets. However, with the onset of 
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drought the RWC of the plants started to decrease, followed by an steep increase of the RWC 

once plants were re-watered on day 15. This pattern can be clearly observed for TNSP plants 

in both subsets. However, the average RWC of TKPR never got lower than 65% even though 

this genotype was submitted to drought during a longer period than TNSP and the decision was 

taken to terminate the experiment and set a new pilot experiment. However, as we can see in 

the graph there is also a big increase of the RWC of these plants on the recovery period, which 

implies that if continued these plants may have shown increased signs of stress. 

 

 
Figure 11: Relative water content of the first pilot experiment line plot. This line plot shows the mean values of 

the RWC in control plants (left panel) and droughted plants (right panel). Black line indicates first day of recovery 

for TNSP when plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought treatment. The blue line indicates the first day 

of recovery for TKPR when plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought treatment. Error bars represent the 

95% CI of the mean values 

 

In the case of RWC for both subsets, the best model was the fixed effects model. In both 

subsets, the main effects of treatment and genotype are statistically significant. However, there 

is no statistically significant interaction between them (Table 7 and Table 8). This implies a 

significant difference in the response of TKPR and TNSP to drought stress. 
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Table 7: RWC odd days model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom. F-value is the 

value of the F-statistic. P-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal 

to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
numDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 49.300 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 13.699 0.0004 

Treatment 1 10.141 0.0021 

Genotype:Treatment 1 0.152 0.6980 

 
Table 8: RWC even days model ANOVA table numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, F-value is the 

value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal 

to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
numDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 49.730 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 6.323 0.0142 

Treatment 1 9.546 0.0028 

Genotype:Treatment 1 0.161 0.6894 

 

3.1.4.- Leaf area 

Since the leaf area is a disruptive measurement, it was calculated at the end of the experiment. 

Leaf area at the end of the experiment was not measured as a trait related to drought but as a 

ground truth for the automated area obtained with the analysis of the images taken by the 

LemnaTec platform, and also as a covariate that can help explain why in some of the plants the 

responses measured are differently sensitive to drought. The variability between replicates was 

higher for the TNSP genotype in the control treatment. The variation between replicates for the 

leaf area of genotype TKPR was higher in the control treatment and very similar to the variation 

between replicates present in TNSP for the drought treatment. Figure 12 shows that the average 

leaf area was bigger in the control treatments than in the drought treatments for both genotypes. 

However, the difference between treatments is greater in the case of TKPR, where error bars 

do not overlap, indicating a possible significant effect of the treatment for this genotype. The 

average leaf area of TNSP is in both treatments bigger than the average leaf area for TKPR.  

Although, the difference in leaf area between genotypes (p<0.005) is statistically significant 

(Table 9), this difference cannot be attributed to the effects of the drought since, this 

measurement cannot be collected at the beginning of the experiment. 
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Figure 12:  Leaf area histogram first pilot experiment. The histograms show the average value of the leaf area 

(cm2) data for each genotype and treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
 

Table 9: ANOVA table for leaf area first pilot experiment. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, 

MS is the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null 

hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F-value p-value 

Genotype 1 561079.273 561079.273 12.7163372 0.0039 

Treatment 1 156915.214 156915.214 3.55633661 0.0837 

Genotype:Treatment 1 74671.1642 74671.1642 1.69235213 0.2177 

Residuals 12 529472.535 44122.7113 
  

 

3.1.5.- Water used (EvTr) 

The water consumed daily by each plant was measured by weighing the pots every day before 

and after watering. Using these weights, we can calculate a proxy of how much water has been 

evapotranspired each day. These weight data do not only account for the water used by the 

plant but also for the water evaporated from the pot. 

 

)97<:	HI<J = KL,: = )-'(.&/ −),	1&(2/& 

Equation 4: Water used. EvTr=evapo-transpired water, W0after= weight after watering the previous day, 
W1before=weight before watering the day after. 
 

Where the amount of water evapo-transpired (KL,:) per pot daily is measured as the weight 

of the plant after watering the previous day ( )-'(.&/ ) minus the weight of the plant before 
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watering the following day ( ),	1&(2/&). As can be observed in Figure 13, in the control group, 

TKPR used, on average less water than genotype TNSP through-out the experiment. For the 

drought treatment, we can see that there is a marked difference in the water used by TNSP and 

TKPR from the beginning of the experiment. It can also be noted that the decline in water usage 

occurs more steeply in TNSP than TKPR. This is because at the beginning of the experiment 

TNSP consumed more water than TKPR, making the decrease of water used during the drought 

when water was scarce, more severe. The main trend changes direction during the recovery 

period (plants were re-watered overnight from days 14-15 for TNSP genotype and days 20-21 

for TKPR, since plants were watered at night and samples/measurements were taken in the 

morning) when plants were re-watered, and the levels of water used get to pre-drought levels. 

There is also a big difference of the water consumed by TKPR on day 0 between the control 

and drought treatments, this is because the size of the plants randomly allocated to the control 

treatment was bigger than those allocated to the drought treatment (Figure 12 and Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 13: Water used line plot for the first pilot. The line plots show the average value for the water used (g) by 

each plant in the control group (left panel) and drought group (right panel) for each treatment and day. Black 

line indicates first day of recovery for TNSP when plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought treatment. 

The blue line indicates the first day of recovery for TKPR when plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the drought 

treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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Figure 14: Top images of TKPR genotype on Day 0 of the first pilot experiment. The top row displays the four replicates randomly allocated to the control treatment whilst the 
bottom row displays the four replicates randomly allocated to the drought treatment. 
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Figure 15: Top images of TNSP genotype on Day 0 of the first pilot experiment. The top row displays the four replicates randomly allocated to the control treatment whilst the 
bottom row displays the four replicates randomly allocated to the drought treatment. 
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Table 10: Water used model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

 numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 367 4.9206 0.0272 

Genotype 1 12 18.1398 0.0011 

Treatment 1 12 26.0238 0.0003 

Genotype:Treatment 1 12 3.1470 0.1014 

For the water used the model that best fitted the data was the weights.model. There is a 

significant effect of genotype (p<0.005) and treatment (p<0.005) in the water evo-transpired 

but no statistically significant interaction between these factors (Table 10).  

 

The total water used by each plant throughout the duration of the whole experiment can also 

be calculated. The dispersion of the data is higher in the control treatment for both genotypes. 

TNSP used more water in both treatments than TKPR, but this difference is more pronounce 

in the drought treatment (Figure 16). There is a significant effect of both the genotype and the 

treatment on the total water used by each plant, but no significant interaction between these 

factors (Table 11). 
 

 
Figure 16: Total water used histogram first pilot experiment. The histogram shows the average values of the total 

water used (g) data for each treatment and genotype. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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Table 11: Total water used ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS is the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 1 5559957.76 5559957.76 15.2370 0.0021 

Treatment 1 6795720.15 6795720.15 18.6235 0.0010 

Genotype:Treatment 1 779882.24 779882.24 2.1373 0.1694 

Residuals 12 4378795.49 364899.62 
  

 

3.2.- Second pilot experiment 

3.2.1.-Stolon length/growth 

Internodes elongate only up to a certain length before new internodes start developing from the 

tip of the stolon, therefore if only one internode’s length is measured, we are not capturing the 

growth of the whole stolon. For this reason, during the second experiment, the length was taken 

not for an individual internode but for a whole stolon selected and marked on day 0.  

 
Figure 17: Stolon length line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average value of the stolon 

length (mm) for each day, genotype, and treatment. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-

watered to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants 

were re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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In Figure 17 it can be seen that the variability between replicates gets higher as time progresses 

in the control plants of the bigger pots where water availability was also higher. In small pots, 

the variability between replicates is higher for TNSP in the control plants and for TKPR in the 

drought group. However, the average length of the replicates was higher for the control plants 

than in the drought treatments and the slope is also steeper for the control treatments. In this 

case, the model chosen was the weights.model. In any case we can see that in both big and 

small pots there is a clear effect of the drought stress on the length of the stolons. Table 12 

shows that there is a statistically significant effect of genotype (p-value = 0.0134) and treatment 

(p-value= 0.0001), on stolon length, but not their interaction. 

 
Table 12: Stolon length model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom), F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

(Intercept) 1 207 55.93364 <0.0001 

Day 1 207 89.58731 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 24 7.12670 0.0134 

Treatment 3 24 12.00665 0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 2.18822 0.1156 

 

 

The stolon length at the end of the experiment (final stolon length) was also calculated. Figure 

18 shows that the variability between replicates is generally higher for TKPR, with the 

exception of the big/droughted treatment. It can also be noted that the mean final length of 

TNSP is always higher, but the difference seems to be not significant other than for the 

big/droughted treatment. There is a significant effect of the genotype (p-value = 0.0402) and 

the treatment (p-value = 0.0011) but not of their interaction (Table 13).  
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Figure 18: Stolon final length second pilot histogram. The histograms show the mean final lengths(mm) for each 

genotype on each treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 
Table 13: Final stolon length model ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS 

is the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null 

hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F-value p-value 

Genotype 1 2239.47781 2239.47781 4.70525177 0.0402 

Treatment 3 10609.7884 3536.59615 7.43056045 0.0011 

Genotype:Treatment 3 296.903437 98.9678125 0.20793619 0.8899 

Residuals 24 11422.8675 475.952813 
  

 

 

As with the internodal stolon length, the mean daily growth or growth rate (mm/day) can also 

be calculated using the formula: 

 

!"#$%	'()*+ℎ = (/! − /")/!3 

 

Where L1 is the final stolon length, L0 is the stolon length on day 0, and DG is the number of 

days that the stolon was growing.  
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In Figure 19, it can be noted that the variability between replicates is higher on control plants 

than on their respective drought treatments. The average growth rate is much higher for the 

control plants than in plants submitted to drought.  

 

 
Figure 19: Stolon growth rate histogram second pilot experiment. The histograms show the average value of the 

stolon growth rate (mm/day) for each genotype on each treatment. 

In Table 14, we can see that there is indeed a highly significant effect of the treatment on the 

growth rate of the plants. However, there is no significant effect of either the genotype or the 

interaction between the two factors. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 
Table 14: Stolon growth rate ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS is the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F-value p-value 

Genotype 1 1.4697427 1.4697427 1.931563 0.1773 

Treatment 3 36.9952151 12.3317384 16.2065983 <0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 0.42444077 0.14148026 0.18593597 0.9049 

Residuals 24 18.2618039 0.7609085 
  

 

3.2.2.-SPAD 

The Chl content of the leaves was assessed the same way as in the first pilot experiment using 

the SPAD-meter (Konica-Minolta, Japan) to take measurements in three leaves selected and 

marked on day 0. As commented before, measurements were only taken up to day 15 when the 

majority of the selected leaves were dead. 
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Figure 20: SPAD readings line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average value for the SPAD 

readings for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-

watered to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 
Table 15: SPAD model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 174 31.0409 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 24 11.8904 0.0021 

Treatment 3 24 1.9026 0.1562 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 0.3577 0.7840 

 

The mean values of the SPAD readings are shown in Figure 20. TKPR readings are higher on 

average for every treatment. The SPAD readings decrease in all treatments for TNSP, but the 

slope is less steep in the control than drought groups. The effects of both drought and recovery 

periods can be clearly seen in plants grown in small pots, especially in TNSP. For plants 

growing in big pots, the data are only available for the drought period as many of the leaves 

selected at day 0 did not survive long enough to be subjected to recovery treatment. For these 
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plants we can see a clearly decrease of SPAD, especially on TNSP. The corr.model was 

selected to allow for a random intercept. The ANOVA table of the SPAD readings model 

(Table 15) shows a significant effect of the genotype (p-value = 0.0021), while no significant 

effect was found for either the treatment or their interaction.  

 

3.2.3.-Relative water content (RWC) of the leaves 

The RWC was calculated as described material and methods and plants were sampled as 

described in paragraph 2.5.3.  

 

In Figure 21, it can be seem that the variability between replicates is usually not very high, 

with the exception of plants close to the end of the drought treatment. The variability at this 

point is particularly high in TNSP. The average RWC of the control treatment for both 

genotypes is very stable during the length of the experiment for both pot sizes.The RWC of 

plants grown in small pots was affected by the drought treatment sooner than in the big pots. 

The RWC during the recovery period rises to values equivalent to those measured before the 

drought was imposed. 

 

 
Figure 21: RWC line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the RWC (%) for 

each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-watered to 80% 

FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants were re-watered 

to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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The weights.model was used for the analysis of the data. Treatment had a highly significant (p-

value<0.0001), but there was no significant effect of either genotype or their interaction on the 

RWC (Table 16).  

 
Table 16: RWC ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom), F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 271 0.075 0.7843 

Genotype 1 24 0.282 0.6004 

Treatment 3 24 21.707 <0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 0.600 0.6212 

 

3.2.4.-Leaf area 

Leaf area was manually calculated at the end of the experiment to serve as ground truth for the 

value of automated area. Due to the short length of the experiment, the final leaf area might 

have been affected by the initial area of the plant more than the genotype or treatment. 

 

 
Figure 22: Leaf area histogram second pilot experiment. The histogram shows the average values of the leaf area 

(cm2 ) for each treatment and genotype. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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As we can see from Figure 22, the plants in the big/control treatment had both a higher leaf 

area and a bigger variation between replicates for both genotypes. For both genotypes, there is 

a big difference between the leaf area of the plants in the big/control treatment and the leaf area 

of the plants in the other treatments. In Table 17, we can see that there is indeed a statistically 

significant difference between the treatments for leaf area. However, as previously stated, we 

do not have enough information to determine whether any statistical significance of this value 

is due to the treatment, genotype, their interaction or just to the fact that some plants were 

bigger than others at the start of the experiment and were randomly allocated to a certain 

treatment. 

 
Table 17: ANOVA table for leaf area second pilot experiment. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of 

squares, MS is the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F-value p-value 

Genotype 1 67104.4211 67104.4211 0.62695915 0.43622949 

Treatment 3 2852980.53 950993.511 8.8851684 0.00038655 

Genotype:Treatment 3 93622.9817 31207.6606 0.29157436 0.83104641 

Residuals 24 2568757.64 107031.569 
  

 

3.2.5.-Automated leaf area 

The automated leaf area, or automated area for short, is the area of the plant that was obtained 

from the RGB images taken by the LemnaTec platform. The automated leaf area of the plant 

is calculated from the number of the pixels of the image that were part of the plant. This 

measurement can be used as a proxy of the plant’s actual area. In Figure 23, it can be observed 

that the variability between replicates for each genotype appears to be very similar within all 

treatments, with the exception of the treatment big/control, where the variability between 

replicates of TKPR is especially high and increases with time. However, since this is the case 

from day 0, it might be due to initial differences between the replicates rather than an effect of 

the treatment. In these line plots it can also be noted that in the control treatments, the leaf area 

increases steadily, with small oscillations. In the case of the drought treatments, for both big 

and small pots, there is a decrease of leaf area during the drought period and a subsequent 

increase that starts with the recovery period. This is due to the fact that automatic area does not 

only reflect growth on the drought treatments, but it also reflects the wilt of the plants. Wilted 
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leaves occupy less space, and therefore less area on the image, than turgid leaves. The average 

size of TKPR plants is smaller than the average size of TNSP plants for all genotypes. 

 

 
Figure 23: Automated leaf area line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the 

leaf area (mm2) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were 

re-watered to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when 

plants were re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean 

values 

 
Table 18: Automated area model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF 

indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the 

probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-

values are shown in bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 575 8.4509 0.0038 

Genotype 1 24 36.5524 <0.0001 

Treatment 3 24 15.0097 <0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 2.2062 0.1134 
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The model selected for the analysis of the data was the corr.model. The analysis of variance of 

this model (Table 18) shows that there is a highly significant effect of both genotype (p-value 

< 0.0001) and treatment (p-value < 0.0001) but not of their interaction on the automated area.  

 

3.2.6.-Green area and Greenness 

The green area of the plant is also measured from the RGB images taken by the LemnaTec 

platform as the number of green pixels in the image pertaining to the plant. The greenness of 

the plant is the percentage of the total pixels of the plant that were green. These measurements 

can be used as a proxy of the plant’s Chl content and overall health. 
 

 
Figure 24: Green area line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the green area 

(mm2) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-watered 

to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants were 

re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 

Since the green area depends on the total area of the plants, we can see that the line plots (Figure 

24) with the mean of the green area by day, treatment and genotype are very similar to those 

of the automated area (Figure 23). The automated area measures the total area of the plant, and 

the green area is a measurement of the total number of pixels of the plant that are green. 

Therefore, a plant with higher area values will have a higher number of green pixels than a 

smaller plant. For the green area, there is also a steady increase throughout the whole 
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experiment on both control treatments. In drought treatments, the green area decreases during 

the drought period and increases during the recovery period. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of the data was the weights.model. There is a highly 

significant effect of the genotype (p-value = 0.0003) and a significant effect of the treatment 

(p-value = 0.0068) but no significant effect of their interaction on the green area (Table 19).  

 
Table 19: Green area model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 575 16.543 0.0001 

Genotype 1 24 18.376 0.0003 

Treatment 3 24 5.166 0.0068 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 1.741 0.1854 

 

Since green area is a measurement that is dependent or influenced by the automated area of the 

plant, greenness was calculated as a percentage of the green area (Equation 5); by doing this, 

we avoid the dependence on the total area of the plant.  

 

3(4455466 = 3(445	"(4" ∗ 100
:)+"$	"(4"  

Equation 5: Greenness 
 

As shown in Figure 25, the results obtained using greenness are rather different from those 

obtained with the automated area (Figure 23) and green area (Figure 24). In this case, the 

variability between replicates is higher under the drought treatments. It can also be noted that, 

in the control groups, the greenness is fairly stable, with a general very slightly downward 

trend, which fits with the trend observed with the SPAD readings (Figure 20). On the drought 

treatments, we also find a general downward trend during the drought period, which is steeper 

in the case of small pots, followed by an upward trend during the recovery period with values 

of greenness close to values of day 0. The model selected for the analysis of the greenness data 

was the same used for the green area. 
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Figure 25: Greenness line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the greenness 

(%) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-watered 

to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants were 

re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 

The analysis of variance of this model (Table 20) also shows a highly significant effect of the 

genotype (p-value = 0.0001) and a significant effect of the treatment (p-value = 0.0084) but no 

significant effect of their interaction on greenness.  

 
Table 20: Greenness model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

(Intercept) 1 575 6052.158 <0.0001 

Day 1 575 18.415 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 24 21.583 0.0001 

Treatment 3 24 4.912 0.0084 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 2.113 0.1250 
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3.2.7.-Yellow area and Yellowness 

The yellow area is obtained from the RGB images as the proportion of the pixels of the photo 

pertaining to the plant that were yellow. This measurement can be used as a proxy for Chl 

degradation.  

 

 
Figure 26: Yellow area line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the yellow 

area (mm2) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-

watered to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants 

were re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 

Figure 26 shows that the variability between replicates is higher in TNSP, particularly under 

drought treatments. The mean yellow area shows a slight increase in both treatments. However, 

this increase is steeper on the drought treatments, especially in the case of TNSP. This increase 

is followed by a decrease in the yellow area during the recovery period on drought treatments. 

The model selected to analyse the yellow area data was also the weights.model. The analysis 

of variance of this model (Table 21) shows that neither the treatment nor its interaction with 

the genotype have a statistically significant effect on the yellow area. However, the genotype 

effect is statistically significant (p-value = 0.0025).  

 
Table 21: Yellow area model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom), F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 
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the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 575 41.45367 <0.0001 

Genotype 1 24 11.38554 0.0025 

Treatment 3 24 1.96636 0.1460 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 0.89503 0.4580 

 

As with the green area, the yellow area is also affected by the total area of the plant and 

yellowness was calculated (Equation 6). This parameter is calculated the same way as 

greenness and, as yellow area, it also serves as a proxy of the Chl degradation on the leaves.  

 

;4$$)*5466 = ;4$$)*	"(4" ∗ 100
:)+"$	"(4"  

Equation 6: Yellowness 
 

 
Figure 27: Yellowness line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the yellowness 

(%) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-watered 

to 80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants were 

re-watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 
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For yellowness (Figure 27) the variability between replicates is higher for the drought 

treatments, especially when plants are grown in smaller pots. Yellowness mean values are low 

and very stable during the whole length of the experiment in the control groups. For the drought 

treatments, there is an increase of the yellowness during the drought period and a direction 

change towards a downward trend in the recovery period. The yellowness increase is steeper 

in the case of the small pots. In the drought treatments, the yellowness is higher in TNSP whilst 

for the control treatments the TKPR genotype shows higher average yellowness. However, due 

to the variability between replicates, this effect might not be statistically significant. The model 

selected to analyse the yellowness data is also the weights.model. The ANOVA (Table 22) of 

the model shows that neither the genotype, the treatment, nor their interaction have a 

statistically significant effect on yellowness. However, the treatment effect is very close to the 

cut-off (p-value = 0.0625).  

 
Table 22: Yellowness model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 575 9.52551 0.0021 

Genotype 1 24 0.03414 0.8550 

Treatment 3 24 2.78622 0.0625 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 0.39168 0.7601 

 

3.2.8.-Water used (EvTr) 

The water used daily was calculated as described in paragraph 3.1.5. In Figure 28 it can be seen 

that the variability of the water used between replicates is high in the big/control treatment, but 

low in the small/control treatment and in both drought treatments. It can also be noted that the 

water used by plants in big/control treatments was fairly stable with a general increase trend. 

In drought treatments the general trend is a decrease of the water used, up to the end of the 

drought period and an increase during the recovery period, especially for TNSP in the 

big/drought treatment. The model selected for the analysis of this data was the weights.model. 
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Figure 28: Water used line plot second pilot experiment. The line plots show the average values of the water used 

(g) for each day, treatment and genotype. Red line indicates first day of recovery when plants were re-watered to 

80% FC in the small/drought treatment. The purple line indicates the first day of recovery when plants were re-

watered to 80% FC in the big/drought treatment. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 

The analysis of variance (Table 23) shows that there is a highly significant effect of the 

treatment on the water used by the plants (p-value < 0.0001). However, there is not a 

statistically significant effect of either the genotype effect or the interaction between the 

genotype and the treatment.  

 
Table 23: Water used model ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 671 2.6292 0.1054 

Genotype 1 24 0.6616 0.4240 

Treatment 3 24 19.8902 <0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 24 0.4032 0.7520 
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As for the first pilot experiment, the total water used by each plant throughout the duration of 

the whole experiment can also be calculated. In Figure 29, we can see that the variability of the 

total water used between replicates is higher for plants on the big/control treatment, especially 

for the TKPR treatment. The mean amount of water used is higher for the control treatments, 

especially on plants on big pots than on drought treatments. The analysis of variance (Table 

24) shows that there is no significant effect of the genotype on the total water used. However, 

there is a highly significant effect of the treatment (p-value < 0.0001). There is no statistically 

significant interaction between factors either.  
 

 
Figure 29: Total water used histogram second pilot experiment. The histogram shows the average values of the 

total water used (g) data for each treatment and genotype. Error bars represent the 95% CI of the mean values 

 
Table 24: Total water used ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS is the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F-value p-value 

Genotype 1 125617.594 125617.594 0.77077871 0.3887 

Treatment 3 12245895 4081964.99 25.0465847 <0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 3 230941.979 76980.6598 0.47234668 0.7044 

Residuals 24 3911397.94 162974.914 
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3.3.- Comparisons of ground truth measurements 

As previously stated, these experiments were designed to assess the best way to measure the 

response to drought of white clover using the LemnaTec high-throughput platform. To ensure 

the automated measurements were fit for purpose, we needed to compare them with their 

manual equivalents or ground truths. This paragraph presents the results of these comparisons. 

 

3.3.1.-Automated vs. manual leaf area measurements 

The automated leaf area calculated from the images taken by the LemnaTec was compared to 

the leaf area calculated manually by the end of the experiment. Since the automated area was 

a repeated measurement, while the manual area was a destructive measurement, only the values 

calculated from images obtained at the end of the experiment were used. In Figure 30, the blue 

line corresponds to the linear model or simple regression (automated area vs. manual leaf area) 

and the grey shadow represents the confidence interval of said model. In Figure 31, the lines 

represent the simple regression model for each subset of data. In both cases, there is a clear 

positive relationship between the variables. 

 

 
Figure 30: Automated area vs. manual leaf area scatterplot. This scatterplot shows the relationship between the 

automated leaf area (y-axis) and the manual leaf area (x-axis).The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval 

of the linear model. 
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Figure 31 Automated area vs. manual leaf area scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype. This scatterplot 

shows the relationship between the automated leaf area (y-axis) and the manual leaf area (x-axis) when the data 

is separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear model.  

 

Table 25 shows the coefficient of determination (R2) and p-value of the simple regression 

model and for the multiple regression model that adds to the model not only the area but also 

the genotype and treatment. R2 signifies the proportion of the variance for a dependent variable 

that is explained by an independent variable or variables in a regression model. 

 
Table 25: Automated area vs. area regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of 

determination, and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to 

the actual observed values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of 

predictors in the model. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
Adj.R2 p-value 

Automated.Area~Manual.Area 0.8614 <0.0001 

Automated.Area~Manual.Area+Genotype+Treatment  0.9102 <0.0001 

 

Therefore, R2, when multiplied by 100, provides the percentage of the variation in variable Y 

(automated leaf area in this case) that is explained by the model. As we can see, the manual 
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area explains 86.14 % of the variation on the automated area; the percentage increases to 

91.02% when we include the genotype and treatment on the model. This makes automated area 

calculated by the images a very good proxy of the real leaf area of the plants.  

 

3.3.2.-Water used vs. RWC 

The water used was measured by weighing the pots. This weight accounts for the water used 

by the plant, the water evapotranspired by the plant and evaporated from the soil. The 

regression analysis was again used to investigate the relationship between these data and the 

RWC.  

 

3.3.2.1.-First pilot experiment 

 

 
Figure 32: Water used vs. RWC scatterplot even days first pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the 

relationship between the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% confidence 

interval of the linear model. 

 

Since the RWC was measured on different plants on different days, as explained in paragraph 

(3.2.3), we had to divide the measurements accordingly. In Figure 32 we have a scatterplot 

showing the values of water used and RWC; the blue line on the scatter plot represents the 
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regression line (simple regression) when we do not take into account genotype, treatment or 

day. 

 

In Figure 33, we can see the same data divided according to their genotype and treatment. The 

lines on the plot represent the regression lines taking into account genotype and treatment. The 

correlation between water used and RWC is positive in the control treatment but slightly 

negative in the drought treatment. 

 

 
Figure 33: Water used vs. RWC scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype, even days first pilot experiment. 

This scatterplot shows the relationship between the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis) when the data is 

separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear model. 
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Figure 34: Water used vs. RWC odd days first pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the relationship between 

the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear 

model. 

 

 
Figure 35: Water used vs. RWC scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype, odd days first pilot experiment. 

This scatterplot shows the relationship between the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis) when the data is 

separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear model. 
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In Figure 34 and Figure 35, we have the same information, but for the plants that were sampled 

on odd days. Here we can see that the correlation between water used and RWC is positive for 

all genotypes and treatments except for TKPR on the drought treatment where the correlation 

is close to zero. Table 26 shows the values of the adjusted R2 for the simple and multiple 

correlations of water and RWC. Two multiple regressions were calculated for each subset of 

plants, one taking into account genotype and treatment and other taking into account genotype, 

treatment and day. As we can see, the adjusted R2 is higher for the plants sampled on odd days 

and is improved in both subsets by the inclusion of the time variable in the model. 

 
Table 26: Water used vs. RWC regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination, 

and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
Adj.R2 p-value 

Water~RWC (odd) 0.1599 0.0001 

Water~RWC+Genotype+Treatment (odd) 0.5729 <0.0001 

Water~RWC+Day+Genotype+Treatment (odd) 0.6312 <0.0001 

Water~RWC (even) 0.0748 0.0092 

Water~RWC+Genotype+Treatment (even) 0.4388 <0.0001 

Water~RWC+Day+Genotype+Treatment (even) 0.491 <0.0001 

 

3.3.2.2.- Second pilot experiment 

Figure 36 shows there is a positive relationship between water used and the RWC. When 

separated by genotype and treatment (Figure 37), this positive relationship is stronger in some 

genotypes and treatments than in others. 

 

In Table 27, we find the R2 for both the simple regression and the multiple regression 

incorporating into the model treatment and genotype. Both water used and RWC are repeated 

measurements; this means that the multiple regression needs to include the extra layer of the 

time variable. In this case, the water used is not a good proxy for the hydric state of the plant 

when used by itself, because the RWC of the plant only explains 23.63% of the variability on 

water used. However, when genotype and treatment are included in the model, the percentage 

of variability in water used explained increases up to 60. 02% and 60.20% if we also include 

the day into the model.  
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Figure 36: Water used vs. RWC scatterplot second pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the relationship 

between the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the 

linear model. 

 

 
Figure 37: Water used vs. RWC scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype second pilot experiment. This 

scatterplot shows the relationship between the water used (y-axis) and the RWC (x-axis) when the data is 

separated by treatment and genotype. 
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Table 27: Water used vs. RWC regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination, 

and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear model. 

 

  
Adj.R2 p-value 

Water~RWC 0.2363 <0.0001 

Water~RWC+Genotype+Treatment  0.602 <0.0001 

Water~RWC+Day+Genotype+Treatment  0.620 <0.0001 

 

3.3.3.-Greenness vs. SPAD 

SPAD readings were manually acquired as a measure of Chl content of the plants since the 

technology to take images on the IR part of the light spectrum was not available. We used the 

RGB images obtained to calculate the percentage of green (greenness) of the plants. These two 

measurements needed to be compared to evaluate the suitability of the greenness calculated 

from the images as a proxy for the SPAD readings, and consequently, of the Chl content of the 

plants.  

 

 
Figure 38: Greenness vs. SPAD readings scatterplot second pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the 

relationship between the greenness (y-axis) and the SPAD readings (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% 

confidence interval of the linear model. 
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When all the data are combined in a plot (Figure 38), we can see that there is a positive 

relationship between the greenness and the SPAD. However, the strength of this relationship 

varies when the data is separated into subsets, according to genotype and treatment (Figure 39).  

 

 
Figure 39: Greenness vs. SPAD readings scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype second pilot 

experiment. This scatterplot shows the relationship between the greenness (y-axis) and the SPAD readings (x-

axis) when the data is separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of 

the linear model. 

 
Table 28: Greenness vs. SPAD regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination, 

and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
Adj.R p-value 

Greenness~SPAD 0.2939 <0.0001 

Greenness~SPAD+Genotype+Treatment  0.4600 <0.0001 

Greenness~SPAD+Day+Genotype+Treatment  0.7055 <0.0001 
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Table 28 shows the R2 and p-values of the different regression models. As before, we calculated 

the simple regression between greenness and SPAD, and two multiple regression models, one 

with genotype and treatment, and another also including the day the measure was taken. 

The SPAD explains only 29.39% of the variation found on greenness. When the genotype and 

treatment are included, the model explains 46.00% of the variation. However, when the day is 

also included in the model, the variation on greenness that is explained by the model increases 

to 70.55%. 

 

3.3.4.-Yellowness vs. SPAD 

The yellowness was extrapolated as a measurement of Chl degradation. When leaves go 

through this process, they lose their Chl and leaves turn yellow. It is, therefore, reasonable to 

assume that there is a relationship between Chl degradation of a plant measured as yellowness 

and the content of Chl of that plant measured using the SPAD meter. Figure 40 shows the 

simple regression between SPAD (X-axis) and yellowness (Y-axis), when all the data are 

plotted together, revealing a clear negative relationship between yellowness and SPAD 

measurements.  

 
Figure 40: Yellowness vs. SPAD scatterplot second pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the relationship 

between the yellowness (y-axis) and the SPAD readings (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval 

of the linear model. 
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As with other variables, when the data is separated in subsets according to the genotype and 

treatment (Figure 41), the strength of this relationship varies. In Table 29, we can find the R2 

for the simple regression and both multiple regression models (without and with days 

included). 

 

 
Figure 41: Yellowness vs. SPAD scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype second pilot experiment. This 

scatterplot shows the relationship between the yellowness (y-axis) and the SPAD readings (x-axis) when the data 

is separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear model. 

 
Table 29: Yellowness vs. SPAD regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determination, 

and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of predictors in the model. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
Adj.R2 p-value 

Yellowness~SPAD 0.1629 <0.0001 

Yellowness~SPAD+Genotype+Treatment  0.6215 <0.0001 

Yellowness~SPAD+Day+Genotype+Treatment 0.6977 <0.0001 
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When only the SPAD data are taken into account, they explain 16.29% of the variation present 

in the yellowness data. However, if genotype and treatment are also taken into account, 62.15% 

of this variation can be explained. The variation explained by the model increases to 69.77% 

if we also include the day on the model.  

 

3.3.5.-Automated area vs. water used 

 

 
Figure 42: Water used vs. automated area scatterplot second pilot experiment. This scatterplot shows the 

relationship between the water used(y-axis) and the area (x-axis). The gray area shows the 95% confidence 

interval of the linear model. 

 

In this case, both measurements are automated; therefore, the comparison was not carried out 

to verify whether they were appropriate as a proxy of a manual measurement but to investigate 

the relationship between variables. Since the leaves are the organ by which plants lose more of 

their water, it was interesting to understand how the area of the plant affected the water usage. 

Figure 42 shows a clear positive relationship between variables when the whole dataset was 

plotted at the same time. Although this relationship varies in strength when the dataset is 

separated in subsets according to treatment and genotype (Figure 43), there is always a clear 

positive relationship between variables.  
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Figure 43: Water used vs. automated area scatterplots separated by treatment and genotype second pilot 

experiment. This scatterplot shows the relationship between the water used (y-axis) and the area (x-axis) when 

the data is separated by treatment and genotype. The gray area shows the 95% confidence interval of the linear 

model. 

 
Table 30: Water used vs. automated area regression models adjusted R2. Adj.R2 is the adjusted coefficient of 

determination, and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to 

the actual observed values. The Adj.R2 is a modified version of R2 that has been adjusted for the number of 

predictors in the model. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

  
Adj.R p-value 

Water~Automated.Area 0.6242 < 0.0001 

Water~Automated.Area+Genotype+Treatment 0.7507 < 0.0001 

Water~Automated.Area +Day+Genotype+Treatment 0.7505 < 0.0001 

 

Table 30 shows the R2 of the regression models. For the simple regression model, the 

percentage of variation on water used explained is 62.42%. The percentage of variation on 

water used by the plants explained by the model increases to 75.07% when we include genotype 

and treatment. When including also days the percentage explained remains similar (75.05%).  
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4.- Discussion 

As mentioned in the introduction, the response to drought affects plants at almost every level. 

The stress triggers molecular responses, with the activation/suppression of specific genes,  

physiological responses, such as accumulation of osmolytes (Chimenti, et al. 2002) and 

protective proteins (Goyal et al., 2005; Hong-Bo  et al., 2005), biochemical responses, such as 

accumulation of ROS (Fang and Xiong, 2014) and antioxidants (Cheng et al., 2015), and 

morphological responses, such as changes in carbon allocation from aerial parts to root system 

(Lopes et al., 2011), and changes in the morphology of leaves to lower transpiration rates (Fang 

and Xiong, 2015). However, regardless of the fact that many of these processes are common 

to different plant systems, no consensus has been obtained in defining the key events that 

determine drought tolerance, making it hard to determine which responses are best to measure 

for a drought study. Some of the most used methods to assess the onset of drought are of 

molecular nature, such as 9-cys-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED) gene mRNA levels 

(Melloul et al., 2014) or biochemical such as Chl assessment, level of osmoprotectants (Dbira 

et al., 2018) or protective proteins (Vaseva et al., 2011). However, these types of assays are 

hard to perform in an elevated number of plants at the same time and hard to automatize. Our 

objective was to develop suitable parameters to analyse the response of white clover to drought 

in the LemnaTec platform system. High-throughput automated platforms had been used before 

to assess drought response in other plants, such as barley (Chen et al., 2014), but has not, to 

the best of our knowledge, been used before to assess the drought response in white clover. 

White clover is a perennial with stoloniferous growth (Baker and Williams, 1987), which 

makes it very different from other plants, i.e., cereals, that had been previously analysed in this 

type of platform (Rajendran et al., 2009; Honsdorf et al., 2014). One of the first attempts was 

to measure the wilting of the plant using the height of the plant, however, due to the growth of 

clover this attempt was fruitless, and other methods had to be investigated. 

 

4.1.- RWC and water used  

4.1.1.- RWC 

Even though the experiments were conducted in controlled conditions environments, little 

variations can influence the outcome of the experiment. For example, the distance to a door 

can modify the greenhouse temperature and humidity when opened and does so in a gradation 

way, affecting plants differently according to their position. Another common disturbance 

during experiments carried out in closed compartments are biotic stresses. Thrips (Thrips 
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tabaci) are a very common problem for plants grown in greenhouses, especially in the summer 

and early autumn period when it is dry and hot (Gill et al., 2015). In a fast drought approach, 

the shorter duration of the experiment allows for better monitoring of the drought progress and 

better control over environmental changes or disturbances. That is the reason why this type of 

approach was chosen, even though it is less likely to reflect natural seasonal variation than a 

slower imposed drought.  

 

The water status of a plant is linked to several leaf physiological features, such as leaf turgor, 

stomatal conductance, transpiration, photosynthesis, and respiration (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). 

This is the reason why we chose to assess the water status of the plant by measuring the RWC 

of the leaves (Turner, 1990). 

 

In the first experiment (paragraph 3.1.3), the main effects of treatment and genotype are 

statistically significant, but there is no statistically significant interaction between them. Both 

the plants measured on even and odd days follow the same pattern. Their RWC increases in 

the control treatment while the plants were still recovering from the thrips infection that 

postponed the experiment. In TNSP under drought treatments, the RWC increases while the 

plants had available water and started decreasing when water becomes limited. The genotype 

TKPR, on the other hand, did not show any visual sign of drought for the duration of the 

experiment. The response of the genotype TKPR was attributed to the fact that plants of this 

genotype had a very small number of leaves and therefore the evaporation rate was low enough 

that plants never suffered water stress (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). For this reason, this genotype 

was kept under the drought treatment for a longer period (20 days instead of 12). However, 

since TKPR plants still did not show signs of stress, the decision was taken to terminate the 

experiment and set a new pilot experiment. This was one of the main reasons why the second 

pilot experiment was performed using two different pot sizes, to assess if a smaller pot size 

would have an effect on the speed of the drought imposition.  

 

In the second pilot experiment (paragraph 3.2.3), where plants were not affected by any 

infection prior to the start of the experiment, the initial RWC values were higher for all plants 

than in the first pilot experiment. In the control treatments, these values are fairly stable with a 

little variation that can be attributed to sampling error. However, in drought treatments, both 

genotypes show a decrease of RWC and a subsequent increase during recovery. We also 

confirmed that plants grown in smaller pots showed signs of drought faster. This is due to the 
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fact that, even though FC was kept at the same percentage, the quantity of water available for 

the plant is higher in bigger pots than in smaller pots. However, although the lowest average 

RWC for TKPR was higher than that of TNSP, both genotypes followed the same pattern in 

both pot sizes, indicating that the reduced leaf area in TKPR was the reason for failing to 

impose drought on this genotype in the first pilot experiment. This highlights the major role 

played by the leaf area in evaporation and water losses (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). This is also 

emphasised by the fact that in the second pilot experiment statistical significance on RWC 

differences between the different treatments was observed, whilst on the first experiment we 

also observed a significant effect of the genotype.   

 

4.1.2.- Water used 

During the first pilot experiment (paragraph 3.1.5), the average water used by TKPR was on 

average lower than the average water used by the genotype TNSP in both the control and 

drought treatment. In plants that were submitted to the drought treatment, this difference is 

higher, and the downward slope is steeper in the TNSP genotype. TNSP genotype consumed 

more water daily, making the decrease of water under drought more severe. The main trend 

changed direction when plants were re-watered, and the levels of water used got to a pre-

drought level. This corroborates once again the theory that TKPR plants, due to their very 

reduced leaf area, consumed a very low amount of water, making the water available in the soil 

sufficient to avoid the stress. In the second pilot, were the average leaf area of the two 

genotypes is similar within all treatments, (paragraph 3.2.8) for each of the treatments, there is 

almost no difference between the water used by both genotypes. This supports the theory of 

the leaf area being a big determinant on the water lost and the hydric state of the plants. There 

is a significant difference between the water used in different treatments, but not between the 

different genotypes or the interaction between genotype and treatment. 

 

To estimate this possible relationship between leaf area and the water used by the plant 

regression was used (paragraph 3.3.5). There was indeed a clear positive relationship between 

the automated leaf area and the water consumed by plants (R2 = 0.6242 for the simple 

regression and R2 = 0.7505 when day, genotype and treatment are added to the model) that 

supports our theory. 
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4.1.3.- RWC vs. Water used 

As mentioned before, RWC analysis of the entire SoMP family was unfeasible. For this reason, 

the correlation between the automated measurements of water used and the water state of the 

plant was investigated to assess its suitability as a proxy measurement. 

 

For the first experiment (paragraph 3.3.2.1), there is a positive relationship between the water 

used and the RWC, when day, genotype and treatment are added into de mode, with R2 values 

between 0.6312 for odd days and 0.491 for even days. This models explain more than 50% of 

the variation of water used on plants sampled on odd days and almost 50% in plants sampled 

on even days. However, although in the second pilot (paragraph 3.3.2.2) experiment, the model 

with day, genotype and treatment signals to a positive relationship (R2 = 0.620). We can see 

that when the data is separated by genotype and treatment, there is a big difference in the 

relationship between these variables, for example, in the small pots the correlation between 

these measurements is close to zero for both the drought and control treatments. Since the small 

pots, are the size chosen for the phenotyping experiment of the SoMP family, due to the fastest 

drought onset, these results make the water used a bad proxy for the water state of the plant. 

However, the total amount of water used by the plant can still be used as a direct indicator. 

 

 

4.2.- SPAD measurements, greenness, and yellowness 

4.2.1.-SPAD 

Drought stress can hinder the process of photosynthesis at several levels, from the ultrastructure 

of the organelles to the stomatal regulation, including a damaging effect on photosynthetic 

pigments (Ashraf and Harris, 2013). Thus, the Chl content of plants tends to decrease under 

drought stress. As previously stated the selected method to manually measure the Chl content 

was the use of a SPAD meter (Konica-Minolta, Japan). This method is commonly used to 

assess the Chl levels on the flag leaf of cereals exposed to drought (Mohammad et al., 2016). 

However, since in clover, there is not a main, important leaf, measurements were taken from 

three randomly selected ones. In the first pilot (paragraph 3.1.2), the average SPAD readings 

of TKPR were slightly higher on both treatments than the average SPAD readings for TNSP. 

TNSP’s readings are affected by the drought treatment; however, TKPR’s SPAD readings are 

not affected by the drought treatment. This gives us another clear indication that indeed, during 
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the first pilot, TKPR did not suffer any signs of stress due to the very reduced leaf area of the 

plants.  

In the second pilot experiment (paragraph 3.2.2), TKPR average SPAD readings are also higher 

than TNSP’s average readings for every treatment. In this case, although the effects of drought 

stress on the SPAD readings are clearer in TNSP, the effect of the drought on the SPAD 

readings of TKPR can also be observed on a smaller scale. These differences between 

genotypes on the SPAD readings and therefore, their levels of Chl, are statistically significant. 

Since the same leaves were used from the beginning of the experiment and due to the fact that 

bigger leaves were selected on day zero, we also followed their senescence process. This is 

why we can see a stable decrease of SPAD levels for both genotypes on both control treatments, 

although this decrease is less steep for the control than the drought treatment. For this reason, 

it was decided to take SPAD readings on three random leaves, instead of following three pre-

selected ones, on the subsequent phenotyping experiments. These readings were believed to 

better reflect the state of the plant without interference from the senescence process. This might 

be the reason why in neither of the experiments, the differences in SPAD readings, and 

therefore the Chl levels, between treatments were statistically significant. It cannot be ruled 

out, however, that in white clover Chl levels are less affected by drought stress or that the 

decrease of Chl due to drought stress is a slower response that could not be detected within the 

timescale of the experiment. 

 

4.2.2.- Green area and greenness 

One of the most common methods used to assess Chl levels using remote sensing methods are 

health indexes, such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Xue and Su, 2017) 

that uses the same wavelengths as the SPAD meter to assess the levels of health of the plant. 

We did not have the possibility to use these types of indexes since the only sensor available at 

the time was an RGB sensor. For this reason, we used green area (pixels of the photo part of 

the plant that are green) and greenness (percentage of the total pixels of the plant that were 

green) as a proxy of the plant’s Chl content and overall health. 

 

As mentioned before the green area (paragraph 3.2.6) of the plant depends directly on the area 

of the plant. The average green area of TNSP is slightly higher for every treatment. For both 

genotypes, it follows the same pattern, increasing on the control treatments and decreasing and 

recovering on the drought onset and recovery periods on the drought treatments. However, this 
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measurement depends directly on the area, and as such, it is influenced by the behaviour of the 

automated area due to changes in the leaf area caused by wilting.  

 

For this reason, the greenness (paragraph 3.2.6) parameter was calculated. This measurement 

overcomes this dependence since the green area is divided by the total area of the plant. 

Greenness values follow the same patterns as SPAD measurements. TKPR levels are higher 

than those of TNSP for all treatments. Although the big/control levels are fairly stable, a 

downward trend is observed in the small/control levels. For the drought treatments, we can 

clearly see the patterns of decrease during the drought period and increase following recovery 

and, as for the SPAD readings, these patterns are much clearer for the TNSP genotype. This 

led me to the conclusion that greenness could indeed be a good proxy for plant health and Chl 

levels.  

 

Greenness and SPAD (paragraph 3.3.3) have a positive correlation (R = 0.5477). This 

correlation is however not very pronounced as SPAD only explains 29.39% of the variation on 

greenness. However, when genotype, treatment, and day of the experiment are added to the 

model, this model explains 70.55% of the variation on greenness. This led me to believe that 

although less directly related to Chl levels than hyperspectral health indexes, greenness can be 

a good proxy for plant health. 

 

4.2.3.- Yellow area and yellowness 

Leaf senescence is defined as a highly regulated, physiological process that leads to death. It 

is the last developmental stage of the leaf, but can also be activated by several stresses, such as 

drought (Munné-Bosch and Alegre, 2004). One of the many changes activated by this process 

is the degradation of Chl, which is linked to nutrient remobilisation (Munné-Bosch and Alegre, 

2004). When the Chl has degraded, the leaves turn yellow. The yellow area (paragraph 3.2.7) 

is the area of the plant that is yellow (pixels of the plant that are yellow) and can be used as a 

proxy of the plant’ Chl degradation. In both control treatments, there is a slight increase, which 

follows the natural senescence of the leaves in control plants. In both drought treatments, there 

is a steeper increase of yellow area following the wilting of the plants during the drought period 

that decreases during the recovery period. However, as with the green area, this measurement 

is affected by the automated area of the plant and was corrected for it. The yellowness 

(paragraph 3.2.7) follows the same patterns as the yellow area. It should be noted that these 
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patterns are the opposite of those that greenness follows. For greenness, TKPR values were 

always higher than TNSP regardless of the treatment. In the case of yellowness, this pattern is 

indeed inverted; it is TNSP that has higher values for all treatments. These two responses, along 

with SPAD measurements, seem to indicate that Chl levels of TNSP leaves are more easily 

affected by drought than TKPR’s. 

Since the pattern followed by yellowness is the opposite of greenness, I decided to investigate 

the correlation between yellowness and the values obtained by SPAD (paragraph 3.3.4). There 

is indeed a negative correlation between these two parameters (R = -0.4124). However, as with 

greenness, although this correlation is not very high, when the genotype, treatment, and day of 

the experiment are added to the model it explains 69.77 % of the variation of yellowness.  

 

4.3.- Plant growth 

When trying to measure growth, we focused on two different approaches: the internode/stolon 

elongation and the leaf area of the plants.  

 

4.3.1.- Internode elongation and stolon length 

In the first pilot experiment, the length of the internode was measured. For the internode 

elongation (paragraph 3.1.1) the variation between replicates of the genotype TNSP was higher 

than the variation between the replicates of TKPR, for both treatments. However, even though 

the variability between replicates of TNSP was higher, the mean value of internodal length is 

almost the same for both treatments when the growth stopped. The average final length of the 

internodes was 30.4 mm in the control treatment and 29.9 mm in the drought treatment. In the 

case of TKPR, we have a lower variability between replicates; however, the average length is 

lower in the drought treatment than in the control. The average final internodal length for the 

drought treatment was 26.9 mm, and for the control treatment 34 mm. This could indicate that 

in TNSP, the internodal length is less affected by drought. However, since the rest of the traits 

measured indicate that TKPR was never stressed, it can be due to the fact that the TKPR plants 

allocated to the control treatment had a bigger size that the TKPR plants allocated to the 

drought treatmenteven as corroborated by the results of leaf area. In any case, there is a 

statistically significant effect of the treatment on the intermodal length (p-value = 0.04), there 

is no statistically significant effect of either the genotype or the interaction between genotype 

and treatment. However, when we focus on the final length of the internodes, none of the effects 

are statistically significant.  
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When we consider the internodal growth rate we can see that, even though there is not a 

significant effect of either genotype, treatment or their interaction, the average internodal 

growth rate for both genotypes is higher in the drought treatment than in control plants. This is 

an artefact due to the nature of the stoloniferous growth of white clover (Baker and Williams, 

1987). Internodes elongate only up to a certain length before other internodes start developing 

from the tip of the stolon.  The internodes were selected at random on day zero, this led by 

chance to a smaller initial length of the stolons on drought plants, which led to the internodes 

of plants on the drought treatment growing for more days to reach their average internode 

length. This explains why the final internodal length being very similar on TNSP for both 

treatments whilst the growth rate was higher in the drought treatment. It also explains why the 

average internodal length was lower for TKPR plants submitted to drought than control, whilst 

their growth rate was higher on droughted plants. Therefore, the internode growth rate of the 

control treatment is lower because only one internode per plant was selected to measure on day 

zero. Control plants kept growing by the elongation of new internodes, but this growth was not 

captured by this measurement. 

 

The internodal length by itself is not a good indicator of growth on white clover unless it is 

multiplied by the mean number of internodes and stolons on a plant. This is the reason why in 

the second experiment, the whole length of selected stolons was measured as an estimation of 

the plant growth. 

 

The average stolon length (paragraph 3.2.1) was higher for the control plants than in the 

drought treatments, and this difference between treatments was statistically significant. The 

average stolon length was higher in TNSP for all treatments. The average final stolon length is 

also higher in TNSP for each treatment, and this effect is statistically significant. The average 

final stolon length is also higher for both genotypes in control groups, especially in big/control 

treatments where plants have more access to water than in smaller pots. This effect is also 

statistically significant. However, there is not a statistically significant interaction between 

treatment and genotype. When we focus on the stolon growth rate instead of on the final length 

at the end of the experiment, we can see that the average growth is much higher for the control 

plants, but there is no significant effect of either the genotype or the interaction. From these 

results, we can infer that drought does hinder the growth of white clover. However, there is not 

a significant difference between the genotypes under investigation. 
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4.3.2.- Leaf area 

As previously stated, the total leaf area is a destructive measurement and was only calculated 

at the end of the experiment as a ground truth measurement for the automated leaf area 

calculated by the analysis of the images taken by the LemnaTec system. Automated leaf area 

and disruptive leaf area have a positive correlation (paragraph 3.3.1). With and R2 of 0.8614 

for the simple model, the manual area explains 86.14 % of the variation in the automated area. 

This percentage increases to 91.02% when we include the genotype and treatment in the model. 

This makes the automated leaf area a good proxy for the manual leaf area. However, although 

this correlation is very high, it is only for the final size of the plants when they have recovered 

after rewatering. 

 

The automated area is the measurement that we can use as a proxy of plant growth which is 

the trait that we ultimately want to measure. The differences observed in the leaf area calculated 

from the images in the control treatment are indeed a reflection of the growth of the plant during 

the experiment. However, as explained in the results, in drought treatments the leaf area reflects 

two things: the overall area of the plant and the wilting, since wilted leaves occupy less area in 

the image (paragraph 3.2.5). For this reason, the area of the plants decreases during the drought 

period but increases again during the recovery period, when leaves are rehydrated and occupy 

more volume again. This difference in the leaf area measured between treatments is statistically 

highly significant (p-value <0.001). 

 

The average size of TKPR plants is smaller than the average size of TNSP plants for all 

treatments. This is consistent with the nature of the genotypes, as the average leaf size and 

number of the TNSP genotype is higher than that of TKPR. This difference in leaf area between 

the genotypes is highly statistically significant (p-value <0.001) as is the difference of area 

between the treatments (p-value <0.001). However, there is no statistically significant 

interaction between genotype and treatment when it comes to the automated area. These results 

indicate again that there is an effect of drought on growth. But the fact that there is not a 

statistically significant interaction between the effects of genotype and treatment indicates that 

there is no difference in the response of our genotypes to drought. Therefore they are equally 

susceptible to the effects of drought. 
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4.4.- Conclusions 

 

For all the responses measured, there was no statistically significant interaction between the 

genotype and treatment, signalling to an equal effect of the drought on both genotypes. This is 

not the ideal situation when testing parents of a mapping family to be used for QTL analysis 

of the response to drought. However, there is still the possibility of the response of the offspring 

being more extreme than those of their parents; this effect is known as transgressive segregation 

(Rieseberg et al., 2003).  

 

According to the results obtained in both pilot experiments, some changes were introduced in 

the phenotyping experiments of the SoMP family. Since small pots accelerated the onset of the 

drought, these pots were selected for the phenotyping of the SoMP family. Due to the pre-

selected leaves for SPAD measuring dying before the end of the experiment the decision was 

taken to measure three leaves at random during the phenotyping of the SoMP family. This way 

we would have a more accurate reading of the general state of [Chl] of the plant instead of 

following the senescence process of three preselected leaves. Since the automated area showed 

a high correlation with the manually measured leaf area in it was decided to use it in the 

phenotyping of the drought response of the SoMP family, to follow the wilting and recovery 

of the leaves during the drought stress. The colour image-derived indices green area and 

greenness were accepted as a good proxy of the plant’s chlorophyll content and overall health 

(Rajendran et al. , 2009) and used to phenotype the response of the SoMP family.  In the same 

way, yellow area and yellowness were used as an index of leaf senescence (Adamsen et al., 

1999; Rajendran et al., 2009). And the water used by the plants was monitored during the 

experiment, not as a proxy of the RWC and, therefore, the water state of the plant; but as a sign 

of how much water the plants had used during the experiment.  
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1.- Introduction 

QTL analysis tries to detect an association between the studied phenotypes and the genotypes 

of the markers selected. When there is a significant difference between the phenotypic means 

of individuals with different alleles, this indicates that this marker locus is linked to a QTL 

controlling the trait being studied (Collard et al., 2005). However, to be able to find associations 

between the phenotype and the genotype, we need first to phenotype the individuals. For these 

studies, we used the progeny of a cross between two genotypes with contrasting stolon 

morphology (Collins et al., 1997; Abberton et al., 2009), the stolon mapping family (SoMP), 

described in Chapter 2 paragraph 2.1.  

 

Water deficit is a trait very difficult to control and monitor since it is a dynamic process that 

combines the water available in the soil and the plant's water status, making a continuous 

measurement more important to link the level of drought experienced by the plant and the 

changes occurring in response (Berger et al., 2010). In order to make continuous 

measurements, both drought monitoring and phenotypic data must be acquired at regular time 

intervals through the experiment (Salekdeh et al., 2009). The focus should be on non-

destructive techniques, which allow a temporal resolution and monitoring of the same 

individuals throughout the experiment. Therefore, methods based on imaging techniques are a 

suitable choice for drought response phenotyping. The LemnaTec system allows for the 

monitoring of the water used by the plants by weighting the pots and takes images at regular 

intervals to follow the response of the plants during the experiment. This system is fully 

automated, using conveyor belts that deliver the plants to watering, weighing, and imaging 

stations.  

 

The integrator of drought is the plant water status (Jones, 2006), which is the result of the 

equilibrium between water uptake by the root and shoot transpiration. However, a direct 

measurement of these parameters is difficult in a high-throughput phenotyping approach. Since 

evaporation has a large cooling effect, it is the main determinant of leaf temperature. As there 

is a direct relationship between leaf temperature, transpiration rate and stomatal conductance 

(Berger et al., 2010), the most commonly used technique to indirectly measure the plant water 

status is thermal infrared imaging. Plants that maintain a high transpiration rate/stomatal 

conductance will have a cooler temperature than plants with a lower transpiration rate/stomatal 

conductance. Dehydration-tolerant genotypes and genotypes with a greater capacity for water 
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uptake can maintain a higher stomatal conductance and also a higher rate of photosynthesis 

(Medrano et al., 2002). Canopy temperature has been used successfully as a selection criterion 

in breeding programmes for drought-prone environments (Balota et al., 2008). However, we 

did not have the possibility to use this method since thermal infrared imaging had not yet been 

implemented in our high throughput system. However, the NPPC centre has a gravimetrics 

system that allows not only to accurately water plants and control field capacity but to measure 

the water used daily by each plant. Although, the water used daily by the plant does not have a 

direct relationship with the water status of the plant (Chapter 2 paragraph 4.1.3), this 

measurement helps us discern the behaviour of each genotype with regards to water 

conservation/consumption during drought. 

 

As previously stated, one of the first processes affected by water deficit is leaf growth, whose 

decline is usually faster than reductions in stomatal conductance or photosynthesis (Berger et 

al., 2010). The result is that a drought-sensitive plant suffers a decrease in the final leaf area 

and biomass accumulation. RGB images can be used to estimate biomass and to quantify 

relative growth rates (Rajendran et al., 2009) and therefore monitor the sensitivity of the plants 

to drought. Additionally, leaf wilting results in a decrease in the number of pixels on the image, 

providing a further measurement for the plants' response to drought and recovery. RGB images 

can also be used to identify and quantify the degree of senescence (Rajendran et al., 2009). 

Greenness has traditionally been estimated using reflectance measurements in the visible and 

NIR wave range, such as the NDVI. However, attempts to replace spectral vegetation indices 

with colour image-derived indices are promising and have been used to estimate traits, such as 

the rate of senescence in wheat (Adamsen et al., 1999). A reason for trying to replace spectral 

vegetation indices with colour image-derived indices is the steadily decreasing prices of digital 

colour cameras and technology advances in contrast with NIR imagining systems (Berger et 

al., 2010). Several colour image-derived indices that were tested and validated on the pilot 

experiments were used for phenotyping of the drought response of the SoMP family. These 

indices are green area, greenness, yellow area, and yellowness. 

 

This chapter presents the results obtained from the high-throughput phenotyping of the SoMP 

(94 genotypes in triplicate) under drought and control conditions. 
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2.- Material and methods 

 

2.1.- Plant material 

Due to the high number of genotypes (94) being analysed and the high number of replicates 

needed (3 for each treatment), the experiment had to be split into two parts in order to fit in the 

NPPC compartments. The first part of the experiment (EP1) comprises 58 genotypes (Table 

31) and the second part (EP2) 41 genotypes (Table 32).  

 
Table 31: Number of Genotypes included in the first part of the experiment (EP1) and their identification number 

(I.D). The genotypes listed in colour were the genotypes picked for manual measurements and to be included in 

both batches of the experiment as an internal control. 

# of 
Genotypes 

Genotype I.D 
# of 

Genotypes 
Genotype I.D 

# of 
Genotypes 

Genotype I.D 

1 SoMP 001 21 SoMP 074 41 SoMP 255 

2 SoMP 004 22 SoMP 114 42 SoMP 256 

3 SoMP 008 23 SoMP 118 43 SoMP 258 

4 SoMP 015 24 SoMP 131 44 SoMP 259 

5 SoMP 024 25 SoMP 132 45 SoMP 266 

6 SoMP 028 26 SoMP 163 46 SoMP 267 

7 SoMP 029 27 SoMP 167 47 SoMP 272 

8 SoMP 032 28 SoMP 170 48 SoMP 273 

9 SoMP 045 29 SoMP 173 49 SoMP 278 

10 SoMP 050 30 SoMP 176 50 SoMP 280 

11 SoMP 057 31 SoMP 177 51 SoMP 286 

12 SoMP 059 32 SoMP 180 52 SoMP 292 

13 SoMP 063 33 SoMP 183 53 SoMP 295 

14 SoMP 064 34 SoMP 189 54 SoMP 296 

15 SoMP 067 35 SoMP 192 55 SoMP 297 

16 SoMP 068 36 SoMP 225 56 SoMP 299 

17 SoMP 070 37 SoMP 247 57 SoMP TKPR 

18 SoMP 071 38 SoMP 248 58 SoMP TNSP 

19 SoMP 072 39 SoMP 250 
  

20 SoMP 073 40 SoMP 253 
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Five genotypes were analysed in both parts for comparison. These 5 genotypes were analysed 

for all the automated measurements plus some manual measurements (RWC and SPAD). Due 

to the high number of plants, it was not feasible to calculate the leaf area of each plant manually. 

Instead, the aerial biomass of the plants was used to assess their size and serve as ground truth 

for the automated measurement of the area and as a correction for the water used by the plants. 

 
Table 32: Number of Genotypes included in the second part of the experiment (EP2) and their identification 

number (I.D). The genotypes listed in colour were the genotypes picked for manual measurements and to be 

included in both batches of the experiment as an internal control. 

# of Genotypes Genotype I.D # of Genotypes Genotype I.D 

1 SoMP 001 22 SoMP 109 

2 SoMP 013 23 SoMP 110 

3 SoMP 019 24 SoMP 111 

4 SoMP 022 25 SoMP 124 

5 SoMP 023 26 SoMP 128 

6 SoMP 030 27 SoMP 148 

7 SoMP 031 28 SoMP 159 

8 SoMP 036 29 SoMP 160 

9 SoMP 040 30 SoMP 165 

10 SoMP 044 31 SoMP 179 

11 SoMP 047 32 SoMP 185 

12 SoMP 055 33 SoMP 187 

13 SoMP 066 34 SoMP 257 

14 SoMP 069 35 SoMP 272 

15 SoMP 075 36 SoMP 099 

16 SoMP 080 37 SoMP 289 

17 SoMP 082 38 SoMP 290 

18 SoMP 083 39 SoMP 296 

19 SoMP 088 40 SoMP TKPR 

20 SoMP 089 41 SoMP TNSP 

21 SoMP 090   
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2.1.1-. Establishment and conditions of material used 

The material used was established the same way as for the second pilot experiment (Chapter 2 

paragraph 2.2.2) with the difference that, due to the high number of replicates, the cuttings 

were not taken in one day but during the same week and plants were only re-potted in 13x13cm 

final pots. This pot size was chosen as the results of the second pilot experiment indicated it 

speeded the signs of the drought on the plants. However, due to the availability of space on the 

NPPC, there was a big difference in the time of the year the experiments were set up. EP1 was 

performed in June while EP2 was performed in November/December. This was one of the 

reasons five genotypes were used in both experiments for comparison, to assess if the 

differences between EP1 and EP2 were significant and should be treated as two different 

experiments or the information obtained can be pooled together and used for QTL analysis. 

 

2.1.2-. Experimental design 

The fast drought experiment consisted of two different treatments (Figure 44) with three 

replicates of each genotype per treatment. Treatment 1 was the control treatment where plants 

were kept at 80% FC during the length of the experiment. Treatment 2 was the drought 

treatment where the FC of the soil was lowered during the length of the experiment from 80% 

to 15% and then raised back to 80% FC during the 3 days recovery period. 

 
Figure 44: Fast drought experiment treatments. Between parenthesis the field capacity of each of the phases 

of the experiment for each treatment control (in blue) and drought (in red).  

 

Plants were loaded onto the conveyor belts of the LemnaTec system in compartment 2 of the 

NPPC in a randomized design. Two RGB images of each plant (top and side view) were taken 

daily during the length of the experiment.  
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2.2.- Measurements 

2.2.1.- Calculation of field capacity using gravimetrics  

The calculation of the FC was performed using gravimetrics as for the pilot experiments 

(Chapter 2 paragraph 2.4.1). 

 

2.2.2.- Manual measurements 

Manual measurements were only taken on the five genotypes selected to be replicated in both 

parts of the experiment. The manual measurements taken were relative water content (RWC) 

and SPAD readings. Both relative water content (RWC) and SPAD reading were performed as 

described in Chapter 2, paragraph 2.4.2. After the end of the drought experiment, aerial 

biomass for all the plants was also calculated. The aerial part of the plants was cut and bagged 

and dried at 80°C. Once material had dried out was weighed to calculate the biomass of each 

plant.  

 

The plants were sampled on Monday, Wednesday and Friday during the drought period and 

daily during the recovery. However, the sampling scheme was slightly different due to the 

differences in length between EP1 and EP2. EP1 drought period had a length of 7 days (D0-

D6) and then a 3 day recovery. The drought period on EP2 was longer, 14 days (D0-D13) and 

then a 3 day recovery. It took double the time for plants on EP2 to arrive to the 15%FC than 

for the plants on EP1. 

 

2.2.3.- Automated measurements 

In both parts of the experiment, the automated measurements calculated from the images were 

the same as for the second pilot experiment (Chapter 2 paragraph 2.4.3): total area of the plant, 

total green area of the plant, and total yellow area of the plant. These three measurements were 

also used to calculate “greenness” and “yellowness”/senescence of the plant. 

 

In both parts, plants were weighed before and after watering every day. However, in these 

experiments, several evaporation pots for each treatment were used and distributed so that they 

could be used to analyse the evaporation from the soil for each treatment. This way, the mean 

estimation of the evaporation of the soil for that treatment could be subtracted, and the 

measurement calculated should reflect the water used by the plant more accurately.  
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2.2.4.- Statistical analysis  

2.2.4.1.- Repeated measures analysis 

Most of the response variables were repeated measurements. Therefore, mixed models were 

used to analyse this data using packages nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2018) and lme4 (Bates et al., 

2014) from the free statistical software R (R Core Team, 2013). As in the pilot experiments 

several models were fitted (Chapter 2 paragraph 2.5) and the best-suited one was selected based 

on the AIC, BIC, and loglikelihood of the models in each case and both the ANOVA results 

are shown in the results section. The experiment part was included in the model as a fixed-

effect factor to compare the experiments. 

 

For the traits where there are no repeated measures (i.e., aerial biomass) a fixed-effects model 

was used, and analyses were performed using the base package of R (R Core Team, 2013). 

 

2.2.4.2.- Simple Stress Indexes (SSIs) 

The response of a genotype to drought is inputted on a QTL analysis as a stress index, 

indicating the difference between the genotype performance in drought and control treatments. 

Different studies use different types of stress indexes. For example, in a very similar study to 

ours, Honsdorf et al. (2014) used what they call simple stress indices (SSI). These are 

calculated as: 

 

<<= = :6/:>	 
Equation 7: Simple Stress Index 

Where :6 is the value of the trait for that genotype on stress, and :> is the value of the trait for 

the genotype on the control treatment. 

In our case, for each trait, there are three focal days that give us a better understanding of the 

plant’s response to drought:  

- Day 0 (D0): gives us the baseline level of a trait on the plant. 

- The last day of drought (LDD): gives us the state of the plant after the drought treatment 

has been applied. 

- The last day of recovery (LDR), gives us an idea of the state of the plant after the 

recovery period.  
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Since most of our measurements depend on the initial state of the plant, for the indexes to be 

comparable between plants, the repeated measured traits were corrected by the baseline, which 

is the value of that measure for a plant on D0. The normalized trait values were the ones used 

to calculate the SSIs. 

 

:#	%&'()*#+,-	./ = :#	./ :#	."⁄  
Equation 8: Trait normalization. i= individual i, Dx= day x, D0=day 0. 

 

Where :#%&'()*#+,-	./ is the value of the trait for plant i on day x normalized (as a ratio of its 

initial value or baseline at the beginning of the experiment), :./ is the value of the trait for 

plant i on day x (LDD or LDR), and :." is the value of the trait of plant i on day 0. 

 

2.2.4.3.- Heritability 

The genetics of a metric character centre around the study of its variation (Falconer, 1960). 

The variability of a trait or phenotype (@0) can be divided into two parts: 

 

@0 = @1 + @2 
Equation 9: Phenotypic variability. V=variance, P=phenotype, G=genotype, E=environment. 

 

where @1  refers to genetic variance or genotypic value and @2 refers to variance caused by the 

environment or environmental deviation. The genetic variance can be further broken down: 

 

@1 = @3 + @. + @4 
Equation 10: Genetic variance. V=variance, G=genetic, A=additive, D=dominance, I=interaction. 

 

Where @3 is known as the breeding value and refers to additive genetic effects. @. is the 

dominance deviation and refers to the dominance effects between alleles on the same locus. @4 
is the interaction deviation or epistatic variance and refers to the variance due to interaction 

between alleles on different loci.  

 

The variance due to the environment can also be divided in: 

@2 = @25 + @26 + @1/2 

Equation 11: Environmental variance. V=variance, Es=environmental specific, Eg= environmental generic, 

GxE=genotype by environment interaction. 
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Where @25 is the specific environmental variance that refers to the deviation from the 

population mean due to the environmental conditions uniquely experienced by each individual. 

Statistically speaking, this is the error or residual variance. @26 is the general environmental 

variance and refers to changes in the trait mean value due to the different treatments. @1/2 is 

genotype by environment interaction which refers to the unique responses of the different 

genotypes to @26. Both @26 and @1/2 are aspects of phenotypic plasticity. Phenotypic plasticity 

is a change in the phenotype associated with a given genotype in response to different 

environmental conditions (Schlichting and Smith, 2002). 

 

Heritability refers to the proportion of variation of a trait that can be explained by genetics. 

There are two types of heritability: broad-sense and narrow-sense heritability. The broad-sense 

heritability (H2) is defined as: 

 

B7 = @1
@0

 

Equation 12: Broad sense heritability. H=broad sense heritability, V=variance, G=genotype, P=phenotype. 

 

The narrow-sense heritability (h2), is obtained by dividing the additive variance VA instead of 

the genetic variance VG . 

 

ℎ7 = @3
@0

 

Equation 13: Narrow sense heritability. h=narrow sense heritability, V=variance, A=additive, P=phenotype. 

 

The variance observed for a particular trait can be partitioned into components attributable to 

different sources of variation. These sources of variation are genotype (G), the environment 

(E), which in our case will be the different treatments (T), and their interaction (GxE, GxT in 

our case). The analysis of variance can be calculated for each phenotypic trait measured in each 

day.  

 

The broad-sense heritability (B7) of a trait is the proportion of the total (phenotypic) variance 

(C07) (Nyquist, 1991), calculated as follows: 
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B7 = C17

C17 +
C127
4 + C,7/4(

 

Equation 14: Narrow sense heritability. h=narrow sense heritability, V=variance, A=additive, P=phenotype. 

 

Where r is the average number of replications and e is the number of environments or 

treatments in our case 2. 

 

For traits where there were no repeated measures, we can extract the variance components from 

the ANOVA mean square (MS) using the expected mean squares or EMS (Table 33).  

 
Table 33: Variance components from the ANOVA MS using the expected mean squares. MS=mean squares, 

EMS=expected mean squares. 

Source of variation MS EMS 

Environment (E)   

Genotype (G) MSG !!" + #!#$" + #$!#" 

GxE MSGE !!" + #!#$"  

Residuals MSe !!" 

 

Using these formulas, we can estimate that the variance due to the error is equal to the mean 

square error of the ANOVA (Equation 15). The variance due to the interaction between the 

genotype and the environment can be calculated (Equation 16) subtracting the mean squared 

error from the mean squared error of the interaction and dividing by the number of replicates. 

And lastly, we can calculate the genetic variance by subtracting the mean squared of the 

interaction from the mean squared of the genotype and dividing by the number of replicates 

and environments (Equation 17). 

C,7 = D<, 
Equation 15: Variance due to error. e=error, MS=mean square. 

C127 = (D<12 −D<,)/( 
Equation 16: Variance due to the interaction between genotype x environment(treatment). GE=genotype x 

environment, MS=mean square, e=error, r=replicates. 

C17 = (D<1 −D<12)/4( 
Equation 17: Variance due to the effect of genotype. G=genotype, GE= genotype x environment, MS=mean 

square, e=number of environments(treatments), r=replicates. 
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For traits where there were repeated measures following the example of Honsdorf et al., (2014) 

, we calculated the heritability of the different traits as: 

ℎ7 = @1
@1 + @18+ + @9+(

 

Equation 18: Heritability (Honsdorf et al., 2014 ). 

 

Where the term @1  refers to the genotypic variance component,	@18 refers to the 

genotype*treatment variance component, and @9 represent the error variance component. The 

terms t and r indicate the number of treatments and replicates, respectively. 

 

3.- Results 

3.1.- Control/comparison genotypes 

As a means of internal control, 5 genotypes were selected (from here on known as core five) 

and included in both parts of the experiment. These genotypes were the parents of the SoMP, 

TNSP, and TKPR, plus three other genotypes that presented noticeable visual differences in 

their aerial parts. Genotype 1 presented very small leaves, short stems, and a high number of 

leaves. Genotype 296 with big leaves, long stems and lower number of leaves per plant. 

Genotype 272 that presented intermediate characteristics between 1 and 296. For these core 

five genotypes, manual measurements were taken as well as the automated ones. 

 

3.1.1.- Manual data 

3.1.1.1.- RWC 

The average values of RWC (Figure 45) for the control plants were very similar for the five 

genotypes. These average values are high, never lower than 80%. The short error bars indicate 

a low variance between replicates in control plants. In the case of the plants submitted to 

drought stress, the RWC did drop with the onset of the drought. However, the average values 

of RWC never went bellow 60% in EP1 and 50% in EP2.  

 

The genotypes with lower average RWC (TKPR on EP1 and 296 on EP2) are the genotypes 

which present more variability within replicates. We can also observe that once the plants were 

re-watered to the initial 80% FC, during the recovery period, the values of RWC recover to 

pre-drought average values and the dispersion of values within replicates diminishes. 
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Figure 45: Line plot of the average relative water content (RWC) of the leaves for the core five genotypes. On the 

y-axis, the mean RWC. On the x-axis, the day of the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line 

indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line 

indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 
Table 34: RWC ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 0.16 0.6955 

Day 1 389 1.83 0.1764 

Genotype 4 49 2.14 0.0901 

Treatment 1 49 13.80 0.0005 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 1.87 0.1300 

 

The model chosen was the weights.model to correct for the heteroscedasticity present in the 

data. The results of the analysis of variance of these data can be found in Table 34. Here we 

can see that the experiment effect is non-significant. There is a significant effect of the 
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genotypes and a highly significant (p<0.001) effect of the treatment on the RWC of the leaves. 

The interaction between these two factors is not statistically significant. 

 

3.1.1.2.- SPAD 

The average values of SPAD represented in Figure 46 show that in EP1 the SPAD for all the 

genotypes, the variability is high, not only between replicates but also between genotypes for 

both treatments. For example, on control plants, we can find very low values of SPAD (TKPR 

average got under 20) and also see high SPAD values for TNSP, always with high variability 

between replicates. Although the variability between replicates and genotypes was high, the 

average values for each genotype are fairly stable during the control treatment. This indicates 

that the high variability between plants is due to their initial state and not the treatment or any 

environmental factor. Although there is also a high variability between replicates and 

genotypes present on the drought treatment, a subtle decrease in the average values of SPAD 

can be observed for genotypes 1, TKPR, 272 and 296.  

 

 
Figure 46: SPAD line plot for the core five genotypes. On the y-axis, the mean SPAD. On the x-axis, the day of 

the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 
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In EP2, the variability between replicates and genotypes is lower. On the control treatment, the 

average SPAD values for all the genotypes are between 50 and 40, with the exception of 

genotype 1, which SPAD mean values start to decrease at the end of the experiment. On the 

drought treatment, only genotype 1 presents an observable decrease of its average SPAD 

values, that start to recover during the recovery period.  

 
Table 35: SPAD ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 37.2287 <0.001 

Day 1 386 52.4057 <0.001 

Genotype 4 49 4.1731 0.0055 

Treatment 1 49 6.5053 0.0139 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 1.8757 0.1297 

 

The model selected was the weights.model. In Table 35 we find the results of the analysis of 

variance of the SPAD data. As could be inferred from the data on the plot, the effect of the 

experiment was highly significant (p<0.001). There is also a significant effect of the genotype 

(p= 0.0055) and of the treatment (p=0.0139) on the SPAD values of the plants. However, there 

is no significative interaction between these two main factors. 

 

3.1.1.3.- Biomass 

In EP1, there is a higher variability for the dry biomass between replicates for both treatments 

in all genotypes. The mean biomass values for each genotype, treatment, and experiment are 

presented in Figure 47. In EP1, the average biomass of the plants in the control treatment was 

bigger than in the drought treatment. The average biomass of the genotypes was also higher in 

EP1 than in EP2, with the exception of TKPR, with average biomass similar between 

treatments and experiments.  

 

As with the case of the leaf area, since this is a destructive measurement only taken at the end 

of the experiment, we cannot use it as a proxy of growth as we do not have a value at the start 

of the experiment. Therefore, statistically significant differences in biomass cannot be 
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explained by genetic or environmental differences as they could be simply the result of size 

differences at the beginning of the experiment. 

 

 

 
Figure 47: Aerial biomass bar plot core five. On the x-axis we have the different treatments for each of the 

experimental parts. On the y-axis we have the mean biomass (g). 

 

 

3.1.2.- Automated data 

3.1.2.1.- Automated area 

As with biomass, the variability between replicates and genotypes is higher on EP1 for both 

treatments. Figure 48 shows that in EP1, the control plants increased their area slightly during 

the experiment, except for TKPR, whose average area was smaller than the area of the rest of 

the genotypes. The area of the plants submitted to drought decreased during the drought period 

in all genotypes but only started to recover in genotypes 1, 272, and 296. In EP2, the increase 

of the area on control plants is higher than in EP1 for all genotypes. The area of plants submitted 

to drought increased slightly during the first few days then started to decrease for all genotypes. 

The start of recovery can only be appreciated for TKPR. 
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Figure 48: Automated area line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean automated mean area (mm2). On the x-

axis, the day of the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for 

EP1 drought treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery 

for EP2 drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% Ft. 

 

The model selected for the analysis was the weights.model. The analysis of the variance of the 

automated area (Table 36) shows a significant effect of the experiment. However, this effect is 

due to the difference between the plant sizes at the beginning of the two parts of the experiment 

rather than the experiment itself. Both genotype (P<0.001) and treatment (p=0.0046) affect the 

area of the plant in a significative manner. However, there is no significative effect of their 

interaction.  

 
Table 36: Automated area ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate 

the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that 

the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown 

in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 21.88829 <0.001 

Day 1 608 0.18451 0.6677 

Genotype 4 49 5.59691 0.0009 

Treatment 1 49 8.81443 0.0046 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 0.96671 0.4342 
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3.1.2.2.- Green area 

Here too, the variability between genotypes and replicates is higher in EP1. In Figure 49, we 

can see that the average values of green area for each genotype and day follow the same patterns 

as the automated area (Figure 48). In EP1 the control plants increased their green area slightly 

during the experiment, except for TKPR, whose average green area was smaller than that of 

the rest of the genotypes analysed. In the drought treatment, the value of the green area for all 

genotypes decreased during the drought period and increased in the recovery period for the 

genotypes 272 and 296. For EP2, the increase of the green area of control plants during the 

length of the experiment is higher for all genotypes compared to EP1. In the drought treatment, 

the green area increases slightly at first and then decreases for all genotypes but TKPR, whose 

average green area is stable during the experiment. 

 

 
Figure 49: Green area line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean green area (mm2). On the x-axis, the day of the 

experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of the data was the weights.model. The analysis of the 

variance of the green area (Table 37) shows a significant effect of the experiment. Since the 

green area follows almost exactly the pattern of the automated area, we can see that this 
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measurement is highly influenced by it. As discussed before, the automated area is highly 

influenced by the difference in plant size at the beginning of the experiment. Both genotype 

(p=0.0012) and treatment (p<0.001) also affect the green area of the plant in a significant 

manner. However, there is no significant effect of their interaction.  

 
Table 37: Green area ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 12.97132 0.0007 

Day 1 608 1.35530 0.2448 

Genotype 4 49 5.35639 0.0012 

Treatment 1 49 12.73545 0.0008 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 0.94392 0.4466 

 

3.1.2.3.- Greenness 

Since the green area depends on the total automated area of the plants, to correct for this effect, 

the greenness was calculated. The average values of greenness (Figure 50) show that as for 

SPAD, automated area, and green area, the variability between replicates and genotypes is 

much higher in EP1. In the control treatment, the values of greenness were fairly stable, but for 

genotype TKPR, which had much lower values of greenness. Overall, these values kept 

decreasing during the whole experiment. In the drought treatment, the average value of the 

greenness of all genotypes decreases during the drought period. For genotypes 272 and 296, 

we can clearly see the start of the recovery, but not for the other genotypes. In EP2 greenness 

values are more stable through time, especially on the control treatment. On the drought 

treatment, we can see a small drop in the greenness of genotypes TKPR and 296 and a more 

pronounced drop of genotype 1. 
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Figure 50: Greenness line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean greenness (%). On the x-axis, the day of the 

experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of the data was the weights.model. The analysis of the 

variance of the greenness data (Table 38) shows a significant effect of the experiment. There 

is also a significant effect of treatment (p=0.0040) on the greenness of the plants. However, 

there is no significative effect of either the genotype or the interaction between genotype and 

treatment on the greenness of the plant.  

 
Table 38: Greenness ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 7.2802 0.0095 

Day 1 608 38.2900 <0.001 

Genotype 4 49 1.2256 0.3122 

Treatment 1 49 9.1029 0.0040 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 0.6567 0.6250 
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3.1.2.4.- Yellow area 

In the case of yellow area (Figure 51), the variability within replicates is also higher in EP1 for 

all genotypes and treatments. In EP1 the yellow area of the control plants is fairly stable for all 

genotypes except TNSP, whose yellow area increases during the length of the experiment. In 

the drought treatment, the yellow area of all genotypes increases during the drought period and 

starts to decrease when plants are re-watered during the recovery period. The yellow area of 

genotypes 272, 1 and TNSP increases more and more rapidly than the yellow area of genotypes 

TKPR and 296. This may indicate that genotypes that present a steeper increase of yellow area 

are more susceptible to drought.  

 

 
Figure 51: Yellow area line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean yellow area (mm2). On the x-axis, the day of 

the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 

In EP2, control plants maintain a low yellow area during the length of the experiment, although 

the lines for all genotype increase slightly by the end of the experiment, which could be the 

result of the natural senescence of the plant. Plants submitted to stress present a very slight 

increment of the yellow area during the drought period that starts decreasing when plants are 
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re-watered. However, the incline of the curves is less steep than in EP2. Here TKPR is also the 

least affected genotype. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of the yellow area was the weights.model. The analysis of 

variance of the yellow area (Table 39) let us know that there is a significant effect of the 

experiment (p<0.001). There is no significant effect of the genotype, treatment, or their 

interaction on the yellow area of the plants. However, the effect of the treatment is very close 

to being significant (p=0.0535). 

 
Table 39: Yellow area ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 56.0568 <0.001 

Day 1 608 22.4139 <0.001 

Genotype 4 49 0.6235 0.6480 

Treatment 1 49 3.9155 0.0535 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 1.3049 0.2813 

 

3.1.2.5.- Yellowness 

The average value of yellowness for each genotype and day (Figure 52) shows that in EP1 

when the yellow area is corrected by the total area of the plant, the pattern changes slightly 

from the yellow area (Figure 51). For yellowness, all the genotypes present stable values with 

the exception of genotype TKPR, whose yellowness increases during the length of the 

experiment. In plants submitted to stress the main trend is the same as the one followed by the 

yellow area: the average yellowness of all genotypes increases during the drought period and 

starts to decrease when plants are re-watered. However, when corrected by the total area, 

genotype 272 is not the most affected by the drought. In EP2, the patterns followed are the 

same as for yellow area in both treatments; the increase of yellowness in the stress treatment is 

less steep than in EP1. 
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Figure 52: Yellowness line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean yellowness (%). On the x-axis, the day of the 

experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of the yellowness was the weights model. The analysis of 

variance of the yellow area (Table 40) let us know that there is a significative effect of the 

experiment (p=0.0017). There is a significant effect of the genotype (p=0.0270) and the 

treatment (p=0.0064) on the yellowness of the plants. However, there is no significant effect 

of the interaction of these two factors on the yellowness of the plants. 

 
Table 40: Yellowness ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 11.08524 0.0017 

Day 1 608 51.19331 <0.001 

Genotype 4 49 3.00544 0.0270 

Treatment 1 49 8.11417 0.0064 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 0.58695 0.6736 
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3.1.2.6.- Water used 

The water used daily by each plant was calculated from the daily weighing of the pots before 

and after watering (Chapter 2 paragraph 3.1.5), corrected by the weights of the 3 evaporation 

pots closer to the pot being measured.  

 

In Figure 53 we can see that the water used daily by plants on both control treatments was 

fairly stable with a general upward trend that in EP1 turns and starts to decline on day 7 for all 

genotypes. In drought treatments, the general trend is downwards up to the end of the drought 

period and upwards during the recovery period. However, we can see that in EP2 there is an 

upward peak for TNSP average on day 9 and 296 on day 11. There is also a downward peak 

for TNSP average on day 11 and for genotype 296 on day 9. This is likely due to an error in 

the measurement when both plants were swapped on those 2 days. 

 

 
Figure 53: Water used daily line plot core five. On the y-axis, the mean water used (g). On the x-axis, the day of 

the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 

The model selected for the analysis of this data was the weights.model. The analysis of variance 

(Table 41) shows that there is a highly significant effect of the experiment on the water used 
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by the plants. There is also a significant effect of the treatment on the amount of water used by 

the plants. However, there is not a statistically significant effect of either the genotype or the 

interaction between the genotype and the treatment.  

 
Table 41: Water used ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the 

denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the 

null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in 

bold. 

 numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 49 253.0257 <0.001 

Day 1 719 0.6584 0.4174 

Genotype 4 49 2.5580 0.0502 

Treatment 1 49 20.9727 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 4 49 1.6583 0.1748 

 

We can also calculate the total water used by each plant throughout the duration of the whole 

experiment. However, since we are comparing two parts of the experiment of different length, 

the amount of water used by each plant during the whole length of the experiment was divided 

by the number of days of each experiment to calculate the daily average of the total water used 

by the plants (Figure 54). We can see that in EP1 the differences between replicates on the 

control treatment are higher than in the drought treatment, and for both treatments are higher 

than in EP2. The average water used is higher in the control treatment for all genotypes except 

for TKPR. In EP2 the average water consumed is lower for each genotype in the drought 

treatment. However, the difference between total water used daily between control and 

treatment is lower in EP2 than in EP1. 

 

In Table 42 we have the results of the analysis of variance for the water used daily average. 

We can see that there is a significant effect of the experiment and of the treatment but no 

significant effect of either the genotype or the interaction of genotype and treatment on the 

water used daily average. 
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Figure 54: total water used daily average plot core five. On the x-axis, the genotypes. On the y-axis, the day of 

the experiment in which the measurement was taken. Black line indicates first day of recovery for EP1 drought 

treatment, when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. The red line indicates the first day of recovery for EP2 

drought treatment when plants were re-watered to 80% FC. 

 
Table 42: Water used daily average ANOVA table. numDF indicates the numerator degrees of freedom. F-value 

is the value of the F-statistic. P-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or 

equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF F-value p-value 

Experiment 1 166.9577 <0.001 

Genotype 4 1.8398 0.1362 

Treatment 1 17.7667 0.0001 

Genotype:Treatment 4 1.3018 0.2824 

 

 

3.2.- Stolon mapping family (SoMP) phenotyping 

The automated measurements were calculated for all the genotypes of the SoMP family and 

the results are presented in this paragraph.  
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3.2.1.- Automated area 

Figure 55 shows the average automated area for each of the genotypes for EP1. There is high 

variability between genotypes in both treatments, not only in the response but also in the initial 

size of the plants. On both treatments, the red line indicates the general trend of the data for 

that treatment (calculated by locally estimated scatterplot smoothing or loess). The area of the 

plants tends to increase in the control treatment. However, on the drought treatment, the general 

trend of the area is to decrease. For the analysis of the automated area for EP1, the model 

selected was the corr.model that uses a first-order autoregressive (AR1) covariance structure 

to correct for the correlation between the errors due to the repeated measurements. 

 
Figure 55: Automated area line plot of the first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend 

of the data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period.  

 
Table 43: Automated area ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 2194 6.204 0.0128 

Genotype 57 232 7.621 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 50.558 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 1.875 0.0006 
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After performing the analysis of variance for the automated area of EP1 (Table 43), we found 

that there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their 

interaction (p<0.001) on the automated area of the plants. On EP2 (Figure 56), there is also a 

high variability of the automated area between genotypes for both treatments, in the response 

and the initial size of the plants. The area of control plants increased during the length of the 

experiment. However, on the drought treatment, the area first increased but then decreased 

when plants, affected by the drought, started to wilt.  

 

 
Figure 56: Automated area line plot of the second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general 

trend of the data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

The model that better fitted to the automated area for EP2 was also the corr.model. After 

performing the analysis of variance for the automated area of EP2 (Table 44), we found that 

there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001) and treatment (p<0.001). However, in 

contrast with the results of EP1, their interaction did not have a significant effect on the 

automated area of the plants. 
 

Table 44: Automated area ANOVA table of the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the 

numerator degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the 
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F-statistic, p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual 

observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3023 175.3650 <0.001 

Genotype 39 172 5.5301 <0.001 

Treatment 1 172 32.7495 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 39 172 1.0495 0.4029 

 

3.2.2.- Green area 

Figure 57 shows the average value green area for each of the genotypes in EP1. Here there is 

also a high variability present between genotypes for both treatments. This variability is present 

on the response and the initial green area of the plants, which is influenced by the initial size 

of the plants. The general trend is to increase in the control treatment and to decrease in the 

drought treatment. In this case, the model selected for the analysis of the data was also the 

corr.model. After performing the analysis of variance for the green area of EP1 (Table 45), we 

found that there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of 

their interaction (p=0.005) on the green area of the plants. 

 

 
Figure 57: Green area line plot first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend of the data, 

the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 
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Table 45: Green area ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 2194 167.5757 <0.001 

Genotype 57 232 6.6296 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 105.9161 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 1.6585 0.005 

 

 

 
Figure 58: Green area line plot second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period.  

 

For the green area (Figure 58) in EP2, there is also a high variability in average values, initial 

values, and response between genotypes in both treatments. The green area of the plants also 

increases in the control treatment during the length of the experiment. The trend on the drought 

treatment is the same followed by automated area (Figure 56): increases at first and starts 

decreasing at the onset of the drought. The model used for the analysis was the corr.model. The 

analysis of variance for the green area of EP2 (Table 46) reveals that there is a significant effect 

of genotype (p<0.001) and the treatment (p<0.001). However, in contrast with the results of 

EP1, their interaction does not have a significant effect on the green area of the plants. 
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Table 46: Green area ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3023 93.4986 <0.001 

Genotype 39 172 4.5717 <0.001 

Treatment 1 172 42.5167 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 39 172 0.9695 0.5279 

 

 

3.2.3.- Greenness 

 

 
Figure 59: Greenness line plot first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend of the data, 

the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

In the case of greenness (Figure 59), there is still a high variance between the average values, 

the response, and the initial values between the different genotypes for both treatments. In both 

treatments, the general trend for greenness is to increase and then decrease. However, the 

decrease in plants submitted to drought is more pronounced, and the downward trend stabilizes 
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and changes direction by the end of the experiment when the re-watering of the plants occurs. 

The model selected for the analysis of the greenness was the corr.model. After performing the 

analysis of variance for the greenness data of EP1 (Table 47) we found that there is a significant 

effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their interaction (p=0.0175) on 

the greenness of the plants. 

 
Table 47: Greenness ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 2194 585.784 <0.001 

Genotype 57 232 4.122 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 98.613 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 1.515 0.0175 

 

 

 
Figure 60: Greenness line plot second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

In the case of greenness (Figure 60) of EP2, there is still a high variance between the average 

values, the response, and the initial values between the different genotypes for both treatments. 
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On the control treatment, the general trend for greenness is to stay stable although there is first 

a decrease and then an increase. For the drought treatment as in EP1, the greenness decreases 

during the drought period and increases at the end of the drought period when plants are re-

watered. The model selected for the analysis of the data was also the corr.model. After 

performing the analysis of variance for the greenness data of EP2 (Table 48), we found that 

there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001) and the treatment (p<0.001) on the greenness 

of the plants, but not of their interaction. 

 
Table 48: Greenness ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3023 123.422 <0.001 

Genotype 39 172 3.619 <0.001 

Treatment 1 172 53.695 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 39 172 1.106 0.3236 

 

3.2.4.- Yellow area 

 
Figure 61: Yellow area line plot first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 
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As previously discussed, the yellow area (Figure 61) follows the inverse pattern to that of the 

green area. There is still a high variance between the average values and the initial values 

between the different genotypes for both treatments. On both the control treatment and the 

drought treatment, the general trend of yellow area is to increase. However, this increase in 

yellow area is less steep in control plants. On the drought treatment, the yellow area starts to 

decrease when plants are re-watered at the end of the drought period. The model selected to 

analyse the yellow area was also the corr.model. The analysis of variance for the yellow area 

of the plants analysed on EP1 (Table 49) reveals that there is a significant effect of genotype 

(p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their interaction (p<0.001) on the yellow area of the 

plants. 

 
Table 49: Yellow area ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 2194 685.3316 <0.001 

Genotype 57 232 3.4803 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 83.0082 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 2.0086 <0.001 

 

For yellow area (Figure 62) in EP2, there is still a high variance between the average values 

and the initial values between the different genotypes for both treatments. The general patterns 

present in both treatments are the same as in EP1. On both treatments, yellow area increased; 

however, this increase is less steep in control plants. On the drought treatment, the yellow area 

starts to decrease when plants are re-watered at the end of the drought period. The model 

selected for the analysis of the data was the corr.model. The analysis of variance for the yellow 

area of the plants analysed on EP2 (Table 50) reveals that there is a significant effect of 

genotype (p<0.001) and treatment (p=0.0016) on the yellow area of the plants, but not of the 

interaction between the two factors as it happened on EP1. 
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Figure 62: Yellow area line plot second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 
Table 50: Yellow area ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3023 757.1799 <0.001 

Genotype 39 172 3.9405 <0.001 

Treatment 1 172 10.2871 0.0016 

Genotype:Treatment 39 172 1.0261 0.4382 

 

3.2.5.- Yellowness 

Yellowness in EP1 (Figure 63) also presents a high variance between genotypes in their 

average values, initial values, and responses in both treatments. In both the control treatment 

and the drought treatment, the general trend of yellowness is to start increasing. However, this 

increase is less steep in control plants. In the drought treatment, the increase of yellowness 

stops when plants are re-watered at the end of the drought period. However, yellowness does 

not decrease during recovery as it does when yellow area is measured.  
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Figure 63: Yellowness line plot first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend of the data, 

the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

The model better fitted to the yellowness data was also the corr.model. The analysis of variance 

for the yellowness of the plants analysed on EP1 (Table 51) reveals that there is a significant 

effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their interaction (p=0.0036) on 

the yellowness of the plants. 

 
Table 51: Yellowness ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 2194 663.0956 <0.001 

Genotype 57 232 6.3867 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 74.5523 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 1.6946 0.0036 

 

In EP2, there is also a high variance between the average values and the initial values of 

yellowness (Figure 64) between the different genotypes for both treatments. For both 

treatments, the general trend of yellowness is to increase, but this trend is also less pronounced 

in control plants. As in the case of EP1, the values of yellowness of plants submitted to the 
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drought treatment stabilize during the recovery, but we cannot see a downward pattern. The 

model selected for the analysis of the data was the corr.model.  

 

 
Figure 64: Yellowness line plot second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

The analysis of variance for the yellowness of the plants analysed for EP2 (Table 52) reveals 

that there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001) and treatment (p<0.001) on the 

yellowness of the plants. However, contrary to what happened on EP1, there is no significant 

interaction between genotype and treatment. 

 
Table 52: Yellowness ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

  

  
numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3023 292.2340 <0.001 

Genotype 39 172 3.2270 <0.001 

Treatment 1 172 38.4516 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 39 172 0.5344 0.9885 
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3.2.6.- Water used 

 

 
Figure 65: Water used line plot first part of the experiment (EP1). Red line indicates the general trend of the data, 

the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

The average water used each day by each genotype (Figure 65) also presents high variability 

between genotypes in both treatments in the trend the line follow, their intercepts and the 

average value of each genotype for each day, especially on the control treatment. The total 

water consumed is fairly stable on the control treatment with a little convex curve that can be 

due to a spike in temperature and therefore, transpiration. On the drought treatment, the water 

used by the plants decreases during the drought period and starts increasing again once plants 

are re-watered. To analyse these data the model selected was also the corr.model. The analysis 

of variance of the water used by the plants on EP1 (Table 53) reveals that there is a significant 

effect of genotype (p<0.001) as well as of the treatment (p<0.001) and their interaction 

(p<0.001) on the amount of water the plants use. 

 
Table 53: Water used ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed 

values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
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  numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3131 13.553 <0.001 

Genotype 57 232 5.887 <0.001 

Treatment 1 232 183.436 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 232 2.629 <0.001 

 

As in the case of the core five, we also calculated the total water used by each plant throughout 

the duration of the whole experiment by dividing the total amount of water used by each plant 

during the whole length of the experiment by the number of days the experiment was running. 

The total water used daily (Figure 66) average is higher on the control treatment, with some 

exceptions. As previously discussed, the amount of water used by the plant is heavily affected 

by its size.  

 

The analysis of variance of the water used daily average of EP1 (Table 54) reveals that there is 

a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001), treatment (p<0.001) and their interaction (p<0.001) 

on the amount of water the plants used. 

 

For the water used on EP2 (Figure 67) there is also a high variability between genotypes on 

both treatments, on their average values, the shape of the response and their intercepts; 

especially on the control treatment. The water consumed increased during most part of the 

experiment on the control treatment, but by the end of the experiment, this upward trend 

stabilized and started to decrease. As seen in EP1, for the drought treatment, the water used by 

the plants decreases during the drought period and starts increasing again once plants are re-

watered. The model selected for the analysis of the data on EP2 was also the corr.model. The 

analysis of variance of the water used by the plants on EP2 (Table 55) reveals that there is a 

significant effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their interaction 

(p<0.001) on the amount of water the plants use. 
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Figure 66: Total water used daily average first part of the experiment (EP1). 

 
Table 54: Total water used daily average ANOVA table for the first part of the experiment (EP1). DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean 

squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 57 201385.099 3533.07192 4.27896169 <0.001 

Treatment 1 122357.647 122357.647 148.189365 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 95927.082 1682.93126 2.03822582 <0.001 

Residuals 232 191558.781 825.6844 
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Figure 67: Water used line plot second part of the experiment (EP2). Red line indicates the general trend of the 

data, the black line on the x-axis indicates the start of the recovery period. 

 

 
Table 55: Water used ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). numDF indicates the numerator 

degrees of freedom, denDF indicate the denominator degrees of freedom, F-value is the value of the F-statistic, 

p-value indicates the probability 
 numDF denDF F-value p-value 

Day 1 3779 16.46 <0.001 

Genotype 41 168 5.55 <0.001 

Treatment 1 168 347.35 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 41 168 3.15 <0.001 
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Figure 68: Total water used daily average second part of the experiment (EP2) 

 
Table 56: Total water used daily average ANOVA table for the second part of the experiment (EP2). DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean 

squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
 

DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 41 15055.3725 367.204208 3.71988297 <0.001 

Treatment 1 25378.1881 25378.1881 257.088256 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 41 8618.10191 210.197607 2.12936149 <0.001 

Residuals 168 16583.9376 98.7139142 
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The total water used by each plant throughout the duration of EP2 was also calculated (Figure 

68). The average of total water used daily by the genotypes is not that different between 

treatments. Although some genotypes averages are slightly higher on the control treatment. 

However, the analysis of variance of the water used daily average of EP2 (Table 56) reveals 

that there is a significant effect of genotype (p<0.001), the treatment (p<0.001) and of their 

interaction (p<0.001) on the amount of water the plants use.  

 

3.2.7.- Aerial biomass/Total water used 

This measurement is the water use efficiency of each plant (WUE) if the water added had been 

measured since the cuttings were planted and not since the start of the drought experiment. 

However, since the water administered to each plant was not calculated prior to the beginning 

of the drought experiment and therefore cannot be accounted for, we are not going to call this 

measurement WUE, since it does not reflect the water use efficiency of the plant during its 

whole life, but only during the drought experiment.  

 

For EP1 (Figure 69) there are differences between genotypes on the g of biomass per kg of 

water used between the two treatments, but there is not a noticeable interaction between the 

genotypes and the treatments. After performing the analysis of variance of these data (Table 

57) we can see that there is indeed a highly statistically significant effect (p<0.001) of both the 

genotype and the treatment on the g of aerial biomass per kg of water. However, there is not a 

statistically significant effect of their interaction. 

 

In EP2 (Figure 70), the same pattern is shown; there are clear differences between genotypes 

on both treatments, but not a noticeable interaction between factors. However, in EP2, the 

amount of biomass created per kg of water added is noticeably lower than in EP1. The analysis 

of variance of these data (Table 58) shows that, as in EP2, there is also a highly statistically 

significant effect (p<0.001) of both the genotype and the treatment on the g of aerial biomass 

per kg of water but not of their interaction. 
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Figure 69: Aerial biomass/Total water used for the first part of the experiment (EP1). 

 
Table 57: Aerial biomass/water used for the first part of the experiment (EP1) ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean squares, 

F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-

values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 57 1394.43922 24.4638459 3.56671661 <0.001 

Treatment 1 155.683124 155.683124 22.6978858 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 261.015012 4.57921073 0.66762794 0.9646 

Residuals 232 1591.27087 6.85892619 
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Figure 70: Aerial biomass/Total water used for the second part of the experiment (EP2). 

 
Table 58: Aerial biomass/water used for the second part of the experiment (EP2) ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean 

squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 41 57.1961462 1.39502796 5.6609449 <0.001 

Treatment 1 2.82313616 2.82313616 11.4561276 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 41 11.9763798 0.29210682 1.18535304 0.2266 

Residuals 168 41.4002788 0.24643023 
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3.2.8.-Mean daily water used corrected by the biomass 

As previously discussed, most of the water lost by the plant evaporates from the leaves via 

stomata, in a process called transpiration, during the gas exchange needed to obtain CO2 from 

the atmosphere (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). For this reason, it is important to correct the water 

used by the plant by the size of the plants. In the case of this experiment, the ground truth 

measurement for the size of the plant is the biomass, and this was the measurement used for 

the correction. The mean daily water used corrected by the biomass was calculated as: 

 

!"#$	&#'()	*#+",	-."&! =
(123! &⁄ )

6!
 

Equation 19: Mean daily water used. TWUi: total water used, d:days, B:biomass. 
 

Where 123! is the total water used by the plant i during the length of the experiment, & is the 

number of days of the experiment and 6! is the biomass of plant i.  

 

In EP1 (Figure 71), there are differences between genotypes on the mean daily water used on 

the two different treatments. However, there is not a noticeable interaction between the 

genotypes and the treatments. After performing the analysis of variance of these data (Table 

59) we can see that there is indeed a highly statistically significant effect (p<0.001) of both the 

genotype and the treatment on the mean daily water used by the plants but not a statistically 

significant effect of the interaction between the two main factors. 

 

In EP2 (Figure 72), we can see the same pattern again. Here there are also clear differences 

between genotypes on both treatments, but not a noticeable interaction between factors. The 

analysis of variance of these data (Table 60) shows that, as in EP1, there is a highly statistically 

significant effect (p<0.001) of both the genotype and the treatment on the mean daily water 

consumed by the plants but not of the interaction. 
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Figure 71: Mean daily water/biomass for the first part of the experiment (EP1) 

 
Table 59: Mean daily water/biomass for the first part of the experiment (EP1) ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean squares, 

F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-

values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 57 2484.55505 43.5886851 3.1839363 <0.001 

Treatment 1 185.159312 185.159312 13.5249653 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 57 800.545586 14.0446594 1.0258924 0.4346 

Residuals 232 3176.12351 13.6901876 
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Figure 72: Mean daily water/biomass for the second part of the experiment (EP2). 

 
Table 60: Mean daily water/biomass for the second part of the experiment (EP2) ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean 

squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value P-value 

Genotype 41 687.016012 16.7564881 5.16805393 <0.001 

Treatment 1 70.3612134 70.3612134 21.7008805 <0.001 

Genotype:Treatment 41 168.994423 4.12181518 1.27125463 0.1481 

Residuals 168 544.709873 3.24232068 
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3.3.-Summary 

 

In the core five genotype for all of the traits analysed, except RWC, there is a statistically 

significant effect of the experiment part. This means that the variance in the response of the 

individuals is different in both parts of the experiment. Although some of this 

heterokesdasticity between experimental parts is clearly due to the initial state of the plants on 

day zero, the fact that we only have 5 genotypes for comparison and that the experiment factor 

is significant makes the pooling of the data from the two experiment parts for a QTL analysis 

problematic. In the core five and in the rest of the genotypes analysed, the drought response in 

EP2 was delayed with respect to drought response of plants in EP1. This can be partly due to 

the differences in the drought response of the different genotypes analysed in each 

experimental part. However, we cannot discard an effect of the experimental part. EP1 took 

place in June whilst EP2 took place in Nov/Dec this implies a big difference in light hours and 

external temperature, both of which can affect the drought response. Even thought the 

conditions were kept the same in both experiments, the external temperature can affect the 

internal temperature of the greenhouse and the frequency with which the fans are activated. As 

we can see in Table 61, during EP1 the mean temperature of the greenhouse during the 

experiment was almost two degrees higher than in EP2. The minimum temperature registered 

during the experiments was also almost two degrees lower in EP2 than in EP1. However, the 

biggest difference can be found in the maximum temperature registered which was almost six 

degrees higher in EP1 than EP2. The highest temperatures in EP1 will increase the frequency 

of the fan activation that will increase the evaporation rate, which would explain the much 

faster decrease of the FC in EP1 than in EP2. 

 
Table 61: Mean, maximum (max) and minimum (min) temperatures registered in the greenhouse during the 

different experiment parts. 
Experiment Mean temperature Max temperature Min temperature 

EP1 20.1 31.6 15.1 

EP2 18.3 24.8 12.3 

 

 

3.4.- SSIs  

As previously stated in paragraph 2.2.4.2, we need to compare the response of the genotype on 

stress with its response on the control treatment before inputting the response of that genotype 
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to drought on a QTL analysis. In our case, we use simple stress indexes (SSIs) (Honsdorf et 

al., 2014). For the data of each day (LDD or LDR) for every trait, we first divide the value of 

that day by the initial value (on D0), so the values are normalized by their baseline values and 

are a proportion of their initial value instead of the total value making indexes between plants 

more comparable.  

After normalizing, we calculate the SSIs. We focus on the two more important days as defined 

before, LDD and LDR. We will not include here D0 since with the normalization it is included 

in the rest of the values, and on D0 the value of each plant will be 1. All the indexes were 

calculated as established in paragraph 2.2.4.2. 

 

As commented before, only the core five genotypes were included in both parts of the 

experiment and can be used to discern if there is a significant effect of the experimental part in 

the data. For this reason the SSI of the core 5 for each experiment are first analysed separately 

to see if there is an statistically significant effect of the experiment part.  

 

3.4.1.-SSI area LDD (SSI ALDD) 

Since recorded automated area on drought is related to the degree of wilting of the plant, higher 

values of the area will indicate less wilting. Therefore, higher values of SSI ALDD will indicate 

a better performance of the genotype on drought. For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 73) the 

average SSI ALDD is very similar in both parts of the experiments for all genotypes but 296. 

Genotype 296 presents a higher average but also an standard deviation that is higher than its 

average which seems to indicate the presence of an outlier performer in this genotype. In EP2 

TNSP also presents an standard deviation that is almost as big as the average value. For 

genotype 296 the values of SSI ALDD are: 4.439, 0.952 and 0.569 these three values are very 

different, which makes the sd being higher than the average, if we use the 1.5*interquartile 

range (IQR) method to detect outliers using these three values non of them are detected as 

outliers. However, if we pool the data from this genotype from both parts of the experiments 

and use the same method to detect outliers, 4.439 is detected as an outlier. .For genotype TNSP 

in EP2 the three replicates have SSI values of 2.018, 0.208 and 0.920, these three values are 

also very different, which makes the sd being higher than the average, if we use the 1.5*IQR 

method to detect outliers using these three values non of them are detected as outliers due to 

the fact that all of the values are spreaded. However, if we pool the data from this genotype 

from both parts of the experiments and use the same method to detect outliers, both 2.018 and 
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0.920 are detected as outliers. In any case as we can see in Table 62, with either the putative 

outliers in or out of the data set, neither the difference between genotype, experiment or their 

interaction is statistically significant for these five genotypes.  

 

 
Figure 73: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI area on the last day of 

drought (ALDD). 

 
Table 62: SSI ALDD core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
With outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.14141779 0.03535445 0.83900675 0.5193 

Experiment 1 0.00017723 0.00017723 0.00420601 0.9490 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.15945557 0.03986389 0.94602176 0.4616 

Residuals 17 0.7163537 0.04213845 
  

Without outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.08768838 0.02192209 0.75806094 0.5675 

Experiment 1 0.01796266 0.01796266 0.62114451 0.4421 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.09671376 0.02417844 0.83608489 0.5220 

Residuals 16 0.4626983 0.02891864 
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Figure 74: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI area on the last day of drought (ALDD). 

Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 74) we can see that the average values for SSI ALDD are 

very similar within and between experimental parts with the exception of the already 

mentioned 296 putative outlier value and the average value of genotype 159 both in EP2. 

Genotype 159 presents values of 1.135, 1.005 and 3.613, although value 3.613 seems to be an 

outlier the 1.5*IQR method using those three values do not detect it as such. However, when 

using the pooled data from all genotypes in EP2 this value from genotype 159, and the putative 

outliers from genotypes 296 and TNSP are detected. The grand mean for EP1 is 0.828 with a 

standard deviation of 0.1999, for EP2 with all values the grand mean is 1.030 with a standard 
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deviation of 0.5087, however if the putative outliers are removed we have a grand mean of 

0.973 with a standard deviation of 0.3223. In both cases, if we compare the grand means of 

both parts of the experiments using an independent t-test we can see that, even though when 

comparing the values of the five genotypes used on both parts the experiment factor was non-

significative, the differences between the grand means of both experimental parts are 

significantly different from zero. This means that the data should not be pooled together and 

should be analysed as two different experiments. For EP1 (Table 63) there is a significative 

effect of the genotype in the SSI ALDD, whilst this is not true in EP2 with either outliers in or 

out the dataset. 

 
Table 63: SSI ALDD SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 3.49017906 0.06123121 2.08031281 0.0005 

Residuals 115 3.38487045 0.02943366 
  

EP2 with outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 9.53384271 0.24445751 0.92171698 0.6031 

Residuals 86 22.8088945 0.2652197 
  

EP2 without outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 4.61164107 0.11824721 1.2164147 0.2262 

Residuals 83 8.06839819 0.09720962 
  

 

3.4.2.-SSI area LDR (SSI ALDR) 

Higher values of SSI ALDR will also indicate a better performance of the genotype on drought. 

For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 75) the differences in average SSI ALDR between experiments 

are more pronounced that for SSI ALDD. However, the spread of the data in both experimental 

parts seem to predict a non-significant differences between genotypes nor experiment part on 

these five genotypes. As we can see in Table 64, there is indeed no significant difference 

between either genotype, experiment or their interaction for these five genotypes.  
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Figure 75: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI area on the last day of 

drought (ALDR). 

 
Table 64: SSI ALDR core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.36792729 0.09198182 1.05646217 0.40359919 

Experiment 1 0.03481975 0.03481975 0.39992414 0.53429212 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.50577091 0.12644273 1.45226474 0.25384361 

Residuals 20 1.74131787 0.08706589 
  

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 76) we can see that the average values for SSI ALDR are 

very similar within and between experimental parts with the exception of genotype 248 and 8 

on EP1 and genotype 159 on EP2. The grand mean for EP1 is 0.814 with a standard deviation 

of 0.3495, for EP2 the grand mean is 0.2710 with a standard deviation of 0.3495. For SSI ALDR 

the difference between the grand means of both experimental parts is also significantly 

different from zero and should be analysed as two different experiments. For both EP1 and 

EP2 (Table 65) there is a significative effect of the genotype in the SSI ALDR. 
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Figure 76:Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI area on the last day of recovery (ALDR). 

Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 
 

Table 65: SSI ALDR SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 6.84723278 0.12012689 2.37764984 <0.001 

Residuals 116 5.86071133 0.05052337 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 6.32544385 0.16219087 1.56006769 0.0449 

Residuals 86 8.94090346 0.10396399 
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3.4.3.-SSI green area LDD (SSI GALDD) 

Since green area was calculated as a proxy of the health of the plant, higher values of green 

area will indicate higher health. Therefore, higher values of SSI GALDD will indicate a better 

performance of the genotype on drought. For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 77) the differences 

in average SSI GALDD between experiments are very similar to the average values for SSI 

ALDD. This indicates again the influence that area has in both green and yellow area. Here too 

genotype 296 presents not only a higher average on EP2 but also a standard deviation that is 

higher than its average which seems to indicate the presence of an outlier. The variance is also 

higher in the case of TNSP. For genotype 296 the values of SSI GALDD are: 2.857, 0.806 and 

0.478. Using the 1.5*IQR method to detect outliers using these three values non of them are 

detected as outliers. However, if we pool the data from this genotype from both parts of the 

experiments 2.857 is detected as an outlier .For genotype TNSP in EP2 the three replicates 

have SSI values of 1.083, 0.717 and 0.206. However, in this case the IQR*1.5 method does not 

find any outliers even with the pooled data from both experiments. In any case as we can see 

in Table 66, with either the putative outliers in or out of the data set, neither the difference 

between genotype, experiment or their interaction is statistically significant for these five 

genotypes. 

 

 
Figure 77: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI green area on the last day of 

drought (GALDD). 
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Table 66: GSI GALDD core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are 

the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null 

hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold 
With outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.44045239 0.1101131 0.4825974 0.7482 

Experiment 1 0.69274836 0.69274836 3.03613795 0.0968 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.68930168 0.17232542 0.75525801 0.5664 

Residuals 20 4.5633523 0.22816762 
  

without outliers 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.19963955 0.04990989 0.97327871 0.4464 

Experiment 1 0.08495826 0.08495826 1.65674722 0.2143 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.24117097 0.06029274 1.17575185 0.3546 

Residuals 18 0.92304288 0.05128016 
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Figure 78: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI green area on the last day of drought 

(GALDD). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 78) we can see that the average values for SSI GALDD are 

very similar within and between experimental parts with the exception of genotypes 248, 59 

and 74 in EP1 and the genotype 296 in EP2. The grand mean for EP1 is 0.664 with a standard 

deviation of 0.2089. For EP2 the grand mean is 0.791 with a standard deviation of 0.3160. The 

differences between the grand means of both experimental parts are significantly different from 

zero. For EP1 (Table 67) there is a significative effect of the genotype in the SSI GALDD, but 

for EP2. 

 
Table 67: SSI GALDD SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 7.09492026 0.12447229 2.20917301 <0.001 

Residuals 115 6.47948927 0.05634338 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 4.16055437 0.10668088 1.10235637 0.3476 

Residuals 86 8.32267678 0.09677531 
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3.4.4.-SSI green area LDR (SSI GALDR) 

For SSI GALDR higher values will also indicate a better performance of the genotype on 

drought.  

 

 
Figure 79: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI green area on the last day of 

recovery (GALDR). 

 

For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 79) the differences in average SSI GALDR between 

experiments are also very similar to the average values for SSI ALDR. Here too the spread of 

the data in both experimental parts seem to predict a non-significant differences between 

genotypes nor experiment part on these five genotypes (Table 68). 

 
Table 68: SSI GALDR core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.58351694 0.14587923 1.81481633 0.1656 

Experiment 1 0.00377052 0.00377052 0.04690727 0.8307 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.62910121 0.1572753 1.95658957 0.1403 

Residuals 20 1.60764736 0.08038237 
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Figure 80: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI green  area on the last day of recovery 

(GALDR). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 80) the average values for SSI GALDR are more disimilar 

within and between experimental parts, especially in EP1 where there is a big difference 

between the highest (genotype 248) and lowest (genotype 255) average values. The grand mean 

for EP1 is 0.635 with a standard deviation of 0.3819, for EP2 the grand mean is 0.563 with a 

standard deviation of 0.2566. For SSI GALDR the null hypothesis that the difference between 

the grand means of both experimental parts is different from zero cannot be rejected although 

the p-value is very close to the cut-off value (p=0.053). For this reason it would be advisable 
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to still treat the two parts as two different experiments. For both EP1 and EP2 (Table 69) there 

is a significative effect of the genotype in the SSI GALDR. 

 
Table 69: SSI GALDR SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 13.7153826 0.24062075 2.4222384 <0.001 

Residuals 116 11.5232285 0.09933818 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 3.94264095 0.10109336 2.027979 0.003 

Residuals 86 4.28704083 0.04984931 
  

 

 

3.4.5.-SSI greenness LDD (SSI GrLDD) 

As previously discussed, greenness is also a measure of plant health calculated from the green 

area as a percentage of the total number of pixels of the plant that are green. Therefore, as for 

green area, higher values of greenness will indicate higher health. Therefore, higher values of 

SSI GrLDD will indicate a better performance of the genotype on drought.  

 

 
Figure 81: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI greenness on the last day of 

drought (GrLDD). 
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For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 81) the differences in average SSI GrLDD within and between 

experiments are very similar and contrary with what happened with SSI GrLDD they are less 

similar to the average values for SSI ALDD. The similarity between average values and their 

variances make the differences between genotypes and experiments not statistically significant 

(Table 70) in this core five genotypes. 

 
Table 70: SSI GrLDD core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.0592982 0.01482455 0.52856977 0.7161 

Experiment 1 0.05384326 0.05384326 1.91978292 0.1811 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.12826841 0.0320671 1.14335341 0.3649 

Residuals 20 0.56093072 0.02804654 
  

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 82) the average values for SSI GrLDD are very similar 

within and between experimental parts, with most of the values between 0.5 and 1 and the 

highest values reaching 1.5 in both parts (genotypes 248 and 59 in EP1 and genotype 36 in 

EP2).  
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Figure 82:Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI greenness on the last day of drought 

(GrLDD). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

The grand mean for EP1 is 0.785 with a standard deviation of 0.1804, for EP2 the grand mean 

is 0.797 with a standard deviation of 0.1979. For SSI GrLDD the null hypothesis that the 

difference between the grand means of both experimental parts is different from zero cannot 

be rejected (p=0.54). Therefore, for this trait the two parts of the experiment can be pooled 

together for the QTL analysis. There is a significative effect of genotype on the EP1 for SSI 

GrLDD (Table 71) but not on EP2. 

 
Table 71: SSI GrLDD SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 2.75663296 0.04836198 1.95478933 0.0012 

Residuals 115 2.84512905 0.02474025 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 1.28908636 0.0330535 1.06585861 0.3944 

Residuals 86 2.66695849 0.03101115 
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3.4.6.-SSI greenness LDR (SSI GrLDR) 

 

For SSI GrLDR higher values will also indicate a better performance of the genotype on drought. 

For the core 5 genotypes (Figure 83) the differences in average SSI GrLDR between experiments 

are also very similar whilst being more dissimilar to those of SSI GALDR and SSI ALDR. Here 

too the spread of the data in both experimental parts seem to predict a non-significant 

differences between experiment part for these five genotypes (Table 72). However, there is an 

statistically significant effect of genotype. 

 

 
Figure 83: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI greenness on the last day of 

recoveryt (GrLDR). 

 
Table 72: SSI GrLDR core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.29646684 0.07411671 3.45658343 0.0266 

Experiment 1 0.05366154 0.05366154 2.50261504 0.1293 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.05555827 0.01388957 0.64776826 0.6350 

Residuals 20 0.42884374 0.02144219 
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Figure 84:Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI greenness on the last day of recovery 

(GrLDR). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 84) the average values for SSI GrLDR are more disimilar 

within and between experimental parts, especially in EP1 where there is a big difference 

between the highest (genotype 15) and lowest (genotype 255) average values. EP2 values are 

more similar, however the highest value can be found in this part. The grand mean for EP1 is 

0.747 with a standard deviation of 0.2620, for EP2 the grand mean is 0.821 with a standard 

deviation of 0.1955. For SSI GrLDR the differences between the grand means of both 

experimental parts are significantly different from zero and the two parts should be treated as 
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two different experiments. There is a significative effect of genotype on the EP1 for SSI GrLDR 

(Table 73) but not on EP2. 

 
Table 73: SSI GrLDR SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 6.76588537 0.11869974 2.69345896 <0.001 

Residuals 116 5.11207724 0.04406963 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 1.78828006 0.04585333 1.31917933 0.1444 

Residuals 86 2.98927274 0.03475899 
  

 

 

3.4.7.-SSI yellow area LDD (SSI YALDD) 

As previously discussed, the yellow area is also a measure of the senescence of the plant. 

Therefore, higher values of the yellow area will indicate higher senescence and will reflect that 

the plant is more affected by drought. Accordingly, higher values of SSI YALDD will indicate 

a worse performance of the genotype on drought.  

 

 
Figure 85: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI yellow area on the last day of 

drought (YALDD). 
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For the core five genotypes (Figure 85) the average values of genotype 1 and 296 are very 

similar, however the variability between replicates is higher on EP1, in both cases higher than 

the average values which may signal to possible outliers. For the rest of the genotypes the 

average values of SSI YALDD vary more between experiments, however the higher variability 

between replicates, especially on EP1, signals to a no significant effect of genotype or 

experiment that is confirmed by the ANOVA analysis (Table 74). 

 
Table 74: SSI YALDD core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 8.78052155 2.19513039 1.70370729 0.1887 

Experiment 1 0.61960968 0.61960968 0.48089787 0.4960 

Genotype:Experiment 4 2.00637115 0.50159279 0.38930138 0.8138 

Residuals 20 25.7688677 1.28844339 
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Figure 86:Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI yellow area on the last day of drought 

(YALDD). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 86) there is a very big difference between EP1 and EP2. 

In EP2 none of the average values is higher than 5 and the highest value is equal to 8.902, the 

grand mean and sd are 1.766 and 0.9671, respectively. However, in EP1 there are several 

average values higher than five and the highest value is equal to 22.879 and the grand mean 

and sd are 2.768 and 3.0133, respectively. This signals to a clear difference between the 

experimental parts and a high variance between SSI YALDD average values in EP1.  

 
Table 75: SSI YALDD SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 702.63273 12.32689 1.64999421 0.0120 

Residuals 115 859.149896 7.47086866 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 41.8265879 1.07247661 1.22846482 0.2136 

Residuals 86 75.0798782 0.87302184 
  

 

The difference between experimental part grand means is indeed statistically significant 

(p<0.001) and these experiment parts should be treated as two different experiments. There is 

a significative effect of genotype on the EP1 for SSI YALDD (Table 75) but not on EP2. 
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3.4.8.-SSI yellow area LDR (SSI YALDR) 

 

Here higher values will also indicate higher senescence and therefore, a worse performance of 

the genotype on drought. For the core five genotypes (Figure 87) there is a high difference 

between average values and variability between experiments. However, due to this high 

variability between replicates these differences are not statistically significant (Table 76). 

 

 
Figure 87: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI yellow area on the last day of 

recovery (YALDR). 

 
Table 76: SSI YALDR core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 4.76884285 1.19221071 0.97840032 0.4415 

Experiment 1 0.25823098 0.25823098 0.21191998 0.6502 

Genotype:Experiment 4 4.25500449 1.06375112 0.8729786 0.4974 

Residuals 20 24.3706117 1.21853058 
  

 

For the rest of the genotypes (Figure 88) there is also a very big difference between EP1 and 

EP2. As with SSI YALDD for SSI YALDR. In EP2 all the genotype average values are more 

similar and lower than in EP1. In EP2 none of the average values is higher than 3 and the 
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highest value is equal to 3.885, the grand mean and sd are 1.315 and 0.6666, respectively. 

However, in EP1 there are several average values higher than 3 and the highest value is equal 

to 24.852 and the grand mean and sd are 2.255 and 3.0093, respectively. This again signals to 

a clear difference between the experimental parts and a high variance between SSI YALDR 

average values in EP1. The difference between experimental part grand means is indeed 

statistically significant (p<0.001) and these experiment parts should be treated as two different 

experiments. However, in this case there is a significative effect of genotype on SSI YALDR 

(Table 77) for both parts of the experiment. 

 

 

 
Figure 88: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI yellow area on the last day of recovery 

(YALDR). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 
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Table 77: SSI YALDR SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 687.473136 12.0609322 1.59123173 0.0180 

Residuals 116 879.235946 7.57962022 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 23.7312599 0.60849384 1.6449143 0.0288 

Residuals 86 31.8134936 0.36992434 
  

 

3.4.9.-SSI yellowness LDD (SSI YnLDD) 

Yellowness is also a measure of the senescence calculated from the yellow area as a percentage 

of the total number of pixels of the plant that are yellow. Therefore, as for the yellow area, 

higher values of yellowness will indicate higher senescence of the plant. Accordingly, higher 

values of SSI YnLDD will indicate a worse performance of the genotype on drought. For the 

core five genotypes (Figure 89) there is also a high difference between average values of SSI 

YnLDD and their variability between experiments. Due to this high variability between 

replicates these differences are not statistically significant (Table 78). 

 

 
Figure 89: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI yellowness on the last day of 

drought (YnLDD). 
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Table 78: SSI YnLDD core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 11.7177855 2.92944638 0.69683175 0.6030 

Experiment 1 1.38714596 1.38714596 0.32996246 0.5721 

Genotype:Experiment 4 11.2180667 2.80451667 0.66711453 0.6223 

Residuals 20 84.0790161 4.2039508 
  

 

As it happened for SSI YALDD, for the rest of the genotypes (Figure 90) there is a very big 

difference between EP1 and EP2. In EP2 none of the average values is higher than 5 and the 

highest value is equal to 10.669, the grand mean and sd are 2.022 and 1.4561, respectively. 

However, in EP1 there are several average values higher than 5 and the highest value is equal 

to 28.314 and the grand mean and sd are 3.686 and 4.1870, respectively. This signals to a clear 

difference between the experimental parts and a high variance between SSI YnLDD average 

values in EP1. The difference between experimental part grand means is indeed statistically 

significant (p<0.001) and these experiment parts should be treated as two different 

experiments. There is a significative effect of genotype on the EP1 for SSI YnLDD (Table 79) 

but not on EP2. 
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Figure 90: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI yellowness on the last day of drought 

(YnLDD). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 
Table 79: SSI YnLDD SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 1530.76192 26.8554722 2.08031136 <0.001 

Residuals 115 1484.57551 12.9093523 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 80.1649461 2.05551144 0.95628764 0.5510 

Residuals 86 184.854407 2.14946984 
  

 

 

3.4.10.-SSI yellowness LDR (SSI YnLDR) 

Here higher values will also indicate higher senescence and therefore, a worse performance of 

the genotype on drought. For the core five genotypes (Figure 91) there is a high difference 

between average values, with the exception of genotype 272, and variability between 

experiments. However, as with the other cases, this high variability between replicates make 

the differences between experimental parts not statistically significant (Table 80). 
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Figure 91: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI yellowness on the last day of 

recovery (YnLDR). 
 

Table 80: SSI YnLDR core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 11.2412957 2.81032392 1.28007768 0.3109 

Experiment 1 0.06913732 0.06913732 0.03149144 0.8609 

Genotype:Experiment 4 4.06609241 1.0165231 0.46301728 0.7620 

Residuals 20 43.9086466 2.19543233 
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Figure 92: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI yellowness on the last day of recovery 

(YnLDR). Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 
As it happened for SSI YALDD, SSI YALDR and SSI YnLDD, for the rest of the genotypes (Figure 

92) there is a very big difference between EP1 and EP2. In EP2 none of the average values is 

higher than 5 and the highest value is equal to 7.683, the grand mean and sd are 2.155 and 

1.3249, respectively. However, in EP1 there are several average values higher than 5 and the 

highest value is equal to 27.174 and the grand mean and sd are 2.985 and 3.7719, respectively. 

This signals to a clear difference between the experimental parts and a high variance between 

SSI YnLDD average values in EP1. The difference between experimental part grand means is 

statistically significant (p=0.0079) and these experiment parts should be treated as two different 

experiments. There is a significative effect of genotype for SSI YnLDR (Table 81) but on both 

parts of the experiment. 

 
Table 81: SSI YnLDR SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the 

mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis 

would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 1258.43412 22.0777917 2.12916568 <0.001 

Residuals 116 1202.82976 10.369222 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 39 100.544931 2.57807516 1.86533245 0.0086 

Residuals 86 118.860562 1.38209956 
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3.4.11.- SSI aerial biomass/total water used 

Since the SSI for the aerial biomass/total water used is not a repeated measurement, it does not 

need to be normalized by its baseline value first. Therefore, the SSI value is calculated by just 

dividing the value of the trait on the drought treatment by the value of the trait on the control 

treatment. These SSIs gives us a notion of how well the plants performed on drought compared 

with their performance on the control for the amount of biomass created with the water used. 

Higher values of this SSI will indicate higher biomass created by water added and therefore, a 

better performing genotype on drought.  

 

 
Figure 93: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI Aerial biomass/Total water used 

 
Table 82:SSI Aerial biomass/Total water used core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the 

sum of squares, MS are the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the 

probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-

values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.07150534 0.01787634 0.12237566 0.9728 

Experiment 1 0.50588239 0.50588239 3.46310852 0.0775 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.0585238 0.01463095 0.10015879 0.9811 

Residuals 20 2.92155088 0.14607754 
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In this case the average values of the core five genotypes (Figure 93) are higher on EP1 than 

on EP2 for all five genotypes. The variability between replicates is also higher on EP1, with 

the exception of genotype 272. This differences between experiments are not statistically 

significant (Table 82), although the p-value is close to the cut-off value (p=0.0775). 

 

 

 
Figure 94: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI Aerial biomass/Total water used. 

Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

For the rest of genotypes (Figure 94) the variability between replicates and genotypes is also 

higher on EP1 than EP2. The highest values can also be found in EP1. Due to the high 

variability between replicates in EP1 the effect of genotype in this part is not statistically 
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significative (Table 83). However, the effect of genotype in SSI biomass/total water used is 

statistically significant on EP2. The grand mean of SSI biomass/total water used in EP1 is 

1.217 and the sd 0.4012, for EP2 the grand mean and sd have values of 1.075 and 0.1730, 

respectively. The difference between experimental part grand means is statistically significant 

(p<0.001) and these experiment parts should be treated as two different experiments. 

 
Table 83: SSI Aerial biomass/Total water used SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of freedom, SS is the sum 

of squares, MS are the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value indicates the probability 

that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. Significant p-values are 

shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 9.49710555 0.16661589 1.05293717 0.4007 

Residuals 116 18.3557418 0.15823915 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 41 1.64201473 0.04004914 1.60397327 0.0345 

Residuals 84 2.09737145 0.02496871 
  

 

3.4.12.-SSI mean daily water used corrected by the biomass 

As with the SSI for the aerial biomass/total water used, the mean daily water used is not a 

repeated measurement and therefore, it does not need to be normalized by its baseline value 

first. These SSIs give us a notion of how well the plants performed on drought compared with 

their performance on the control for the amount of water used (previously corrected by the 

biomass). Some plants are able to escape drought stress by changing their phenology; they can 

accelerate their life cycle to reproduce before the onset of severe stress by maintaining rapid 

growth, high leaf nitrogen level, and photosynthetic capacity and presenting earlier flowering 

(Kooyers, 2015). By following this kind of strategy, plants keep their water consumption 

elevated. Although drought escape was initially described mostly on perennial species, such as 

shrubs (Shavrukov et al., 2017) on herbaceous plants this strategy is commonly associated with 

annual plants, whilst biennials and perennials usually present other types of drought resistance 

strategies, such as avoidance or tolerance (Kooyers, 2015). In these strategies conservation of 

water is important and plants with a lower use will have an advantage. Since white clover is an 

herbaceous perennial, we are going to consider than the lower its main daily water use is the 

best they performed on drought and we consider higher values of this SSI as a sign of poor 

performance under drought.  
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Figure 95: Bar plot indicating the mean values of the core five genotypes for SSI mean daily water used corrected 

by biomass 

 

For the core five genotypes (Figure 95) the average values of SSI mean daily water used 

corrected by the biomass are very similar between experiment parts for genotypes 1, TKPR 

and TNSP; however, their variance is much higher on EP1. Genotypes 272 and 296 have higher 

averages and slightly higher variances on EP2. Nonetheless, the effect of experiment in SSI 

mean daily water used corrected by the biomass is not statistically significant (Table 84). 

 
Table 84: SSI for SSI mean daily water used corrected by biomass core five ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of 

freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value 

indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 4 0.02451241 0.0061281 0.05324369 0.9943 

Experiment 1 0.07175449 0.07175449 0.62343503 0.4390 

Genotype:Experiment 4 0.24446659 0.06111665 0.53100869 0.7144 

Residuals 20 2.30190757 0.11509538 
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Figure 96: Bar plot indicating the mean values of each genotype for SSI mean daily water used corrected by 

biomass. Genotypes analysed on EP1 are on the top and genotypes analysed on EP2 are on the bottom. 

 

As in the case of SSI aerial biomass/total water used for the rest of genotypes (Figure 96) the 

variability between replicates and genotypes is also higher on EP1 than EP2 and the highest 

values can also be found in EP1. Due to the high variability between replicates in EP1 the effect 

of genotype is this part is not statistically significative (Table 85). The effect of genotype in 

SSI mean daily water used corrected by the biomass is also not statistically significant on EP2, 

however for this part the p-value is very close to the cut-off value (p=0.0571). The grand mean 

of SSI mean daily water used corrected by the biomass in EP1 is 0.927 and the sd 0.3827, for 

EP2 the grand mean and sd have values of 0.953 and 0.1523, respectively. In this case, the 
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difference between experimental parts is not statistically significant (p=0.4091) and the data 

from the two parts of the experiments can be pooled together and analysed as one experiment 

for this trait. 

 
Table 85: SSI for SSI mean daily water used corrected by biomass SoMP ANOVA table. DF are the degrees of 

freedom, SS is the sum of squares, MS are the mean squares, F-value is the value of the F-statistic and p-value 

indicates the probability that the null hypothesis would be greater than or equal to the actual observed values. 

Significant p-values are shown in bold. 
EP1 

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 57 8.21697173 0.1441574 0.97676751 0.5304 

Residuals 116 17.1199984 0.14758619 
  

EP2  

 
DF SS MS F value p-value 

Genotype 41 1.22922482 0.02998109 1.50745283 0.0571 

Residuals 84 1.67064055 0.01988858 
  

 

 

3.4.13-Best and worst performing genotypes 

In Table 86, we have a summary with the five best and worst performing genotypes for each 

SSI in EP1. Genotypes 255 and 71 are two of the worst performers overall. Genotype 255 is 

on the top five worst genotypes for the area, green area, greenness, yellow area on the last day 

of drought, and yellowness. In the case of genotype 71, it is only on the top five worst 

performing genotypes for area, green area, greenness on the last day of recovery, yellow area 

on the last day of drought, and yellowness. Genotype 248 has an interesting performance; it is 

one of the best performers for the area, green area, and greenness. However, it is also on the 

top five of worst-performing genotypes under drought for the yellow area, but not for 

yellowness. The best performer overall was genotype 15 that performed well for green area, 

greenness and yellow area on the last day of drought. 

 

In Table 87, we find the same information for EP2. Here one of the best overall performers are  

genotypes 19 and genotype 159. Genotype 19 is other of the best performers for area during 

the last day of recovery, green area, yellowness, biomass/total water used and mean daily water 

used corrected by biomass. Genotype 159 is one of the five best performing genotypes for the 

area, green area, yellow area on the last day of drought and yellowness. Genotype 31 is one of 

the worst performers overall appearing in the top worse performers for area, green area, 
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biomass/total water used and mean daily water used corrected by the biomass. Genotype 124 

is other interesting case such as genotype 248 in EP1. This genotype is one of the best 

performers for yellow area and yellowness whilst being one of the worst performers for both 

green area and greenness on the last day of drought. 

 

It also can be observed from these tables that, for both experimental parts, in the SSIs related 

to water, the worst and best performers are, at least partially, the same genotypes. The best 

performers in the case of SSIs related to water in EP1 are the same: genotypes 50, 118, 177, 

192, and 247. In the case of the worst-performing genotypes in EP1 only genotypes 59, 131 

and 132 and 73 can be found on both SSIs. For EP2 the best performers in SSI traits related to 

water used are 90, 66, 165, and 109 and the worst performers have in common genotypes 296, 

75, 110 and 31.  

 

Genotype 66 is one of the best performers for SSIs related to water and area on the last day of 

drought in EP2, whilst being one of the worst performers for greenness. In the same way 

genotype 90 is also one of the best performers in SSIs related to water used, whilst being one 

of the worst performers for area and green area and the opposite occurs for genotype 296. 

Genotype 296 is one of the worst performers for biomass/total water used and mean daily water 

used corrected by the biomass whilst being one of the best performers for area and green area 

on the last day of drought. This same pattern can be observed on EP1 with genotype 177 and 

192 being one of the best performers for SSIs related to water used whilst being the worst 

performers on yellow area and yellowness on the last day of drought (genotype 177) and on 

green area and greenness on the last day of drought (genotype 192). Genotype 131 is one of 

the worst performers on SSIs related to water whilst being one on the best for yellow area and 

yellowness on the last day of recovery. Genotype 267 is one of the worst performers for 

biomass/total water used and one of the best performers for yellow area and yellowness.  
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Table 86: 5 best and 5 worst performing genotypes for each  SSI(simple stress index) on EP1: ALDD: area on the last day of drought, ALDR: area on the last day of recovery, 

GALDD: green area on the last day of drought, GALDR :green area on the last day of recovery, GrLDD: greenness on the last day of drought, GrLDR: greenness on the last day of 

recovery, YALDD: yellow area on the last day of drought, YALDR: yellow area on the last day of recovery, YnLDD: yellowness on the last day of drought, YnLDR: yellowness on the 

last day of recovery. Colored genotypes that appear three times or more. 

ALDD ALDR GALDD GALDR GrLDD GrLDR YALDD YALDR YnLDD YnLDR 

biomass/ 

total 

water 

used 

mean 

daily 

water 

used 

corrected 

by the 

biomass 

Best 

248 248 248 248 248 15 180 131 59 131 50 177 

8 8 59 74 59 248 59 180 180 59 177 192 

28 TKPR 74 TKPR 15 74 29 TNSP 267 180 192 247 

74 28 24 15 24 59 267 29 29 267 247 50 

266 225 15 28 273 24 15 267 28 28 118 118 

Worst 

255 255 255 255 192 255 256 248 256 256 131 131 

71 TNSP 71 71 255 256 248 256 71 71 73 59 

170 258 192 256 8 71 71 167 255 255 59 132 

180 72 170 258 272 170 177 171 177 167 267 73 

258 71 72 170 280 258 255 173 258 173 132 45 
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Table 87:5 best and 5 worst performing genotypes for each  SSI(simple stress index) on EP2: ALDD: area on the last day of drought, ALDR: area on the last day of recovery, 

GALDD: green area on the last day of drought, GALDR :green area on the last day of recovery, GrLDD: greenness on the last day of drought, GrLDR: greenness on the last day of 

recovery, YALDD: yellow area on the last day of drought, YALDR: yellow area on the last day of recovery, YnLDD: yellowness on the last day of drought, YnLDR: yellowness on the 

last day of recovery. Colored genotypes that appear three times or more. 

ALDD ALDR GALDD GALDR GrLDD GrLDR YALDD YALDR YnLDD YnLDR 

biomass/ 

total 

water 

used 

mean 

daily 

water 

used 

corrected 

by the 

biomass 

Best 

296 159 296 159 36 55 124 124 159 19 90 90 

159 40 159 19 1 30 22 23 22 159 66 66 

33 289 289 289 55 23 TKPR TKPR 19 124 165 19 

66 19 19 40 13 22 159 88 124 36 19 165 

289 109 1 36 80 TNSP 23 22 30 TKPR 109 109 

Worst 

88 80 88 31 124 66 160 1 75 80 296 296 

31 88 90 80 111 187 75 179 TNSP 90 75 75 

90 90 31 90 66 179 187 47 160 82 110 110 

185 31 124 257 33 1 179 187 187 185 31 31 

23 257 185 88 128 111 44 75 83 1 88 40 
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3.5.- Heritability of the traits 

The heritability of the traits was calculated (as explained in paragraph 2.2.4.3) for the traits of 

an automated area, green area, greenness, yellow area, yellowness, aerial biomass/total water 

used and mean daily water used for each part of the experiments.  

 

As we can see in Table 88, the heritability of all traits is relatively high, ranging from 0.4 to 

0.82, with the exception of yellow area on EP1 where the variance on the yellow area due to 

genetic factors accounts only for 0.185 of the total variance present. In the case of the yellow 

area there is also a big difference between the values of heritability in both parts of the 

experiment. However, for the rest of the traits, the difference in heritability between the 

experiment parts is lower. 

 
Table 88: Heritability of traits for each part of the experiment. First part of the experiment (EP1), second part of 

the experiment (EP2) 

Trait EP1 EP2 

Automated area 0.6519 0.6920 

Green Area 0.6139 0.6947 

Greenness 0.4378 0.4703 

Yellow Area 0.1852 0.4970 

Yellowness 0.5573 0.5976 

Aerial biomass/total water used 0.8128 0.7906 

Mean daily water used 0.6778 0.7540 

 

4.- Discussion 

The 94 genotypes of the SoMP were phenotyped using the automated measurements that had 

been tested and validated in the pilot experiments: 

- Automated area, which showed a high correlation with the manually measured leaf area 

in the pilot experiments, was used to follow the wilting and recovery of the leaves.  

- The colour image-derived indices green area and greenness were used as a proxy of the 

plant’s chlorophyll content and overall health (Rajendran et al. , 2009). Yellow area 

and yellowness were used as an index of leaf senescence (Adamsen et al., 1999; 

Rajendran et al., 2009).  

- Water used by the plants that was monitored during the experiment.  
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4.1.- Control/comparison genotypes manual and automated phenotyping 

As previously stated, the experiment had to be performed in two parts due to the lack of space 

on the NPPC for the high number of plants that needed to be analysed. Although this is not 

ideal, all the methods and conditions before and during the experiment were kept the same 

between the two parts in order to minimise the effects of unmeasured variables unbeknownst 

to us. For this reason, five genotypes (core five) were selected and placed in both parts of the 

experiment as a means of comparison between the two parts. These five genotypes were the 

only ones for which manual measurements were taken. Both RWC and SPAD are hard to 

perform in an elevated number of plants at the same time and hard to automatize. 

Unfortunately, a significant effect of the experiment was observed when the phenotyping data 

of the core five were analysed.  

 

The only trait measured for which no significant difference was observed between EP1 and 

EP2 is the RWC. This is the only measurement taken that has direct links to the plants’ water 

status, and, in turn, to several leaf physiological features, such as leaf turgor, stomatal 

conductance, transpiration, photosynthesis, and respiration (Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). For this 

trait, there is very little dispersion of the data, whilst plants are not affected by drought. 

However, when the stress starts affecting plants, the variability between replicates increases. 

This might be due to differences in size, since we know the leaf area of the plant has a big 

impact on the transpiration and therefore, on the water state of the plant. This effect was also 

corroborated in the first pilot experiment, where TKPR never wilted due to the fact that plants 

of this genotype had a very small number of leaves and therefore the transpiration rate was low 

enough that plants never suffered water stress. When plants start recovering the variation 

between replicates decreases again, and plants recover to pre-drought average RWC values. 

There are differences in the response of the genotypes in both experiments, but these 

differences are not statistically significant. There is, however, a significant effect of both 

genotype and treatment in the RWC of the plants.  

 

The rest of the traits measured, present a significant effect of the experiment part. In EP1 there 

is a large variation in the SPAD readings from D0, not only between replicates but also amongst 

genotypes. This is especially noticeable in the plants that were randomly allocated to the 

control treatment. In EP2, the variation between replicates and genotypes was much lower from 

the beginning of the experiment. However, the spread of the data is fairly stable for each 
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genotype suggesting that the differences found between experiments are more likely to be due 

to differences present in the plants at the start of the experiments rather than the experiment 

itself.  

 

For automated area, green area and greenness there is also less variability in EP2 from the 

beginning of the experiment and the spread of the data stays fairly constant during the length 

of the experiment for all genotypes. This indicates that, as in the case of the SPAD, plants were 

less affected by the experiment and more by initial differences between replicates/genotypes.  

 

When measuring senescence as the yellow area, we find that the differences between replicates 

were not as marked at the beginning of the experiment. Here the dispersion of the data is lower 

than for other measurements, but still much bigger in EP1 than in EP2. When senescence is 

measured as yellowness, the differences between replicates and genotypes increase greatly, 

especially in the case of EP1. We find again, high differences between plants at the beginning 

of this trait. Also, when corrected by area, we can appreciate great similarities between the 

behaviour of SPAD (Figure 46) and yellowness (Figure 52).  

 

The biomass of plants on EP1 have both a higher average and also a bigger dispersion within 

replicates. The plants on EP2 are not only smaller than the plants on EP1, but the differences 

in the size of plants allocated to the different treatments and between replicates were very low. 

 

In the case of the water used by the plants we can see that the variability between replicates 

for this trait is also higher in both treatments for EP1. Especially in the control treatment, which 

is again related to the higher variability of biomass between the individuals allocated in EP1. 

The spread of the data decreases along with the amount of water available. On EP2, we can 

appreciate this same pattern, but for the two replicates that show an abnormal behaviour (Figure 

53). The high variability between these replicates on these two days may be due to a spike in 

temperature that affected more the replicates/genotypes with the higher volume/area, or an 

error in measurement. If we ignore these abnormal spikes, we can see that the graphs of water 

consumed (Figure 53) and automated area (Figure 48) are very similar, reinforcing the 

importance of leaf area on the water used by the plant. For this trait, there is also a significative 

effect of the experiment, genotype, and treatment. When focusing on the total daily average, 

the spread of the data is also bigger on EP1, especially on the control treatment, where water 

is more readily available for plants than on the drought treatment. There are also bigger 
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differences between the genotype averages on EP1 control treatment than on the other 

part/treatments.  

 

The assumption that some of the variation between experiments is due to initial differences in 

the plant state is further supported by the fact that for RWC, the only trait measured that relates 

directly to water status of the plant, there is not a significant difference between the two parts 

of the experiment. We have, however, to take into account the fact that the two parts of the 

experiment were performed in different seasons due to the availability of space and material. 

EP1 was performed in June and EP2 in November/December. In EP2 plants showed signs of 

stress later than on EP1. This might be due to differences in the natural light cycle between the 

seasons, that could have affected the circadian rhythm of the plants and therefore, its response 

to drought. Although plants were tested under the same light cycles, there is evidence that most 

organisms do not simply respond to sunrise, but anticipate the dawn and adjust their biology 

accordingly and, even when deprived of exogenous time cues, many of these diurnal rhythms 

persist (Robertson-McClung, 2006). There is also evidence of the connection between the 

circadian clock and the drought responses in Arabidopsis (Legnaioli et al., 2009). However, as 

commented before, this can also be due to the differences in the temperature registered during 

both parts of the experiment. EP1 presents and slightly higher average temperature and 

minimum temperature and a much higher maximum temperature than EP2. These highest 

temperatures registered forced a more frequently activation of the fans to keep temperature 

down during EP1. Since both temperature and higher wind speeds are related with highest 

evapotranspiration rates of plants (Liuzzo et al., 2016) and the evaporation rate of the soil 

(Davarzani et al., 2014), higher temperature and a higher fan activation in EP1 will lead to the 

fastest decline in FC, leading to an accelerated drought imposition when compared with EP2. 

 

The fact that there are significant differences between EP1 and EP2 for the majority of the 

traits measured on these five selected genotypes indicates that the data obtained from the two 

parts of the experiments should indeed be treated as two different experiments. It would be 

useful to repeat the experiment analysing all the genotypes at the same time by using fewer 

replicates. However, the use of fewer replicates is not without problems, by reducing the 

number of replicates we also reduce the statistical power of any test used for the posterior 

analysis of the data (Field et al., 2013). The best option will be then to do two experiments 

using all genotypes with two replicates in each part of the experiment. This way the number of 

replicates will increase and any difference between experimental parts could be measured in 
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all genotypes and taken out of the data using experiment part as a random factor to calculate 

the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of the trait for each genotype, effectively taking 

out of the data the random effect of the experiment part. However, these results fulfil one of 

the aims of this project, which was to test the suitability and/or downfalls of automated 

phenotyping of white clover response to drought and to develop suitable scoring parameters.  

 

4.2.- Stolon mapping family (SoMP) phenotyping 

For the rest of the genotypes of the SoMP, we focus on the main trends of the data calculated 

as curves using locally weighted regression (loess) (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988). There is high 

variability between genotypes on the initial state of the plants (intercept), the response with the 

passing days (slope) and the average values, especially on EP1. For both parts of the 

experiment, the general trends follow similar patterns. However, on the plants submitted to 

drought on EP1, the effects of the drought on the traits analysed were shown more quickly. 

Once again, this might be due to either seasonal differences in the plant circadian clock, 

differences in temperature during the experiments or differences in the response of the different 

genotypes assigned to each part of the experiment. 

 

The automated area and green area follow very similar patterns: they increase in the control 

treatment and increase and then decrease at the onset of the drought in the drought treatments. 

In the case of greenness, the general trend for the control treatments is to increase slightly and 

then decrease. For the drought treatment, the decrease is more pronounced than in the control 

treatment, but the recovery is only noticeable on EP2. As in the pilot experiments, we can 

associate the slight downward trend of the greenness on the control treatments due to the natural 

senescence of the oldest leaves. When focusing on the senescence of the leaves measured as 

the yellow area, we can see that the general patterns followed by the yellow area are the inverse 

patterns that the green area followed. As previously said, senescence is the last developmental 

stage of the leaf development and therefore, a natural step in the leaf live cycle (Munné-Bosch 

and Alegre, 2004). On the drought treatments the yellow area increase is more pronounced. 

This is due to the fact that, although senescence is a natural process, it can also be activated by 

several stresses, such as drought, incrementing then the rate of senescence of the leaves 

(Munné-Bosch and Alegre, 2004). During the recovery period, the trend is inverted, and the 

yellow area starts to decrease. When senescence is measured as yellowness, it also increases 

slightly on control treatments, due to the natural senescence of the older leaves. On the drought 
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treatments, the yellowness is more pronounced. During the recovery period, the curve seems 

to stabilize, but we cannot see the downward pattern. This differences between yellow area and 

yellowness are due to the fact that yellow area is directly influenced by the total area which 

starts increasing on the recovery.  

 

For all these traits, there is a significant effect of genotype and treatment on both parts of the 

experiment; however, there is only a significant effect of the interaction on EP1. Genotype by 

environment interaction (GEI), which in our experimental design will be the genotype by 

treatment interaction, is one of the aspects of a characteristic known as phenotypic plasticity 

(Byers, 2008). Phenotypic plasticity can be defined as ‘the ability of individual genotypes to 

produce different phenotypes when exposed to different environmental conditions’ including 

the possibility to modify developmental trajectories in response to specific environmental cues, 

and the ability of an organism to change its phenotypic state or activity in response to variations 

in the environment (Fusco and Minelli, 2010). Phenotypic plasticity is the mark of many 

quantitative traits (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). According to this, the genotypes on EP1 that 

present a statistically significant genotype by treatment interaction for these traits will present 

higher phenotypic plasticity, than the genotypes on EP2 where the interaction is not significant. 

 

The general trend for the water used on the control treatment is to increase, stabilize, and then 

decrease for both parts of the experiment. For the drought treatment, the general trend is also 

the same for both parts. The water used decreases during the drought treatment and starts to 

increase when plants are re-watered and have more water available. Opposite to what happened 

for previous traits, here there is a significant effect of genotype, treatment, and their interaction 

on both parts of the experiment. When focusing on the total water used daily mean we can see 

that there is much more variation between genotypes on EP1 than on EP2 and that the variation 

is higher on the control treatment, where plants have more water available during the whole 

length of the experiment. As we found out in the pilot experiments, there is a high correlation 

between the area of the plant and the water used by it (R = 0.79). In EP1 there was a bigger 

variation in plant size, especially on the control treatment, which can help explain the bigger 

variation in water used. At the same time in EP2, the size of the plants was bigger, especially 

on the control treatment, this can explain why genotypes in EP2 consumed more water. When 

average daily values are calculated, there is still a significant genotype by treatment interaction 

on both parts of the experiment. 
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Since the water used by each plant is highly influenced by the size of the plant (Taiz and Zeiger, 

2010), to make this measurement more comparable, and to eliminate the influence of the size 

of the plant we divided the mean daily water used by the plant by its biomass. For the mean 

daily water used corrected by the biomass, we can see that there is a significant difference 

due to the effects of genotype and treatment but not a significative effect of the interaction 

between treatment and genotype for the genotypes analysed on both parts of the experiment.  

 

Another measurement usually taken on drought experiments is the WUE (Honsdorf et al., 

2014); for the reasons explained in the results section, it was impossible to calculate for our 

plants. We calculated a similar measurement (aerial biomass/total water used) that takes into 

account only the water used during the drought experiment. For the aerial biomass/total water 

used, we can see that there is also a significant difference due to the effects of genotype and 

treatment but not a significative effect of the interaction between treatment and genotype for 

the genotypes analysed on both parts of the experiment.  

 

4.3.- SSIs 

As previously stated in paragraph 2.2.4.2, we need to compare the response of the genotype on 

stress with its response on the control treatment before inputting the response of that genotype 

to drought on a QTL analysis. In our case, we used SSIs (Honsdorf et al., 2014). To best 

illustrate the different responses of the genotypes to drought, we selected the two days that 

gave us more information about the response LDD and LDR. The data was previously 

normalized as explained in paragraph 2.2.4.2, to try and minimize the high variation of the 

plants in D0, in hopes that it was this heteroskedasticity between the experiment parts that was 

causing the statistically significant effect when comparing the core five genotypes data. When 

the data of the SSIs was compared for the core five genotypes the normalization of the data did 

indeed help. For none of the traits analysed was the experimental effect significative between 

the core five genotypes. However, five genotypes in common represent only a 5.32% of the 

genotypes analysed and therefore not enough on their own to make a decision. Since, there are 

only five genotypes in common between the two experiments, we cannot separate the 

variability due to genotype to the variability due to differences from the experiment. However, 

the data can still be pooled, and an independent t-test can be used to check if the differences 

between experiment part means are significantly different from zero. The data can also be 

pooled together, and the variance can be analysed using experiment as a factor. However, as 
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previously stated, the experiment factor will be agglomerating both the variance due to 

experiment and the variation in the data due to the different genotypes between the two parts 

of the experiments. By using the independent t-test approach we can see that for all traits, with 

the exception of SSI GALDR, SSI GrLDD and SSI for aerial biomass/total water used, the 

difference between experimental part means is indeed significantly different from zero. 

 

For area, green area, greenness, yellow area and yellowness the variance between genotypes is 

higher in EP1 and this is reflected in the ANOVA results, where the p-value for the genotype 

is always lower for EP1 than EP2. In EP1 the effect of the genotype in the response of this 

traits is always significant. However, for EP2 the effect of genotype in the response is only 

significant for SSI ALDR, SSI GALDR, SSI YALDR and SSI YnLDR. This seems to indicate that 

for the genotypes present in EP2, their main differences are not in their response to drought but 

in their ability to recover from the stress. For the SSIs related to water usage the genotype of 

the plants affects significantly the response that the plants have to drought only in SSI 

biomass/total water used for the genotypes present in EP2. Less variance between genotypes 

will make harder to find QTLs related to the traits since QTL analysis uses the markers 

available to partition the variance in the response to find markers significantly associated with 

this variance in the response (Collard et al., 2005). The lower number of individuals due to the 

impossibility to pool the data together will only lower our ability to detect significant QTLs for 

these traits (Li et al., 2006). 

 

Indexes as a ratio of trait values under stress and control conditions are generally more 

widespread and have more relevance than indices based on the absolute difference between the 

two values (Honsdorf et al., 2014; Morton et al., 2019).	These indexes are then the best 

indication of the genotype’s performance on drought. This is the reason why the summary of 

best and worst-performing genotypes was done based on SSIs and not on the raw data of the 

traits. In some instances, the same genotype can be one of the best performers for one or more 

traits whilst being one of the worst in another trait or several traits. This indicates that a good 

performer for one trait is not necessarily a good performer overall, for all of the traits used to 

phenotype the drought response. For example, genotype 66 is one of the best performers for 

SSIs related to water and area on the last day of drought in EP2, whilst being one of the worst 

performers for greenness. Genotype 296 is one of the worst performers for biomass/total water 

used and mean daily water used corrected by the biomass whilst being one of the best 

performers for area and green area on the last day of drought. This same pattern can be observed 
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on EP1 with genotype 177 and 192. Genotype 248 (EP1) is one of the worst performers for the 

yellow area in contrast with what happens in the area and green area where it was one of the 

best. This may be due to the fact that all area, green area, and yellow area are measurements 

that depend directly from the area and therefore from the size of the plant. A bigger plant can 

have a higher number of green pixels than a smaller plant whilst at the same time having a 

higher number of yellow pixels than other plants. This is supported by the fact that when 

corrected by the plant area (yellowness) the genotype 248 is not one of the worst performers. 

This is indicative that yellowness is a better measurement of senescence than the yellow area 

since the differences in the yellow area between plants are influenced, at least in part, by their 

differences in size. However, genotype 124 (EP2) is one of the best performers for both yellow 

area and yellowness whilst being one of the worst performers for both green area and greenness 

on the last day of drought.  

 

4.4.- Heritability 

One of the central questions in biology is whether the observed variation in a particular trait or 

phenotypic variance (VP) is due to environmental or to biological factors (Wray and Visscher, 

2008). All instances of phenotypic variance (VP) within a population are the result of genetic 

sources (VG) and/or environmental sources (VE) (Byers, 2008). Heritability is defined as the 

amount of VP that is due to VG (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The combined effect of all loci, 

not only by their additive value but also including possible allelic interactions within loci 

(dominance) and between loci (epistasis), form the genotypic value (Byers, 2008). Broad-sense 

heritability captures the proportion of phenotypic variation due to genetic values that may 

include effects due to dominance and epistasis. On the other hand, narrow-sense heritability 

captures only that proportion of genetic variation that is due to additive genetic values (VA). 

As a ratio of variance components, the value of heritability always lies between 0 and 1.  

However, heritability values are not constant.  

 

In our case the heritability of all traits is relatively high, ranging from 0.4 to 0.82, with the 

exception of yellow area for EP1 where the variance on the yellow area due to genetic factors 

accounts only for 0.185 of the total variance present. In the case of the yellow area there is also 

a big difference between the values of heritability of both parts of the experiment. As we have 

commented before, heritabilities are not constant. They can change over time due to changes 

in the genetic values, the environmental factors, or their interaction. The same trait measured 
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over an individual's lifetime may have different genetic and environmental effects influencing 

it (Wray and Visscher, 2008). The heritability of a trait is a population parameter and as such 

depends on population-specific factors like allele frequencies, the effects of gene variants, and 

variation due to environmental factors (Wray and Visscher, 2008). Since it is a population 

parameter the value of heritability for a trait in one population does not necessarily predict the 

value of heritability in other populations or species. Even though both experiment parts deal 

with the same mapping population, only five of the genotypes used were the same which 

explains the differences in heritability found between the two parts of the experiment. As 

previously stated, QTL analysis uses the markers available to partition the variance in the trait 

response to find markers significantly associated with this variance in the response (Collard et 

al., 2005). Therefore, a higher variance in the phenotypic traits measured, especially, VG, as 

indicated by higher levels of heritability will help in the detection of QTLs especially in those 

of small effect (Khan, 2015). 
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1.- Introduction 

1.1.- Linkage maps 

The first step to perform QTL analysis using linkage analysis is the construction of a linkage 

or genetic map. As previously stated, a linkage or genetic map is a representation of the relative 

positions of genes and genetic markers on the chromosomes of a biological species (Van Ooijen 

and Jansen, 2011). Genetic maps are determined by linkage analysis, which studies the co-

segregation of genetic markers by observing how often alleles of loci are inherited together or 

become exchanged due to crossovers in meiosis. To construct linkage maps, we first need to 

determine the linkage groups and then establish the map order. The output of this analysis is a 

set of linkage groups that represent chromosomal segments or entire chromosomes where 

markers are ordered (Collard et al., 2005).  

 

1.2.- Polyploidy 

According to Acquaah (2012), ploidy can be defined as the number of copies of the entire 

chromosome set in a cell. Therefore we define a polyploid as an organism with more than 2 

sets of chromosomes in their somatic cells.  Most crop plants are of polyploid origin. Estimates 

of the frequency of polyploid angiosperm species range from 30%-80%, although most 

estimates are near 50% (Soltis and Soltis, 2000). Although polyploidy is more common among 

angiosperms, genome research provides growing evidence for ancient polyploidization events 

in other groups (Sundström et al., 2008; Jiao et al., 2011). This polyploidization, followed by 

gene loss and diploidization, has long been accepted as an important evolutionary force in 

several organisms (Jiao et al., 2011). According to their different origins, polyploids can be 

classified into autopolyploids, segmental allopolyploids, and allopolyploids (Winterfeld et al., 

2012).  

Figure 97 shows the difference between autotetraploids and allotetraploids. Polyploids most 

commonly originate from unreduced gamets (2n). If the unreduced gametes come from 

conspecific parents that contain multiple sets of the same genome (AA or BB), we will obtain 

autopolyploids. In the case of the autopolyploids since all the chromosomes are from the same 

genome, the 4 copies of each chromosome would be homologs. If there is an interspecific 

hybridization and chromosome doubling, we will have two different subgenomes (AB) (in the 

case of an allotetraploid). In this case, chromosome pairs of each subgenome will be homologs 

and homoeologous with respect to the same chromosome pair of the other subgenome. Finally, 

if the parents had partially divergent chromosome structure such that some chromosomal 
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regions are homologous between the parents and others are homoeologous, we will obtain 

segmental allopolyploids.  

 

 
Figure 97: Autopolyploid and allopolyploid formation (Ding and Chen, 2018) 

 

Although an increased set of chromosomes does not necessarily increase performance, there is 

a series of commercially important crops that are polyploids, such as autopolyploid banana, 

alfalfa, peanut, potato and coffee. Autopolyploids are also very important in the horticultural 

industry where the gigas feature (Acquaah, 2012), increment in plant organs size due to 

polyploidy; have helped produced superior varieties of flowering ornamentals. There are also 

very important allopolyploid commercial crops, such as wheat, cotton, oats, and brassicas. 

White clover is a highly heterozygous outbreeder and natural allotetraploid (2n=4x=32) (Baker 

and Williams, 1987). Allopolyploids are primarily the products of the whole genome 

duplication of hybrids formed by unreduced gametes of two different, albeit related species 

(deWet, 1979), but can also originate from somatic doubling (Ramsey and Schemske, 1998). 

In the case of T. repens the paternal donor is generally accepted as T. occidentale and the 

putative female progenitor are T. pallescens (Ellison et al., 2006; Griffiths et al., 2019) and T. 

nigrescens (Brewbaker and Keim, 1953; Chen and Gibson, 1970; Badr, El-Shazly and Mekki, 
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2012, Ravagnani, unpublished). However, recent studies (Griffiths et al., 2019) seem to clearly 

signal to T. pallescens as the female progenitor of white clover. 

 

1.3.- Meiosis and chromosome segregation in polyploids 

Meiosis is an obligate process during sexual reproduction. This reductional cell division 

involves the recombination of parental genomes and then the coordinated segregation of the 

recombined chromosomes to the gametes. Probably the biggest difference between the diploids 

and polyploids when it comes to their meiosis is in the segregation of alleles. If we consider a 

segregating locus with only two alleles (A, a) while in a diploid species there would be only 

three possible genotypes (AA, Aa, aa) in a tetraploid species, there would be five possible 

genotypes ranging from nulliplex (aaaa) to quadriplex (AAAA) (Table 89). However, a 

tetraploid can have up to four different alleles (abcd) per locus (Table 90). 

 
Table 89: The five possible genotypes on a biallelic allotetraploid locus and the genetic frequencies following 

segregation of that locus. 

 

Genotype Name Genetic frequency 

  AA Aa aa 

AAAA Quadriplex 1 0 0 

AAAa Triplex 1/2 1/2 0 

AAaa Duplex 0 1 0 

Aaaa Simplex 0 1/2 1/2 

aaaa Nulliplex 0 0 1 

 

 
Table 90: Multiple allelism in tetraploids 

Tetrasomic condiction 

aaaa Monoallelic 

aaab Diallelic (unbalanced) 

aabb Diallelic (balanced) 

aabc Triallelic 

abcd Tetrallelic 

 

Therefore, in polyploids due to the existence of more than two copies of the same chromosome, 

not only bivalents can be formed during prophase I, but also multivalents, that facilitate 
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recombination between more than two chromosomes (Zielinski and Mittelsten-Scheid, 2012) 

giving exceptional types in the progeny. The frequency of multivalent occurrence depends on 

the type of polyploid, species, and individual chromosomes and chromosome segments 

(Sybenga, 1996). It is the relative homology between chromosomes that determines the degree 

of association between them affecting the segregation pattern in meiosis. In autopolyploids, 

chromosomes are very similar and associations will not only happen between homologs but 

also between homeologs chromosomes, leading to tetrasomic inheritance. In allopolyploids, 

the homeologs of the different chromosome sets are sufficiently dissimilar that the homologs 

pair preferentially between themselves and segregate independently from the homeologs. This 

preferential pairing between homologs gives allopolyploids disomic inheritance. Although 

multivalent formation is more common in autopolyploids, newly formed autopolyploids often 

have a lower rate of multivalents than expected, and allopolyploids may form multivalents to 

some extent. 

 

Most alloploids have evolved certain genetic systems that ensure that pairing occurs between 

chromosomes of the same subgenome. The best-studied example is the control system of 

hexaploid bread wheat, where Ph1 locus promotes the pairing and recombination to occur 

preferentially between homologous chromosomes (Riley and Chapman, 1958). Ph1 controls 

meiosis at several levels, prevents the pairing between centromeres of non-homologous 

chromosomes, keeps centromeres at the nuclear periphery, synchronizes chromatin 

condensation, and controls the expression of synapsis and recombination components 

(Zielinski and Mittelsten-Scheid, 2012).  

 

However, inheritance can shift from disomic to tetrasomic or vice versa. Autotetraploids can 

go through diploidization and allotetraploids can present only partially preferential pairing 

leading to an intermediate inheritance. The mode of inheritance affects the segregation and is 

of great interest from an evolutionary perspective and for breeding purposes (Stift et al., 2008). 

Therefore, since the pairing determines the extent of recombination between homologues or 

homoeologues, providing a diagnostic of the type of polyploidy, it is important since it may 

influence our ability to produce accurate linkage maps and therefore perform accurate QTL 

analysis. 

 

As previously mentioned, white clover is an allotetraploid with disomic inheritance (Weidema, 

1996). In a recent study, Griffiths et al. (2019) found that there is no major loss of chromosomal 
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fragments (compared with the parental genomes), further supporting the disomic nature of 

white clover inheritance. This agrees with the lack of observations of quadrivalent meiotic 

configurations in cytological studies (Ajumdar et al., 2004). Both the subgenome size and 

counts of the genes being actively transcribed reflected those of the progenitors, indicating that 

the subgenomes have maintained independence and integrity since allopolyploidization. For 

biallelic markers, in an allotetrapolyploid with disomic inheritance like white clover, the 

segregation will be different depending on which subgenome each allele is (with the exception 

of nulliplex and quadruplex). Table 91 shows all possible genotypes and the gametes for a 

biallelic marker. 

 
Table 91: Possible genotypes for each allele dosage of a biallelic marker on an allotetraploid and the gametes 

they form. Red colour indicates subgenome I and black color indicates subgenome II. A indicates an allele 

different from the reference and a indicates an allele equal to the reference. 

Allele dosage Genotype Gametes 

aa aA Aa AA 

Nulliplex (N) aaaa 100%    

Simplex I (Si) aAaa 50%  50%  

Simplex II (Sii) aaAa 50% 50%   

Duplex I (Di) aaAA  100%   

Duplex II (Dii) aAaA 25% 25% 25% 25% 

Duplex III (Diii) AAaa   100%  

Triplex I (Ti) aAAA  50%  50% 

Triplex II (Tii) AAaA   50% 50% 

Quadruplex (Q) AAAA    100% 

 

1.4.- Available tools to perform linkage analysis in polyploids 

Most of the advances in plant molecular biology are made using model organisms because of 

their simplicity, both in manipulation and maintenance. Since most of these plant model 

organisms are self-fertilizing diploids, most of the techniques, algorithms, and programs for 

molecular-genetic studies are specific for diploid inbreeders. There are very few programs that 

are able to perform linkage maps in autopolyploids or allopolyploids with partial preferential 

pairing. One of the oldest tools able to perform linkage mapping in polyploids is TetraploidMap 

for Windows (Hackett and Luo, 2003; Hackett et al., 2007), recently updated to enable the use 

of dosage-scored SNP data (TetraploidSNPMap, TSNPM) (Hackett et al., 2013). However, it 

is programmed to analyse autotetraploid data only. Recently, an alternative linkage mapping 
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package called polymapR was released (Bourke et al., 2018). It can perform linkage analysis 

for polysomic triploids, tetraploids, and hexaploids as well as segmental allotetraploid 

populations. It uses the same high-speed map ordering algorithm as TSNPM, namely MDSMap 

(Preedy and Hackett, 2016). This program produces separate maps for each parental homolog 

that can also be integrated into a single consensus map. Another recently released R package 

that can perform linkage map construction is the netgwas package (Behrouzi et al., 2017). This 

package uses conditional dependence relationships between markers based on discrete 

graphical models. The output of netgwas is clustered and ordered marker names without 

assigning genetic positions (centiMorgans) or marker phasing. Another R package that is able 

to perform polyploid linkage mapping is PERGOLA (Grandke et al., 2017). This software can 

analyse marker data from all ploidy levels and modes of inheritance; however, it is limited to 

populations derived from completely inbred (homozygous) parents.  

 

Since white clover shows preferential pairing of homologous chromosomes, it can be treated 

as a diploid and tools developed for diploids can be used. However, in outbreeding species, 

such as white clover, linkage analysis is often done with crosses of two different heterozygous 

individuals where the number of segregating alleles involved can range from two to four. 

Linkage analysis of outbreeding populations has to take into account not only the higher 

number of alleles segregating but that this may vary between loci and that the linkage phases 

are unknown (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 2011). This is an added complication which many 

programs also do not deal with. The data was analysed using JoinMap 5 (JM 5), which allows 

the analysis of cross-pollinating  plants (CP) and, therefore, the construction of linkage maps 

of outbreeders using the two-way pseudo-test cross strategy (Grattapaglia and Sederoff, 1994). 

However, when using JM 5 only markers that follow a determined segregation type can be 

coded and introduced in the analysis. A segregation type (Table 92) is a description of the 

parental genotypes at a locus, and this segregation type defines the genotypes of the offspring 

at said locus. In the segregation type, the first two letters indicate the genotype of the first 

parent (P1) for that locus and the two letters after ‘x’ indicate the genotype of the second parent 

(P2) for that same locus. 
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Table 92: Different segregation types, number of alleles, offspring genotypes, genotypes with identical phenotypes 

in the segregation type, and information they provide about the meiosis of both parents (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 

2011). 

Segregation 

type 
No. of alleles 

Offspring 

genotypes 

Genotypes with 

identical 

phenotypes 

Information of about meiosis of: 

P1 P2 

ab x cd 4 ab, ac, bc, bd  Complete Complete 

hk x hk 2 hh, hk, kh, kk hk, kh Partial Partial 

lm x ll 2 ll, lm  Complete None 

nn x np 2 nn, np  None Complete 

q0 x q0 2 qq, q0, 0q, 00 qq, q0, 0q Partial Partial 

rs x r0 3 rr, r0, rs, s0 rr, r0 Complete  Partial 

t0 x tu 3 tt, tu, t0, u0 tt, t0 Partial Complete 

 

1.5.- Linkage map construction using two-way pseudo-testcross 

The map order can be estimated using linear regression (Lalouel, 1977; Jensen and Jørgensen, 

2009) or by maximum likelihood (ML) (Haldane and Smith, 1947). JM uses a slightly modified 

version of the linear regression, which is essentially a weighted least squares (WLS) procedure. 

The recombination estimates previously calculated are transformed to map distances by the 

inverse mapping function, which is being used (JM can use either Haldane's and Kosambi's). 

Since these distances are not equally accurate, the individual terms have to be given appropriate 

weights which are provided by the LODs. Computing time needed if using all markers in a 

pair-wise fashion when these are more than 100 is prohibitive. The multipoint ML-based 

algorithm (Jansen et al., 2001) increases computational speed. This algorithm uses a 

combination of several techniques to order loci and computing their distances. Simulated 

annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) is a general probabilistic optimization method used to 

estimate the order with the highest ML. A deterministic Expectation-Maximization (EM) 

algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) is used to estimate the multipoint recombination frequencies 

based on ML. These recombination frequencies are considered more accurate than pairwise 

estimates (Van Ooijen, 2019). Finally, spatial sampling is used to build the map gradually, 

avoiding local optimal solutions. 

As previously stated with the two-way pseudo-testcross strategy, only one of the two meiosis 

is studied at a time. The corresponding map estimation procedure is equivalent to that of a 

backcross population of an inbreeding species, and this results in two separate maps. The order 

for the loci that appear on both maps can, therefore, vary between the two maps if restrictions 
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are not applied. A locus segregating in both parents is called an anchor locus or a bridge locus, 

and it is assumed that their chromosomal order is identical across individuals within a species, 

and therefore they should be in the same positions in both maps. These bridge loci, are what 

allow map integration but in order to accomplish the integration of the two separate maps, at 

least two anchor loci on the linkage group are necessary that lie a certain distance from each 

other.  

 

The integration of the two pseudo-testcross maps can be done using simple geometry. First the 

bridge loci are situated, and then the rest of the markers are added according to their relative 

position between the flanking anchor markers on the relevant parental map. Loci segregating 

in only one of the parents and positioned distal to the outermost anchor locus on the map are 

placed on the integrated map whilst retaining the distances to the anchor loci they had in the 

parental maps. Another approach to obtaining the integrated map is to apply the linear 

regression method. Finally, the method of maximum likelihood can be used to obtain an 

integrated map. JM 5 calculates both parental maps and the consensus directly when the ML 

algorithm is used to construct the map. The method of Van Ooijen (2011) estimates the two 

separate parental maps simultaneously based on maximum likelihood, which is followed by 

the simple geometric map integration. The multipoint estimation warrants that the maximum 

available information is used, no negative distances are estimated and used with the restriction 

of identical orders it warrants that there will be no conflict in the orders between the separate 

parental and integrated maps  (Van Ooijen and Jansen, 2011). 

 

1.6.- Genotyping of the mapping family 

 

In order to be able to follow the co-segragation of alleles the first step is to genotype the 

individuals of the mapping family using. The lowering prices of NGS make sequence based 

genotyping methods a promising approach. Genotyping-by sequencing (GBS) (Elshire et al., 

2011) is one of the most used methods. GBS allows the discovery of the markers and 

genotyping the material in the same step. In GBS genomic DNA is first treated with restriction 

enzymes to reduce its complexity and then adapters containing a forward primer for 

amplification, sequencing platform primers sites and unique barcodes are added in order to 

pool the data and perform a multiplex PCR. PCR products are then cleaned up and fragment 

sizes of the resulting library are checked. Libraries without adapter dimers are retained for 
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DNA sequencing. After sequencing the sequences are cleaned and can be aligned to a reference 

genome and filtered for SNPs. Genotyping-in-Thousands by sequencing (GT-seq) (Campbell 

et al., 2015) is a targeted genotyping by sequencing method where targeted SNP are genotyped 

by multiplexed PCR amplicon sequencing that allows for the genotyping of thousands of 

individuals in a single Ilumina HiSeq line. Post-sequencing this reads are split by sample and 

count of locus-specific allele sequences generate the genotypes. In this case the SNPs 

sequences must be known and selected beforehand. A cost-efficient way to target determined 

sequences whilst reducing the complexity of the genome and focusing on functionally relevant 

information is to use transcriptome data (RNA-seq) to select the SNPs before the genotyping 

(De Wit et al., 2015). One of the major advantages of these methods is that the raw sequences 

obtained can be reanalysed when new bioinformatic methods and reference genomes are 

developed. This is one of the main advantages of using assays such SeqSNP (Biosearch 

Technologies) that is based in GT-seq, instead of assays such as KASP (Biosearch 

Technologies) and other dual-labeled probe assays. SeqSNP is comparable in data quality and 

quantity to dual-labeled probe assays whilst being superior on flexibility and scalability 

(Biosearch Technologies, 2019) 

 

In this chapter, I present the results obtained from the linkage analysis of the SoMP using JM 

5. 

 

2.- Material and methods 

2.1.- SNPs selection and SoMP genotyping 

Previous work was performed on our lab to genotype the SoMP (Ravagnani, unpublished). The 

first step was to mine the transcriptome data from the TNSP and TKPR parents of the stolon 

mapping family for variants using the GATK pipeline (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk) 

and the red clover draft genome as a reference (De Vega et al., 2015).  

 

The pipeline yielded 314, 497 and 330,145 variants, respectively. The SNPs were chosen on 

the basis of: 

- More than 100 bp apart 

- Gene-based SNPs only 

- Parssed filtering 

- Heterozygous in at least one parent 
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- Non-duplex genotypes 

- Bi-allelic  

- More than 70 bp from the end of the scaffold 

- High or moderate effect SNPs (as predicted by SnpEff) 

- In common with the Stem nematode mapping family (SeMP) 

Candidate genes induced and repressed in white clover subject to and recovery from drought 

stress are also available (Bisaga et al., 2017). After the alignment 3000 bi-allelic SNPs were 

selected from candidate genes, when possible. Once the markers were selected the selected 

individuals of the SoMP were genotyped using SeqSNP (Biosearch Technologies). The 

samples were sequenced with a 200x average raw coverage per sample and target sequencing 

of 75bp single read (NextSeq 500 v2). The RAW sequences were demultiplexed using the 

Ilumina bcl2fastq 2.17.1.14 software and 1 or 2 mismatches or Ns were allowed in the barcode 

read when the barcode distances between all libraries on the lane allowed for it. After 

demultiplexing the sequencing adapter remmants from all reads were clipped and reads with a 

final length <65 bases were discarded. The next step was quality trimming of the adapter 

clipped Ilumina reads were reads containing Ns were removed and reads were trimmed at 3’-

end to get a minimum average Phred quality score of 30 over a window of ten bases, reads with 

final length of <65 bases were discarded. FastQC reports were created for all FASTQ files. 

After cleaning the sequences were aligned against the target genome using GSNAP 2017-11-

15 and the variant discovery and genotyping of samples was performed with Freebayes v1.0.2-

16 were the ploidy was set to 4  and calls were filtered for minimum 40x coverage. 

 

2.2.- Codification of tetraploid markers for linkage analysis in JoinMap and quality criteria for 

markers 

 

As we can see in Table 92, the different segregation types of the outbreeding species full-sib 

family allow for the observation of recombination separately for both parental meiosis; each 

segregation type gives us different levels of information of what is happening in each meiosis. 

However, due to the complexity of analyzing simultaneously two meiosis, JM5 follows the 

two-way pseudo-testcross strategy developed by Grattapaglia and Sederoff (1994). In this 

strategy, the information is separated into two parental datasets. One dataset contains all the 

markers that have information of the meiosis of P1 and the other contains all the markers that 

have  information of the meiosis of P2 .  
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Since JM5 uses a pseudo-testcross approach, only the markers that segregate with a testcross 

configuration, or markers that can be coded as such are used. As we can see in Table 93, the 

only usable markers for linkage analysis with JM5 are those markers that appear highlighted 

in green. These type of markers were used first to construct the linkage groups and after that, 

the markers highlighted in blue (which follow a 1:2:1) segregation were added. All these 

markers were coded as summarised in Table 94. Although some markers seem to follow a valid 

segregation pattern they cannot be used because segregation occurs in both subgenomes 

(double backcross instead of a hkxhk pattern); these markers are highlighted in dark orange in 

Table 93. For example, a cross of SxS always gives us a segregation pattern of 1:2:1, which is 

a valid segregation accepted by JM5, and that can be easily coded as hkxhk cross. However, 

there are differences depending on which subgenome is heterozygous.  

 
Table 93: Summary of all the possible segregation patterns in an allopolyploid using polyploid nomenclature. 

N=Nulliplex, Si, Sii=Simplex I,II, Di, Dii, Diii=Duplex I, II, III, Ti, Tii=Triplex I,II, Q=Quadruplex. S=Simplex 

(includes Si and Sii), D=Duplex (includes Di,Dii and Diii), T=Triplex (includes Ti and Tii). Grey highlight: non-

segregating markers. Green highlight:1:1 segregation (usable makers). white: markers that follow a real 1:1 

segregation. Orange highlight: apparent 1:2:1 segregation pattern due to the impossibility to distinguish the 

subgenomes. Blue highlight: markers with real 1:2:1 segregation, that can be confused with markers in orange. 

Yellow highlight: the alleles segregate in a proportion different from 1:1 or 1:2:1. No-highlight: alleles that 

segregate in a 1:1 pattern but cannot be coded accordingly. 

Cross N Si Sii Di Dii Diii Ti Tii Q N S D T Q 

NxN 16         16     

NxSi 8 8        8 8    

NxSii 8  8       8 8    

NxDi   16        16    

NxDii 4 4 4  4     4 8 4   

NxDiii  16         16    

NxTi   8  8      8 8   

NxTii  8   8      8 8   

NxQ     16       16   

SixSi 4 8    4    4 8 4   

SixSii 4 4 4  4     4 8 4   

SixDi   8  8      8 8   

SixDii 2 4 2  4 2  2  2 6 6 2  
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Cross N Si Sii Di Dii Diii Ti Tii Q N S D T Q 

SixDiii  8    8     8 8   

SixTi   4  8   4   4 8 4  

SixTii  4   4 4  4   4 8 4  

SixQ     8   8    8 8  

SiixSii 4  8 4      4 8 4   

SiixDi   8 8       8 8   

SiixDii 2 2 4 2 4  2   2 6 6 2  

SiixDiii  8   8      8 8   

SiixTi   4 4 4  4    4 8 4  

SiixTii  4   8  4    4 8 4  

SiixQ     8  8     8 8  

DixDi    16        16   

DixDii   4 4 4  4    4 8 4  

DixDiii     16       16   

DixTi    8   8     8 8  

DixTii     8  8     8 8  

DixQ       16      16  

DiixDii 1 2 2 1 4 1 2 2 1 1 4 6 4 1 

DiixDiii  4   4 4  4   4 8 4  

DiixTi   2 2 4  4 2 2  2 6 6 2 

DiixTii  2   4 2 2 4 2  2 6 6 2 

DiixQ     4  4 4 4   4 8 4 

DiiixDiii      16      16   

DiiixTi     8   8    8 8  

DiiixTii      8  8    8 8  

DiiixQ        16     16  

TixTi    4   8  4   4 8 4 

TixTii     4  4 4 4   4 8 4 

TixQ       8  8    8 8 

TiixTii      4  8 4   4 8 4 

TiixQ        8 8    8 8 

QxQ         16     16 
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Table 94:Codes used to transform the valid segregation patterns from tetraploid nomenclature to diploid 
nomenclature accepted by JM. N=Nulliplex, S=Simplex,T=Triplex, Q=Quadruplex.  
 

 N S D T Q 

NxS N=ll/nn S=lm/np 
   

NxT N=ll/nn S=ll/nn D=lm/np T=lm/np  

SxS N=hh S=hk D=kk 
  

SxQ  S=lm/np D=lm/np T=ll/nn Q=ll/nn 

TxT 
  

D=hh T=hk Q=kk 

TxQ 
   

T=lm/np Q=ll/nn 

 

The segregation can only be followed when both markers are heterozygous in the same 

subgenome, resulting in a genuine 1:2:1 segregation, instead of a double backcross. However, 

due to the nature of the genotyping when we have an S, D or T marker it is impossible to 

differentiate in which subgenome they are homozygous/heterozygous and therefore, Si and Sii 

markers, Di, Dii and Diii markers nor Ti and Tii, cannot be distinguished neither by the 

genotype nor segregation patterns. For this reason, these markers were added to the map after 

the other valid markers to see if their inclusion could improve the linkage analysis or not. Other 

markers follow a segregation 1:1 but cannot be used due to the impossibility to differentiate 

between the subgenomes and therefore to code the markers accordingly; this is the case with 

the markers that are not highlighted in Table 93. For DxS depending on the subgenome that is 

homozygous/heterozygous, the same cross should be coded in the opposite way. Therefore, 

although these markers follow a 1:1 segregation, the impossibility to code them appropriately 

makes them unusable.  

 

Markers should pass certain quality criteria in order to be introduced into the analysis: markers 

with more than 10% missing data, not following the segregation patterns recognized by the 

program, skewed markers (p-value <0.001), and markers or individuals with more than 0.99% 

identity were not included in the analysis. 

 

Markers were named using the following scheme Red Clover LG/scaf(sf)_Genome 

coordinate_Medicago Chromosome. The red clover’s genome was used to mine for SNPs due 

to the fact that at the time the draft of the white clover genome (Griffiths et al., 2019) was not 

published. The name of the markers also includes the chromosome number in Medicago 
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truncatula if known, otherwise, they incorporate an NA. This last part of the name was 

incorporated as an internal control, taking advantage of the high macrosynteny between white 

clover and Medicago (George et al., 2008) to define linkage groups. Since our markers do not 

allow us to distinguish between homeolog groups, instead of the established 1-2 nomenclature 

we use a-b to nominate the chromosomes. 

 

2.3.- Linkage analysis 

JM can use four different test statistics for grouping. These parameters are independence LOD, 

independence p-value, recombination frequency, and linkage LOD. The default and the most 

used parameter is the independence LOD since this parameter is not affected by segregation 

distortion like the linkage LOD (generally used in linkage analysis). This helps in preventing 

spurious linkage. The markers were clustered over a range from independence LOD 3 to 10 in 

steps of 1 LOD. To establish the linkage groups, a minimum independence LOD score of 5.0 

and a maximum recombination fraction of 0.45 were applied as thresholds. Recombination 

fractions were converted to map distances in centimorgans (cM) using the Kosambi mapping 

function (Kosambi, 1942). Markers that had suspect linkages, as defined by a recombination 

frequency >0.7 and an independence LOD >1, were removed from further analysis. 

 

The regression algorithm was used first, the order established by the second round (Map 2) was 

inputted as a fixed order to use with the ML algorithm. The regression algorithm parameters 

were set to use linkages with a recombination frequency smaller than 0.4 and a LOD large than 

1.0. The threshold jump for the removal of loci was set to 3 points decrease in the goodness-

of-fit after adding a new marker. Recombination fractions were converted to map distances in 

centimorgans (cM) using the Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi, 1942). For the ML 

algorithm, the default parameters were used with the exception of the number of chains without 

improvement needed for the algorithm to stop. These were increased from 1000 to 2000 in the 

S1, S2 and S3 map building levels, to make sure that the algorithm got to convergence. The 

quality of the map obtained was inspected using the next neighbour stress parameter (NN 

Stress) and the plausible position table provided by the program. Loci placed in the wrong 

position will present a lot of stress, indicating that the algorithm needs to run longer or that 

markers are unreliable and need to be removed. The plausible position table presents the 

positions of loci calculated using a Metropolis algorithm (Van Ooijen, 2019) that uses the 

current best map order as a starting point. In a good quality map, loci should be placed 
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predominantly at their best position and occasionally at neighbouring positions; the wider the 

range around the diagonal, the greater the uncertainty. Markers that produced stress on the map 

were removed, and the best order was considered as that without any stress on the fit and with 

a plausible position test were all the marker’s more plausible position were around the diagonal.  

 

3.- Results 

3.1.- SoMP genotyping 

After the removal of makers that did not follow the valid segregation patterns (Table 93), had 

distorted segregation or had more than 10% missing values, only 581 markers remained. Table 

95 shows a breakdown of these markers, which include the class of markers, their segregation 

pattern and the number of markers available for the analysis. All of these markers were 

included in the analysis. 

 
Table 95: Markers included in the linkage analysis. 

Marker class Segregation pattern Number of markers 

lmxll 1:1 228 

nnxnp 1:1 147 

hkxhk 1:2:1 206 

 

3.2.- Linkage map 

The markers following the valid segregation patterns for the linkage analysis in JM (green 

highlight in Table 93) were translated into the mapping code for CP populations on JM (Table 

94). The construction of this map was performed in two steps. At first, only the separated 

parental maps where built. In the first step, the maps were built using only the non-ambiguous 

markers (1:1 segregation). In the second step, the 1:2:1 segregating markers were added, and 

the linkage analysis was repeated with the same set of parameters. This sequential analysis was 

performed in order to check if the addition of the 1:2:1 former markers was safe, due to the 

impossibility to differentiate the real 1:2:1 markers (highlighted in blue in Table 93) from the 

double backcross 1:2:1 segregating markers (highlighted in orange in Table 93). The addition 

of these markers was deemed as safe if its addition did not change the order of the markers in 

the first step. Since the order was maintained after the addition of these markers, they were 

deemed safe and included in the final linkage analysis where both the parental maps and the 

integrated map were built simultaneously using the ML algorithm.  
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In this chapter, we present the results of the final analysis. The integrated map (Figure 98 to 

Figure 101) has 311 markers over 3194.322 cM on 14 linkage groups that represent 14 of the 

total 16 chromosomes, which is the haploid number of white clover. For both homeolog groups 

2 and 6 only one of the homeologs is represented on the map. This integrated map presents an 

average between markers of 10.27 cM. The TKPR map (P1) (Table 96) has 207 markers over 

3125.225 cM on 14 linkage groups with an average of 15.10 cM between markers. The TNSP 

map (P2) (Table 96) is shorter, with 218 markers on 14 linkage groups over 2106.663 cM with 

an average of 9.66 cM between markers.  
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Figure 98: Integrated linkage map part 1: LGs 1a, 1b, 2 and 3a 
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scaf_320_103831_CHR1268.8
scaf_647_80353_CHR1282.0
sf_323_207580_CHR1286.7
scaf_647_62419_CHR4289.5

sf_372_194827_CHR1 sf_214_309825_NA320.6
sf_74_14713_CHR1323.3
LG2_2428735_CHR1331.3
LG1_27187691_CHR1337.0
sf_993_61547_NA364.6
sf_500_46613_CHR1369.1
scaf_824_66336_CHR1380.9
scaf_7797_1441_NA391.6
scaf_457_102714_NA400.2
LG3_22754621_CHR1413.1
LG3_14313366_CHR1415.2
LG1_5282310_CHR1429.2
LG1_6845103_CHR1434.7
sf_326_14389_CHR1441.4

1a

LG1_6289684_CHR10.0
LG1_272343_CHR113.7
LG4_6385697_CHR121.9
LG1_11599475_CHR127.4
sf_3440_3143_CHR134.5
sf_566_120701_CHR153.3
LG1_19475843_CHR153.5
sf_5650_1514_CHR160.5
LG1_19487385_CHR163.1
LG1_14274349_CHR1 LG1_15764714_CHR168.5
LG1_15474321_CHR183.8
LG1_3565762_CHR1 sf_536_67726_CHR189.6
LG6_8992524_CHR792.8
LG1_13098623_CHR1100.7
scaf_27841_256_CHR1106.9
LG1_3608245_CHR1111.9
LG1_3590277_CHR1116.0
sf_18889_887_CHR1122.6
LG1_8222760_CHR1125.6
LG1_4439690_NA135.7
LG1_4446841_CHR1137.1
LG4_19518097_CHR1166.2
sf_754_31548_CHR1193.9

1b

sf_784_71994_NA0.0
scaf_548_132166_CHR215.5
LG5_14732413_CHR218.1

LG2_14237922_CHR566.0
LG2_26333794_CHR567.0
LG7_18356697_CHR270.1
LG3_27580830_CHR575.4
LG2_20833775_NA92.3
LG2_16356421_CHR2101.9
LG2_23138133_CHR2118.2
LG2_16332510_CHR4128.7

LG1_26464864_CHR2155.0

2

LG7_16278869_CHR30.0

LG3_12023702_CHR320.8
LG1_13467254_CHR340.6
scaf_1596_15385_NA54.5
scaf_256_279843_CHR372.3
scaf_299_256665_CHR390.7
LG3_15384732_NA108.5
LG3_27409129_CHR3114.4
LG3_25935095_CHR3114.8
LG3_25867515_CHR3123.1
LG1_13837256_CHR3126.3
LG3_29634018_CHR3131.0
LG1_13474405_CHR3143.9
scaf_405_152320_CHR3152.1
LG3_29227395_CHR3154.8

LG2_9393583_CHR3223.7

LG3_20552534_CHR3246.4

LG2_9006600_CHR3264.2
sf_1230_33061_CHR3274.7
sf_964_31593_CHR3286.3
sf_493_126630_CHR3293.4

3a
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Figure 99: Integrated linkage map part 2: LGs 3b, 4a, 4b and 5a 

LG7_17290192_CHR30.0
sf_3967_1540_NA3.6
LG7_17227214_CHR37.0
LG7_17222927_CHR310.4
LG7_11314684_CHR313.0
LG7_13969338_CHR319.1
LG3_25010246_CHR335.1
sf_1073_2975_CHR561.7
scaf_1051_21548_CHR3 LG6_17751344_CHR364.2
LG2_10761681_CHR375.7
LG2_11809755_CHR379.9
sf_365_126276_CHR386.9
LG2_8845431_CHR393.2
sf_810_17214_CHR3100.0
LG2_10599215_CHR3123.0
LG2_9919100_CHR3130.8
LG3_15516850_CHR3160.0
LG3_23632901_CHR3169.4
scaf_982_16495_CHR3182.2
sf_506_118319_CHR3188.4
LG1_13481527_CHR3191.4
sf_169_362023_CHR3201.7
LG3_27826996_CHR3210.8
LG3_24380566_CHR3231.3
sf_485_12038_CHR3250.6

3b

LG5_8344066_CHR40.0
LG4_8663220_CHR87.5
LG5_8217242_CHR412.2
LG5_8237733_CHR428.9
LG5_7719291_CHR435.2
LG5_11850030_CHR436.5
LG3_19871340_CHR839.2
LG5_8406280_CHR440.3
LG4_6086814_CHR843.5
LG6_11932784_CHR863.4

4a

LG3_23046425_CHR40.0
sf_271_62787_CHR412.3
sf_1175_40032_CHR433.4
LG4_6557751_CHR447.5
LG5_9221226_CHR454.3
sf_1452_12317_CHR570.5
sf_3780_2403_CHR482.6
scaf_11664_683_CHR497.7
LG4_19439592_CHR4116.9
LG4_17179027_CHR4125.0
LG4_17519081_CHR4132.8
LG4_17449121_CHR4141.0
LG4_28797501_CHR4151.5
scaf_84_379239_CHR4158.2
LG4_28341906_CHR4164.9
sf_577_127192_CHR3172.1
LG4_20044643_sf0004185.3
LG4_20203677_CHR3193.6
LG4_27474798_CHR4201.4
LG4_27744398_CHR4203.1
LG4_21624523_CHR4205.1
LG4_27888542_CHR4207.6
scaf_545_95125_CHR4 sf_545_64145_NA210.3
LG4_26009095_CHR4214.9
LG4_21031613_CHR4222.0
LG2_7504579_CHR4228.2
LG4_20492932_CHR4234.4
LG4_21618320_NA239.4
LG4_20396382_NA253.5
sf_3490_1382_CHR4266.8

4b

LG4_3306183_CHR50.0
sf_1007_59336_CHR53.9
LG6_7018781_CHR58.1
scaf_512_13180_CHR512.2
LG3_16805642_CHR519.5
LG4_13818129_CHR524.2
LG3_16765820_CHR530.1
LG3_16764285_CHR532.1
LG4_12109582_CHR535.1
scaf_23994_718_CHR541.7
LG3_26193867_CHR552.2
sf_1271_26286_CHR554.2
LG4_5687357_CHR566.9
LG7_15747129_CHR587.3

5a
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Figure 100: Integrated linkage map part 3: LGs 5b, 6, 7a and 7b 

LG2_15838394_CHR50.0
sf_324_190720_CHR58.7
LG2_29883395_CHR513.6
LG2_31855907_NA29.7
LG4_8804742_CHR233.9
LG2_31303263_CHR540.7
LG2_31466591_CHR545.1
LG2_30638771_CHR549.0
LG2_13311263_CHR560.3

LG3_19184154_CHR5110.0
LG5_7523463_CHR4122.3

LG2_6560762_CHR5152.5
LG2_12274664_CHR5163.3
LG2_17363888_CHR5173.3

5b

sf_181_131899_CHR60.0
sf_8552_1496_CHR60.9
scaf_509_87073_CHR611.3
sf_959_30674_CHR614.1
LG3_21071945_CHR618.6
sf_1092_45401_CHR629.3
LG2_1066320_CHR636.5

6

LG6_3686356_CHR70.0
LG6_16040771_CHR712.2
LG1_19753553_CHR720.6

LG6_1838782_CHR744.4
LG6_6187069_CHR750.1
LG2_2863069_CHR766.9
LG6_3934924_NA81.4
sf_558_76052_CHR197.2
LG6_10110378_CHR7108.9
LG6_10269532_CHR7111.9
LG6_15469775_CHR7114.2
sf_366_176423_CHR7136.5
LG6_9350627_CHR2140.8
LG6_9335312_CHR7147.1
sf_1025_46048_CHR7165.1

LG6_19787135_CHR7188.9

scaf_82_403534_CHR7214.3

LG3_6204465_CHR7239.0
sf_3366_2325_CHR7240.8
LG3_6091675_CHR7253.1
scaf_1030_35289_CHR7263.1
sf_1013_6675_CHR7278.9

LG6_12433885_NA298.6
LG6_11757191_CHR7311.1
LG6_18165976_CHR7320.6
LG2_11076465_CHR7326.0
LG7_30419612_CHR7332.6
LG6_18361775_NA346.8

sf_439_75581_CHR7414.7
LG3_12983988_CHR7418.5
sf_440_3550_CHR7436.5

7a

sf_658_77602_NA0.0

LG6_4118240_CHR739.3
LG6_5917912_CHR758.8
scaf_558_40469_CHR765.2
LG6_8548392_CHR774.0
LG6_8196186_CHR786.9
LG6_6598726_CHR796.9
sf_734_1843_CHR7104.6
LG6_10226499_CHR7108.7
sf_186_282054_CHR7 sf_359_157744_CHR7114.7
LG6_11413811_CHR7128.4
LG6_52637_CHR7133.7

7b
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Figure 101: Integrated linkage map part 4: LGs 8a and 8b. 

sf_348_191963_CHR80.0

LG1_6687377_CHR416.4
LG3_10474403_CHR438.6
LG3_8790605_CHR855.0
LG3_2661386_CHR866.8
LG3_3434015_CHR874.6
LG3_3749817_NA82.4
LG3_8287986_CHR890.2
LG3_7671260_CHR8103.1
sf_259_170425_CHR4131.5
LG3_3690969_CHR3160.2
LG3_8137041_CHR8166.9
LG3_460499_CHR8173.2
LG3_12324993_CHR8179.7
LG3_2829812_CHR8180.7
LG3_12208743_CHR8182.6
LG3_2796491_CHR8183.0
LG3_5343411_CHR8184.5
LG3_2446364_CHR8188.1
LG3_5833449_CHR8195.3
scaf_162_26103_CHR7201.0
LG3_144031_CHR8207.7
LG3_4603642_CHR8213.5
LG3_3853648_CHR8217.6
LG3_2425620_CHR8228.0
LG3_9887489_CHR4233.2
LG3_5417659_CHR8241.4
LG3_23350082_CHR4258.0
LG3_13933830_CHR4266.1
sf_1243_9349_CHR1269.0
LG3_28473315_CHR4272.0
sf_862_41553_CHR4283.6
LG3_15219676_CHR4299.5
sf_324_231484_CHR4351.0

8a

LG3_1727789_CHR80.0
scaf_3150_1313_NA9.0
LG3_2124474_CHR820.1
LG3_4640778_CHR829.9
sf_6465_1532_CHR834.9
LG3_405465_CHR836.7
LG3_393093_CHR844.6
LG4_23420662_CHR850.5
LG3_7075950_CHR865.9
LG3_338980_CHR878.8
scaf_162_70759_CHR893.3
LG3_550069_CHR8104.2
LG3_1087051_NA105.1
sf_162_392928_CHR8117.0
scaf_1104_34036_CHR8126.1
LG3_5679354_CHR8132.4
scaf_1259_16270_CHR8137.3
LG3_8962714_CHR8155.9
LG3_13428130_CHR4165.7
LG3_9837065_CHR4180.6
LG1_6611310_CHR4186.2
LG3_24627038_CHR1194.4
LG3_11117876_CHR4204.7
scaf_196_212907_CHR4215.1
sf_259_101691_CHR4228.0
scaf_328_121591_CHR4243.3
LG3_19046202_CHR4260.4
sf_862_70101_CHR4277.1
sf_12861_1219_CHR4285.0
LG3_19584537_CHR4 LG2_28727601_CHR4288.8
LG2_30148435_CHR4300.5
LG4_27046402_CHR4310.5

8b
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Table 96: Summary of the linkage analysis results. Indicates the total length, average distance between markers and number of markers for the whole map and each LG in 

each of the maps: Integrated, TKPR and TNSP 

 

LG 

Integrated TKPR TNSP 

Total length 

(cM) 

av.distance 

between 

markers (cM) 

Number of 

markers 

Total length 

(cM) 

av.distance 

between 

markers (cM) 

Number of 

markers 

Total length 

(cM) 

av.distance 

between 

markers (cM) 

Number of 

markers 

Total 3194.322 10.27 311 3125.225 15.1 207 2106.663 9.66 218 

1a 441.449 11.04 40 563.137 20.11 28 264.186 9.44 29 

1b 193.925 7.76 25 69.998 6.7 10 196.056 10.32 19 

2 155.013 12.92 12 192.326 19.23 10 75.886 10.84 7 

3a 293.397 13.97 21 202.195 22.47 9 243.267 12.16 20 

3b 250.587 9.64 26 119.928 14.99 8 277.308 16.67 26 

4a 64.414 6.44 10 87.519 10.94 8 39.309 7.86 5 

4b 266.802 8.61 31 254.745 10.19 25 211.176 8.8 24 

5a 87.226 6.23 14 58.23 8.32 7 108.221 9.02 12 

5b 173.316 12.38 14 157.86 14.35 11 67.077 8.38 8 

6 36.478 5.87 7 36.611 6.1 6 17.616 6.83 3 

7a 436.5 14.08 31 470.3 21.36 22 300.8 11.56 26 

7b 133.695 10.28 13 135.377 16.92 8 61.528 6.83 9 

8a 351.009 13.21 34 369.788 6.18 28 49.484 10.32 8 

8b 310.471 9.41 33 407.211 15.08 27 194.759 8.85 22 
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4.- Discussion 

The objective of this chapter was to produce a linkage map of our mapping population that 

could be used for the analysis of QTLs related to drought response and recovery in white clover. 

There is a previous white clover map that has been used for QTL analysis in this department 

(Abberton et al., 2009) developed using AFLPs and SSR markers. However, our aim was to 

improve this map by constructing a map with higher density, length, and number of makers, 

where the parental maps could be integrated into a consensus map, using SNPs markers.  

 

For this purpose, the mapping family was genotyped via SeqSNP (Biosearch Technologies) 

using 3000 SNPs identified in the parent’s transcriptomes aligned to the red clover genome 

(De Vega et al., 2015).  

 

In this experiment the valid markers (Table 93) that followed the 1:1 and 1:2:1 segregation 

patterns with a p-value > 0.001 (goodness of fit, c2) were translated into the mapping codes 

(Table 94) for the cross-pollinated species in JM. These 375 markers with segregation 1:1 (228 

segregating for TKPR and 147 segregating for TNSP) and 206 1:2:1 markers were used for the 

linkage analysis with JM 5. After the analysis, only 312 markers could be included in the 

integrated map (with 208 markers mapped in TKPR map and 218 markers mapped in TNSP 

map) and 14 LGs were constructed. These 14 LGs are assumed to represent 14 of the 16 white 

clover chromosomes (n=16). Our map differs from the previous map of the SoMP family 

(Abberton et al., 2009) in the number of markers mapped, the number of LGs, the total length 

and the integration of the parental maps into a consensus. The previous map comprised two 

parental maps but no integrated map. The TKPR map had 154 markers over 710 cM on 16 LGs 

whilst the TNSP map was also shorter, with only 86 markers map on 13 LGs over 524 cM. 

However, although the new map has more markers mapped in a bigger length the average 

length between markers is lower on the previous map, 4.61 cM and 6.09 cM for the TKPR and 

TNSP maps, respectively. Therefore, even though the new map has more markers and covers 

a bigger part of the genome, it is, in fact, less dense than the previous map. However, as we 

can see in Figure 102 the use of different algorithms can drastically change the distances 

obtained with the same markers and order. 

 

Zhang et al. (2007) map used a variety of SSR markers based in sequences from not only white 

clover but also red clover, Medicago and soybean, these common markers mapped were used 
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to assess the colinearity of the genomes between these Trifolieae species. By doing this, they 

discovered high collinearity between chromosomes in white clover and Medicago. Medicago 

truncatula or barrel clover is an annual diploid (2n=16) model legume (Thoquet et al., 2002) 

whose genome is sequenced, assembled and annotated (Young et al., 2011). George et al., 

(2008) in a comparison study between the genome structure of white clover and Medicago 

revealed a high macrosynteny between the genomes of the two species, where six of the eight 

homoeologous groups presented predominant relationships with a single Medicago 

chromosome and proposed the chromosome nomenclature currently used for white clover 

chromosomes. Griffiths et al. (2013) presented the first linkage map integration across 

independent populations in white clover based on SSRs and candidate genes. This map was 

also aligned to the Medicago genome confirming the high macrosynteny found by George et 

al., (2008) and proposing the same nomenclature where the homeologous groups are called 1-

8 according to their synteny with the correspondent Medicago chromosome and the 

homeologues are respectively called 1 or 2.  

 

For this reason, prior to performing linkage analysis, our markers were aligned to the Medicago 

genome. The aim was to use the high synteny between the two genomes as a guide for the 

selection of linkage groups. By doing this, we corroborated that there is indeed a high level of 

synteny between the two, where the majority of the linkage groups obtained contain a high 

number of markers that are situated in the same chromosome in Medicago. From the 14LGs, 

found we have 2 LGs with high synteny with chromosomes 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. However, due 

to the high collinearity between the ancestral subgenomes it is difficult to develop SNPs that 

allow us to distinguish between homeolog-specific and allelic variants. Some methods have 

been developed but these methods use inbred lines (Nagy et al., 2013) to partition SNPs into 

allelic or homeolog-specific variation, or compare them with the genome of the diploid 

progenitors (Hand et al., 2008). This cannot be accomplished when using an F1 derived from 

heterozygous parents without the genotype on the ancestral progenitors of white clover, and 

that is the reason why our LGs are nominated as a-b. Conversely, we have only one LG that 

present a high synteny to Medicago’s Chr2 and Chr6.  

 

This is mainly because there are very few markers in our dataset that have synteny with these 

two chromosomes. In their study Griffiths et al. (2013) also found a scarcity of markers that 

aligned with Medicago’s Chr6 and explained it as a consequence of Medicago’s Chr6 over-

representation of resistance gene analogues and leucine-rich repeats (LRR) and its great 
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proportion of heterochromatin which leads to an under-representation of EST developed 

markers as is the case in our study.  

 

White clover is an allotetraploid with a 1C genome size of 1093Mb (Bennett and Leitch, 2011; 

Griffiths et al., 2019), and a common map length estimates of 1,200-1,877 cM (Barrett et al., 

2004; Zhang et al., 2007). As we can see, our map length of 3194.322 cM, almost triplicates this 

length. This difference in length can be attributed to the method used to obtain the map. Up to 

the last version of JM, maps from outcrossing species where calculated by separating the 

dataset in two, one containing the markers that segregated in P1 (lmxll) and the markers that 

segregated in both (hkxhk) and the other containing the markers that segregated in P2 (nnxnp) 

and in both (hkxhk). Then the parental maps were integrated using the markers that segregated 

in both parents known as bridge markers. At least two bridge markers per linkage group were 

needed to integrate the parental maps. The only algorithm that could be used to integrate maps 

in JM was the regression algorithm. In JM 5, the data from both parents can be analysed 

simultaneously using the ML algorithm. This was the method used for the construction of this 

map. As we can see in Figure 102, the estimated length for the same linkage groups, with the 

same markers and order is much higher using the ML algorithm than using the regression 

algorithm. This is more likely due to the fact that the ML algorithm does not take into account 

any possible crossover interferences even when using the Kosambi mapping function (Van 

Ooijen and Jansen, 2011). 

 

From 3000 markers selected only 581 markers were finally included in the analysis. This is 

mainly due to three factors: 1) the transcriptome of the parents was used for SNPs discovery, 

2) allotetraploids are analysed as diploid in JM, 3) the quality checks of the markers.  

 

In recent years SNPs markers have been the "marker of choice" along with SSRs. Although 

less polymorphic than SSRs, SNPs are abundant, ubiquitous, and high-throughput (Mammadov 

et al., 2012). Next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS) have lowered the cost of SNP 

discovery making it more affordable (Mardis, 2008; Liu et al., 2014). The highly repetitive 

nature of plant genomes is one of the biggest problems in developing SNPs. Using 

transcriptome sequencing allows a quick and cheap way to discover SNPs, avoiding highly 

repetitive regions (Mammadov et al., 2012). However, the use of transcriptome data for SNPs 

discovery is not without problems, since any QTL located in noncoding regulatory sequences 

would be missed, when using markers developed using this technique. This technique uses 
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parental cDNA for SNPs discovery instead of gDNA, making it almost impossible to know a 

priori the allele dosage of the parents for each of the markers finally selected. This in 

conjunction with the very few marker types valid for its use in JM (Table 93) is responsible for 

the reduced number of markers finally used in the analysis. This was aggravated by the quality 

check, since only markers with less than 10% missing values that are not skewed are included, 

the final number of markers included in the analysis is reduced even more.  

 

  
Figure 102: Comparison between distances in cM in maps calculated using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) 

algorithm (left) and regression algorithm (right). 

 

Linkage analysis in white clover has been hindered by several difficulties, such as the scarcity 

of high-density molecular markers for genome-wide coverage, the tetraploid nature of the 

species, and the lack of a reference genome until recently (Griffiths et al., 2019). Some of these 

hindrances have been overcome by using the red clover genome (De Vega et al., 2015) or the 

Medicago genome (Young et al., 2011) which has a high synteny with white clover as a 

reference; and the more affordable techniques available for screening large number of markers 

(Mardis, 2008; Liu et al., 2014). These problems are also exasperated by the scarcity of tools 

available for map construction in outbreeding polyploids. Although white clover presents 

disomic inheritance (Weidema, 1996; Griffiths et al., 2019), and can be analysed as a diploid, 

there is still a loss of valid information due to the impossibility to use all the segregating 
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available markers. However, new applications such as polymapR (Bourke et al., 2018) are 

starting to appear that allow the analysis of auto and allotetraploid outbreeders and that make 

use of all the segregating information available and will help improve linkage analysis in 

outbreeding polyploids. This along with the steadily decreasing prices of NGS and the recently 

published white clover genome will ease the way in our path to linkage analysis, QTL analysis 

and marker assisted breeding (MAS).   
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Chapter 5: Quantitative Trait Loci 

(QTLs) 
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1.- Introduction 

The potential for genetic improvement varies according to the magnitude and type of genetic 

variation present in the germplasm. Therefore, the characterization of the germplasm collection 

is the key to determine the genetic variability available for the improvement of drought stress 

resistance in white clover. The variation in gene sequence between different individuals 

contributes to their phenotypic differences (Cleveland & Deeb, 2012). These differences in 

sequence can be analysed, allowing us to characterize each individual accordingly and can be 

used for the selection of favourable traits (Mulualem & Bekeko, 2016). 

Many agriculturally important traits, such as yield or resistance, are quantitative traits, and they 

are regulated by multiple genes known as quantitative trait loci (QTLs). The expression of 

these genes and their interaction with the environment has a cumulative effect on the trait and 

produces a continuous distribution of phenotypes (Mulualem & Bekeko, 2016). 

One of the main challenges of modern genetic analysis is to understand the biological causes 

of phenotypic variation (Cobb et al., 2013). To enhance agricultural production, we need to 

bridge genotype and phenotype; only by linking the genomic data to different levels of 

phenomic data will all the advances in genetics be fully utilized (Sabb et al., 2009). QTL 

analysis uses statistical procedures to link these two types of information—the phenotypic data, 

recorded as trait measurements, and genotypic data. The goal of QTL analysis is to identify the 

action, interaction, number, and precise location of the chromosomic regions that influence the 

observed phenotype. QTL for drought tolerance have been reported in all the major crops: 

wheat (Gupta et al., 2017), maize (Frova et al., 1999; Sari-Gorla et al., 1999) , rice (Lilley et 

al., 1996) and several legumes, such as lentils (Idrissi et al., 2016), common bean 

(Mukeshimana et al., 2014) soybean (Hufstetler et al., 2007),  pea (Annicchiarico et al. 2017) 

and alfalfa (Ray et al., 2015). Although white clover is a highly heterozygous outbreeder, only 

limited variability is found in nature for drought tolerance (Abberton & Marshall, 2005; 

Annicchiarico & Piano, 2004).  

Although QTLs can be found using linkage analysis or association analysis, in literature, QTL 

analysis usually refers to linkage analysis, while association analysis is commonly known as 

genome-wide association analysis or GWAS. 

As it happened for linkage analysis QTL discovery in white clover has also been hindered by 

the scarcity of high-density molecular markers for genome-wide coverage, the tetraploid nature 

of the species, and the lack of a reference genome up until recently (Griffiths et al., 2019). 
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Due to its continuous nature, the study of quantitative characters naturally led to the analysis 

of variance and was historically studied via a biometrical approach (biometrical genetics) 

(Mather, 1949). However, these techniques did not result in the understanding of quantitative 

variation since they lacked the precision it would be given by the identification of the genes 

that influenced said character and contributed to the phenotypic variation of the individuals 

(Thoday, 1961). 

 

The first developed QTL analysis method was the single-marker analysis (SMA) (Thoday, 

1961). Although this method is usually included with the linkage analysis methods, there is no 

need for a linkage map. Several statistical methods such as t-tests, ANOVA, or regression can 

be used to perform SMA. This method can be performed using basic statistical software. The 

molecular marker genotype acts as a factor for a t-test or ANOVA, or as a variable for 

regression analysis. The null hypothesis tested is that the mean phenotypic value does not differ 

between the different alleles of a marker. If the null hypothesis is rejected, that marker is 

considered as linked to the QTL. From these analyses, the most widely used is regression since 

the coefficient of determination (R2) from the marker explains the phenotypic variation due to 

the linked QTL (Collard et al., 2005). There must be a linkage disequilibrium between the 

marker and the gene affecting the trait to detect a QTL. The further away the marker is from 

the QTL, the more difficult it is to detect and therefore, QTL effects can be underestimated due 

to recombination between the QTL and the marker (Collard et al., 2005). 

 

SMA was subsequently replaced by other methods that make use of linkage maps to find QTLs. 

These methods are known as interval or flanking marker methods. The basis of these methods 

is similar to the one followed to obtain the linkage maps; they are based on recombination 

analysis of the progeny. The recombination fraction can be converted to map units, 

centimorgans (cM) using mapping functions (Haldane, 1919; Kosambi, 1942). There are 

several flanking marker methods.  

 

The first interval method developed was simple interval mapping (SIM) (Lander & Botstein, 

1989). This method analyses adjacent pairs of linked markers simultaneously compensating 

for the recombination between markers and QTL (Collard et al., 2005). This method increases 

the statistical power of the analysis and solves some problems associated with SMA such as 1) 

the systematic underestimation of the phenotypic effects of the QTLs and 2) the confusion 

between distant linkage between marker and QTL and a small phenotypic effect of a QTL 
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(Lander & Botstein, 1989). At the same time, this method decreases the number of progeny 

required for detecting QTLs (Lander & Botstein, 1989). With SIM the likelihood of a single 

putative QTL is assessed at each location on the genome, but QTLs located elsewhere are not 

considered, and neither is the interfering effect they can have in the QTL that is being 

estimated. Therefore, the power of detection may be compromised, and the estimates for 

locations and effects of QTL may be biased (Jansen, 1993).  

 

Composite interval mapping (CIM) (Jansen, 1993; Zeng, 1994) is an interval method that uses 

multiple regression with selected markers as cofactors in the regression of phenotype on 

genotype. This way, the effects of possible QTLs outside of the interval being analysed are 

eliminated, making this method more precise and effective than SIM (Collard et al., 2005). 

 

Multiple interval mapping (MIM) is an extension of CIM. Instead of analysing only one 

interval using markers from different intervals as cofactors MIM analyses multiple marker 

intervals at the same time. This method is more powerful and precise in detecting QTLs than 

SIM and CIM and allows for the analysis of epistatic QTLs (Kao et al., 1999). 

 

Many other methods have been used for QTL detection, including Bayesian approaches  

(Sillanpää and Arjas, 1998), permutation test (Doerge and Churchill, 1996) and mixed models 

(Xu and Atchley, 1995). Although several commercial and freely accessible tools for QTL 

analysis are available, the most widely used programs are QTL cartographer, MapQTL, 

PlabQTL, mapmaker/qtl, and qgene (Xu, 2015).  

 

All of these methods focus only on statistically significant markers. Therefore, only loci that 

explain a high percentage of the total variation will be detected. This both overestimates the 

effect of these markers while ignoring the markers with a lesser effect, losing available 

information.  For these reasons, the interest in plant breeding is shifting from QTL analysis to 

genomic selection (GS). GS (Meuwissen et al., 2001) regresses the phenotype on the complete 

set of available markers. This approach accounts for minor genetic effects that might be 

important in complex traits, such as production or drought tolerance (Bernardo and Yu, 2007). 

It has already proved useful for the genome-enabled description of alfalfa production because 

of the many loci affecting this trait (Annicchiarico et al., 2017). The final aim of GS is to build 

a model using phenotypic and genotypic data that allows the selection of future breeding 

material based only on genotypic data, and thus, to reduce the amount of time needed to create 
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new, improved varieties. GS is, therefore, by all means, a form of marker-assisted selection 

(MAS) (Heffner et al., 2009) that, instead of using only QTLs, uses all available information 

(all loci, haplotype or marker effects across the entire genome) to calculate the estimated 

breeding values of the material. 

 

This chapter introduces the results of the QTL analysis performed on the SoMP in search of 

QTLs associated with the response of white clover to drought. We also present the preliminary 

results of using GS. 

 

2.- Material and Methods 

2.1.- Phenotypic traits 

The phenotypic trait values for linkage analysis, association analysis, and genomic selection 

were obtained, as explained in Chapter 3. There were 12 phenotypic traits analysed (Table 97). 

All of these traits were imputed as SSIs (as defined in Chapter 3 paragraph 2.2.4.2) to account 

for phenotypic differences between the control plants and the plants subjected to drought. 

These values were adjusted using BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator), using a linear model 

where genotype was considered a fixed effect, before being included in the analyses. 

 

 
Table 97: Phenotypic traits.Traits code name, the corresponding trait, and the paragraph in which the trait is 
defined. 

Trait code Trait 

A.LDD Area Last Day of Drought (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.1) 

A.LDR Area Last Day of Recovery (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.2) 

GA.LDD Green Area Last Day of Drought (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.3) 

GA.LDR Green Area Last Day of Recovery (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.4) 

GR.LDD Greenness Last Day of Drought (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.5) 

GR.LDR Greenness Last Day of Recovery (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.6) 

YA.LDD Yellow Area Last Day of Drought (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.7) 

YA.LDR Yellow Area Last Day of Recovery (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.8) 

YN.LDD Yellowness Last Day of Drought (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.9) 

YN.LDR Yellowness Last Day of Recovery (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.10) 

pseudo.WUE Aerial biomass/total water used (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.11) 

Rev.WUE Mean daily water used corrected by the biomass (Chapter 3 paragraph 3.4.12) 
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2.2.- Linkage analysis 

MapQTL6.0 (Van Ooijen and Kyazma, 2009) was the program used to conduct QTL linkage 

analysis. MapQTL is the companion program of JM, and only the markers valid for JM  and 

with a known linkage phase are accepted by MapQTL for the QTL analysis in outbreeders 

(CP). For this reason, the markers used were a total of 309. The linkage map used was the 

linkage map presented in Chapter 4. For each of the datasets (EP1 and EP2) each of the traits 

was analysed on their own, the steps followed were:  

1) A significant genome-wide LOD threshold was calculated for each trait by the 

permutation test (1000 permutations) at the 95% confidence level. These LOD 

threshold values can be found in Table 98. 

2) Since the datasets of the two parts of the phenotyping experiment had to be analysed as 

two different experiments the first step in the QTL analysis was to conduct a single 

marker analysis. In MapQTL this analysis is performed using the rank sum test of 

Kruskal-Wallis, the nonparametric equivalent of the one-way analysis of variance. 

Since this test is performed on each locus separately it is recommended to use an 

stringent level of significance (p<0.005) to obtain an overall significance level of about 

0.05. 

3) A round of interval mapping (IM) was conducted using the regression algorithm, LOD 

as test statistics, a mapping step size of 1.0, the maximum number of interactions as 

200, and with a functional tolerance of 1*10-8. This method was used to detect QTLs 

in each set of quantitative data initially and to perform a forward selection of possible 

cofactors for multiple QTL model (MQM). Nearby loci whose LOD scores were higher 

than, or very close to, a preselected 2.5 threshold were selected as cofactors. The loci 

close to these peaks were selected as a starting subset to conduct automatic cofactor 

selection (ACS). 

4) ACS was conducted using the regression algorithm, a maximum number of interactions 

as 200, and with a functional tolerance of 1*10-8. The markers with an ACS test with a 

p-value<0.2 were then used for MQM.  

5) The first round of MQM was conducted using the regression algorithm, LOD as test 

statistics, a mapping step size of 1.0, the maximum number of interactions as 200, and 

with a functional tolerance of 1*10-8. 
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6) After this first round of MQM, the peaks of each linkage group were analysed again, 

and any markers close to a peak were added to a new round of ACS. Any new 

significant marker (p<0.02) was added to a new round of MQM, and the results of this 

new analysis were scanned for new peaks again. This process was repeated for each 

trait until there was no new peak/significant cofactor.  

 
Table 98: Genome-wide LOD threshold value (LOD) for significant association in linkage analysis for each trait 

in each experimental part. Traits are: area on the last day of drought (A.LDD) area on the last day of recovery 

(A.LDR), green area on the last day of drought (GA.LDD), green area on the last day of recovery (GA.LDR), 

greenness on the last day of drought (Gr.LDD), greenness on the last day of recovery (Gr.LDR), yellow area on 

the last day of drought (YA.LDD), yellow area on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR), yellowness on the last day 

of drought (Yn.LDD), yellowness on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR), mean daily water used corrected by the 

biomass (Rev.WUE) and aerial biomass/total water used (pseudo.WUE). 

 

Trait EP1 EP2 

A.LDD 4.9 5.5 

A.LDR 5.3 5.5 

GA.LDD 6.3 4.8 

GA.LDR 6.3 4.9 

Gr.LDD 4.7 4.6 

Gr.LDR 4.5 4.7 

YA.LDD 5.2 5 

YA.LDR 5.5 4.8 

Yn.LDD 5 4.8 

Yn.LDR 5.4 4.9 

Rev.WUE 4.9 4.6 

Pseudo.WUE 4.7 4.7 

 

This method is known as forward-selection of cofactors and can be less precise than an initial 

automatic cofactor selection using all the markers, due to the possibility of missing out linked 

QTLs in repulsion. However, due to the higher requirements of RAM and the small number of 

individuals genotyped, it was impossible to follow the latter approach (Van Ooijen and 

Kyazma, 2009).  

 

2.3.- Genomic selection 

The program used was GROAN R package (Nazzicari, 2018). Although genomic selection is 

usually performed with two populations (one to train the model and one for testing), tests can 

also be performed on a single dataset through cross-validation. For our traits, we used a rrBLUP 
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as a regressor. The accuracy of the predictions was measured by Pearson’s correlation between 

predicted and observed phenotypes. First, the EP1 dataset was used to train the model and EP2 

to test it. Then this order was inversed to see if there was a difference in the accuracy of the 

model.  
 

3.- Results 

3.1.- Linkage analysis 

As previously stated in section 2.2 three sequential methods were used to find significant 

markers using QTL analysis. The first step was to use SMA using the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) 

test which is a non-parametric version of the ANOVA test the results from this analysis can be 

found on Table 99. The next step was the performance of SIM and then cofactors were included 

into the analysis to perform several rounds of CIM. The results from this test are on Table 100 

and Table 101, respectively.  

 

Using SMA 23 significative markers were found on EP1 and 17 on the EP2 dataset.The 

significant markers in EP1 were found for area on the last day of recovery (A.LDR) (LG 5b 

and LG 8b), green area on the last day of drought (GA.LDD) (LG 4b), green area on the last 

day of recovery (GA.LDR) (8b), greenness on the last day of recovery (Gr.LDR) (2 significant 

markers both in LG 8b), yellow area on the last day of drought (YA.LDD) (2 significant 

markers both in LG 8b), yellow area on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR) (2 significant 

markers both in LG 8b), yellowness on the last day of drought (Yn.LDD) (2 significant markers 

both in LG 8b) and Yn.LDR (3 significant markers both in LG 8b) and mean daily water used 

corrected by the biomass (Rev.WUE) (6 significant markers 3 in LG 1b and one in each 1a, 7b 

and 8a). Marker LG3_4640778_CHR8 was found to be significant for both Gr.LDR and 

Yn.LDD. Marker LG3_7075950_CHR8 was found to be significan for both the A.LDR and 

GA.LDR. Marker scaf_162_70759_CHR8 was found to be significant YA.LDD, Yn.LDD and 

Yn.LDR. However, the marker that was found as significant for more of the traits was 

LG3_1087051_NA. This marker was found to be significant for Gr.LDR, YA.LDD, YA.LDR, 

Yn.LDD and Yn.LDR. All of these markers that were found to be significant for several traits 

are located on LG 8b were most of the significant markers were found for the EP1 dataset. 

 

The significant markers in EP2 were found for area on the last day of drought (A.LDD) (LG 

8b), A.LDR (LG 7a and 8a), GA.LDD (8b), GA.LDR (3 significant markers in LG 7a and 1 in 
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8b), greenness on the last day of drought (Gr.LDD) (LG 8b), YA.LDD (2 significant markers 

in LG 8b), YA.LDR (LG 7a), Yn.LDD (3 significant markers in LG 8b), Yn.LDR (LG 8b), 

Rev.WUE (LG 3b) and aerial biomass/total water used (Pseudo.WUE) (LG 3b). Marker 

LG7_17227214_CHR3 in 3b was found as a significant marker for both the Pseudo.WUE and 

Rev.WUE. Marker LG6_11757191_CHR7 in LG 7a was found significant for both A.LDR 

and GA.LDR. Marker LG4_23420662_CHR8 in LG 8b was found significant for GA.LDD, 

GA.LDR and Gr.LDD. Marker sf_862_70101_CHR4, also in LG 8b was found significant for 

Yn.LDD and Yn.LDR. None of the markers found significant for a trait in one of the datasets 

was found significant for that same trait in the other dataset. The only marker found significant 

in both datasets was marker LG3_7075950_CHR8 that was found as a significant marker for 

A.LDR and GA.LDR on the EP1 dataset and as a significant marker for YA.LDD on the EP2 

dataset. From the total of 40 significant markers more than half (24 markers) were found on 

LG 8b.  

 

Using simple interval mapping (SIM) only three statistically significant QTLs were found 

(Table 100), two QTLs for the EP1 dataset and one for the EP2 dataset. However, none of them 

are the same for both datasets. In the EP1 dataset a significant QTL was found for A.LDD 

(A.LDD_SIM) and one for the Gr.LDR (Gr.LDR_SIM). In the case of EP2 the significant QTL 

was found for Yn.LDD (Yn.LDD_SIM). These QTLs explain 33.5, 30.8, 46.5 of the variance 

of the phenotype, respectively. Using composite interval mapping (CIM) 34 statistically 

significant QTLs were found (Table 101), 23 QTLs for the EP1 dataset and 11 for the EP2 

dataset. Each significant QTL found is named as Trait_CIM_Experimental part_LG. In the 

EP1 dataset two significant QTLs were found for A.LDD explaining 32.8% and 15.9% of the 

variance of the trait, respectively. One significant QTL was found for A.LDR that explains 

25.5% of the variance of the trait. Three QTLs were found for GA.LDR explaining 12%, 10.9% 

and 9.8% of the variance of the trait. Two QTLs were found for Gr.LDR that explained 22.2% 

and 20.5% of the variance of the trait. Three statistically significant QTLs were found that 

explained 32.8%, 14.5%, and 22% of the variance for YA.LDD. For YA.LDR four statistically 

significant QTLs were found that explained 30.7%, 12.9%, 19.6% and 13.4% of the variance 

of the trait. Two QTLs were found explaining 23.7% and 19% of the variance in the Yn.LDD 

and another two were found for Yn.LDR that explained 15.8% and 14.4% of the variance. 

Finally, four statistically significant QTLs were found for Rev.WUE explaining 8.6%, 21%, 

18.5% and 12.7% of the variance of the trait. 
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Table 99: QTLs obtained using single marker analysis (SMA). Position is the position of the QTL in the LG. K* is the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test statistic. Df  are the degrees of 
freedom of the KW test. Sig. is the p-value of the test. EP indicates the experimental part in which the marker was found significant. The traits are: Area on the last day of 
recovery (A.LDR), Green area on the last day of drought (GA.LDD), Green area on the last day of recovery (GA.LDR), Greenness on the last day of recovery (Gr.LDR), Yellow 
area on the last day of drought (YA.LDD), Yellow area on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR), Yellowness on the last day of drought (Yn.LDD), Yellowness on the last day of 
recovery (Yn.LDR) water used daily corrected by biomass of the plant (Rev.WUE) and aerial biomass/total water used (Pseudo.WUE). 
 

Trait LG Position Marker K* Df Sig. EP 

A.LDR 5b 40.714 LG2_31303263_CHR5 9.295 1 <0.005 EP1 

A.LDR 8b 65.866 LG3_7075950_CHR8 10.796 2 <0.005 EP1 

GA.LDD 4b 185.265 LG4_20044643_sf0004 11.057 2 <0.005 EP1 

GA.LDR 8b 65.866 LG3_7075950_CHR8 10.615 2 <0.005 EP1 

Gr.LDR 8b 29.925 LG3_4640778_CHR8 10.513 1 <0.005 EP1 

Gr.LDR 8b 78.829 LG3_338980_CHR8 11.33 2 <0.005 EP1 

Gr.LDR 8b 105.08 LG3_1087051_NA 8.421 1 <0.005 EP1 

YA.LDD 8b 105.08 LG3_1087051_NA 17.988 1 <0.005 EP1 

YA.LDD 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 11.669 2 <0.005 EP1 

YA.LDR 8b 105.08 LG3_1087051_NA 18.998 1 <0.005 EP1 

YA.LDR 8b 116.979 sf_162_392928_CHR8 7.922 1 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDD 8b 105.08 LG3_1087051_NA 18.998 1 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDD 8b 29.925 LG3_4640778_CHR8 8.477 1 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDD 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 13.756 2 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDR 8b 105.08 LG3_1087051_NA 18.188 1 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDR 6 11.287 scaf_509_87073_CHR6 10.739 2 <0.005 EP1 

Yn.LDR 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 10.962 2 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 1a 331.312 LG2_2428735_CHR1 9.056 1 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 1b 125.58 LG1_8222760_CHR1 9.249 1 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 1b 137.103 LG1_4446841_CHR1 11.712 1 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 1b 135.697 LG1_4439690_NA 10.586 1 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 7b 0 sf_658_77602_NA 7.964 1 <0.005 EP1 

Rev.WUE 8a 241.429 LG3_5417659_CHR8 12.023 2 <0.005 EP1 
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Trait LG Position Marker K* Df Sig. EP 

A.LDD 8b 44.608 LG3_393093_CHR8 12.005 2 <0.005 EP1 

A.LDR 7a 311.117 LG6_11757191_CHR7 8.456 1 <0.005 EP2 

A.LDR 8a 207.696 LG3_144031_CHR8 8.102 1 <0.005 EP2 

GA.LDD 8b 50.467 LG4_23420662_CHR8 8.362 1 <0.005 EP2 

GA.LDR 7a 136.493 sf_366_176423_CHR7 7.986 1 <0.005 EP2 

GA.LDR 7a 311.117 LG6_11757191_CHR7 9.569 1 <0.005 EP2 

GA.LDR 7a 326.038 LG2_11076465_CHR7 8.81 1 <0.005 EP2 

GA.LDR 8b 50.467 LG4_23420662_CHR8 9.593 1 <0.005 EP2 

Gr.LDD 8b 50.467 LG4_23420662_CHR8 8.026 1 <0.005 EP2 

YA.LDD 8b 65.866 LG3_7075950_CHR8 10.962 2 <0.005 EP2 

YA.LDD 8b 155.932 LG3_8962714_CHR8 10.743 2 <0.005 EP2 

YA.LDR 7a 188.886 LG6_19787135_CHR7 8.07 1 <0.005 EP2 

Yn.LDD 8b 165.691 LG3_13428130_CHR4 14.709 1 <0.005 EP2 

Yn.LDD 8b 277.121 sf_862_70101_CHR4 12.893 1 <0.005 EP2 

Yn.LDD 8b 186.213 LG1_6611310_CHR4 10.344 1 <0.005 EP2 

Yn.LDR 8b 277.121 sf_862_70101_CHR4 8.916 1 <0.005 EP2 

Rev.WUE 3b 6.984 LG7_17227214_CHR3 9.973 1 <0.005 EP2 

Pseudo.WUE 3b 6.984 LG7_17227214_CHR3 10.353 1 <0.005 EP2 
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Table 100: QTLs obtained using simple interval analysis (SIM). Position is the position of the QTL in the LG. LOD lists the LOD for that QTL. Genotypes are the mean value 

of the trait for each genotype (ac, ad, bc, bd) calculated for that marker. The traits are: Area on the last day of drought (A.LDD), Greenness on the last day of recovery 

(Gr.LDR) and Yellowness on the last day of drought (Yn.LDD). 

QTL Trait LG Position Marker LOD 
Genotypes 

% 
variance 

Expl. 
EP 

ac ad bc bd   

A.LDD_SIM A.LDD 
4b 0 LG3_23046425_CHR4 5.15 0.793064 0.519148 0.806389 1.22293 33.5 EP1 

4b 12.293 sf_271_62787_CHR4 4.98 0.786085 0.600466 0.810926 1.15374 32.7 EP1 

Gr.LDR_SIM Gr.LDR 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 4.64 0.727415 0.767831 0.579496 0.883873 30.8 EP1 

Yn.LDD_SIM Yn.LDD 
8b 165.691 LG3_13428130_CHR4 5.44 2.33821 3.01408 1.67662 1.52806 46.5 EP2 

8b 155.932 LG3_8962714_CHR8 5.27 2.39569 2.91718 1.65581 1.48388 45.5 EP2 

 
Table 101:QTLs composite interval analysis (CIM). Position is the position of the QTL in the LG. LOD lists the LOD for that QTL. Genotypes are the mean value of the trait 

for each genotype (ac, ad, bc, bd) calculated for that marker. The traits are: Area on the last day of drought (A.LDD), Area on the last day of recovery (A.LDR), Green area 

on the last day of recovery (GA.LDR), Greenness on the last day of drought (Gr.LDD), Greenness on the last day of recovery (Gr.LDR), Yellow area on the last day of drought 

(YA.LDD), Yellow area on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR), Yellowness on the last day of drought (Yn.LDD), Yellowness on the last day of recovery (Yn.LDR), water used 

daily corrected by biomass of the plant (Rev.WUE) and aerial biomass/total water used (Pseudo.WUE). 

QTL Trait LG Position Marker LOD 
Genotypes % 

Variance 
Expl. 

EP 
ac ac bc bd 

A.LDD_CIM_EP1_4b A.LDD 4b 0 LG3_23046425_CHR4 7.73 0.984571 0.658881 0.855227 1.35805 32.8 EP1 

A.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b A.LDD 8b 65.866 LG3_7075950_CHR8 5.07 1.07605 0.961042 0.944135 1.082 15.9 EP1 

A.LDR_CIM_EP1_7a A.LDR 7a 238.991 LG3_6204465_CHR7 6.5 0.808081 0.837922 1.05602 0.719007 25.5 EP1 

GA.LDR_CIM_EP1_7b GA.LDR 
7b 133.695 LG6_52637_CHR7 7.8 1.1193 0.959852 0.659902 0.635536 12 EP1 

7b 128.417 LG6_11413811_CHR7 7.74 1.07447 0.930524 0.630044 0.64422 11.9 EP1 

GA.LDR_CIM_EP1_3b GA.LDR 3b 12.955 LG7_11314684_CHR3 7.16 1.11149 1.74524 2.07959 1.2111 10.9 EP1 

GA.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b GA.LDR 8b 65.866 LG3_7075950_CHR8 6.66 1.11928 0.915291 0.881658 1.13238 9.8 EP1 

Gr.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b Gr.LDR 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 5.99 0.69953 0.932913 0.735254 1.06958 22.2 EP1 
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QTL Trait LG Position Marker LOD 
Genotypes % 

Variance 
Expl. 

EP 
ac ac bc bd 

Gr.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a Gr.LDR 1a 57.577 LG1_17839181_CHR1 5.61 0.69953 0.686624 0.718625 0.999186 20.5 EP1 

YA.LDD_CIM_EP1_1a YA.LDD 
1a 331.312 LG2_2428735_CHR1 10.7 3.15081 3.3331 4.04583 7.35595 32.8 EP1 

1a 323.318 sf_74_14713_CHR1 5.41 2.75947 3.45757 3.45324 6.08057 20 EP1 

YA.LDD_CIM_EP1_1b YA.LDD 
1b 21.948 LG4_6385697_CHR1 6.15 3.27467 3.91106 -2.12025 -0.468619 14.5 EP1 

1b 27.388 LG1_11599475_CHR1 5.37 3.15081 3.69116 -0.979 0.287357 13 EP1 

YA.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b YA.LDD 
8b 104.176 LG3_550069_CHR8 8.07 3.15081 2.88569 5.43061 2.08161 22 EP1 

8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 5.96 2.88869 2.55542 4.96887 2.05036 17.5 EP1 

YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a_2 YA.LDR 
1a 331.312 LG2_2428735_CHR1 11.72 1.71894 3.57571 1.79872 8.54691 30.7 EP1 

1a 323.318 sf_74_14713_CHR1 8 1.40305 3.60451 1.55628 6.71425 23.8 EP1 

YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a_1 YA.LDR 1a 213.726 sf_661_88991_CHR1 6.27 1.71894 1.06388 1.73142 -1.31907 12.9 EP1 

YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_1b YA.LDR 
1b 53.45 LG1_19475843_CHR1 8.62 1.71918 0.983638 -1.68163 1.97559 19.6 EP1 

1b 53.332 sf_566_120701_CHR1 8.6 1.72342 0.984608 -1.66995 1.97735 19.6 EP1 

YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b YA.LDR 8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 6.47 1.71894 1.72594 3.16049 0.663484 13.4 EP1 

Yn.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b_2 Yn.LDD 
8b 93.273 scaf_162_70759_CHR8 6.72 3.8444 2.15806 4.55934 -0.954462 23.7 EP1 

8b 104.176 LG3_550069_CHR8 5.88 4.40154 3.3287 4.99402 0.332814 21.4 EP1 

Yn.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b_1 Yn.LDD 
8b 34.948 sf_6465_1532_CHR8 5.36 4.51394 6.24674 10.2934 8.04513 19 EP1 

8b 36.74 LG3_405465_CHR8 5.32 4.40154 6.43537 10.1917 8.00466 18.9 EP1 

Yn.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a_1 Yn.LDR 1a 117.56 sf_675_64315_CHR1 7.03 3.75201 2.43713 0.36671 -5.15799 15.8 EP1 

Yn.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a_2 Yn.LDR 1a 281.999 scaf_647_80353_CHR1 6.53 3.75201 6.26542 5.33167 8.96208 14.4 EP1 

Rev.WUE_CIM_EP1_1a Rev.WUE 

1a 400.227 scaf_457_102714_NA 5.38 0.774676 0.842063 0.60412 0.704893 7.2 EP1 

1a 413.083 LG3_22754621_CHR1 6.39 0.861504 0.909241 0.682038 0.797939 8.2 EP1 

1a 415.227 LG3_14313366_CHR1 6.31 0.793239 0.822671 0.613092 0.715596 8.1 EP1 

1a 429.176 LG1_5282310_CHR1 6.75 0.79012 0.616138 0.474982 0.556746 8.5 EP1 

1a 434.692 LG1_6845103_CHR1 6.57 0.809739 0.620671 0.456734 0.526569 8.4 EP1 

1a 441.449 sf_326_14389_CHR1 6.79 0.877966 0.687018 0.489862 0.584618 8.6 EP1 

Rev.WUE_CIM_EP1_1b_1 Rev.WUE 
1b 115.951 LG1_3590277_CHR1 5.02 0.791876 0.561329 0.539923 0.654638 13.7 EP1 

1b 122.59 sf_18889_887_CHR1 8.86 0.676294 0.400959 0.191365 0.454093 21 EP1 
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QTL Trait LG Position Marker LOD 
Genotypes % 

Variance 
Expl. 

EP 
ac ac bc bd 

Rev.WUE_CIM_EP1_1b_2 Rev.WUE 
1b 166.179 LG4_19518097_CHR1 8.07 0.676294 1.37061 1.69771 0.947119 18.5 EP1 

1b 193.925 sf_754_31548_CHR1 5.47 1.4075 2.26526 0.403406 -0.363862 13.8 EP1 

Rev.WUE_CIM_EP1_8b Rev.WUE 8b 0 LG3_1727789_CHR8 6.07 0.676294 0.437843 0.498474 0.809356 12.7 EP1 

A.LDR_CIM_EP2_8a A.LDR 8a 299.528 LG3_15219676_CHR4 5.72 2.69915 -0.624015 -2.10249 4.06371 17.7 EP2 

GA.LDR_CIM_EP2_7a GA.LDR 
7a 0 LG6_3686356_CHR7 5.63 0.653521 0.31308 0.485616 0.10068 30.6 EP2 

7a 12.212 LG6_16040771_CHR7 5.63 0.59792 0.327475 0.462623 0.164879 30.6 EP2 

Gr.LDD_CIM_EP2_1a Gr.LDD 1a 286.67 sf_323_207580_CHR1 6.12 0.886245 0.866906 0.956951 0.789896 12.5 EP2 

Gr.LDD_CIM_EP2_8a Gr.LDD 
8a 233.184 LG3_9887489_CHR4 4.67 0.886245 1.01573 0.95595 0.873059 8.7 EP2 

8a 241.429 LG3_5417659_CHR8 5.44 0.889909 1.02235 0.981493 0.900353 9.7 EP2 

Gr.LDD_CIM_EP2_8b_2 Gr.LDD 8b 288.797 LG2_28727601_CHR4 5.68 0.901665 -1142.88 -3310.01 -3517.08 19.3 EP2 

Gr.LDD_CIM_EP2_8b_1 Gr.LDD 8b 194.439 LG3_24627038_CHR1 5.42 0.901665 0.834355 0.718856 0.714344 18.1 EP2 

Gr.LDD_CIM_EP2_4b Gr.LDD 4b 201.386 LG4_27474798_CHR4 4.7 0.901665 1.00037 1.00352 1.04805 15 EP2 

YA.LDD_CIM_EP2_8b YA.LDD 8b 155.932 LG3_8962714_CHR8 7.01 3.60701 4.20098 3.21524 3.13411 36.1 EP2 

Yn.LDD_CIM_EP2_8b Yn.LDD 
8b 165.691 LG3_13428130_CHR4 11.62 3.0489 4.11608 2.36715 2.07718 49.2 EP2 

8b 155.932 LG3_8962714_CHR8 9.24 3.74786 4.37564 2.93491 2.70002 43.6 EP2 

Rev.WUE_CIM_EP2_5b Rev.WUE 
5b 8.681 sf_324_190720_CHR5 5.27 0.977663 1.088 0.832336 0.977612 37.6 EP2 

5b 0 LG2_15838394_CHR5 4.68 0.976979 1.07543 0.841449 0.953763 34.4 EP2 

Pseudo.WUE_CIM_EP2_5b Pseudo.WUE 5b 8.681 sf_324_190720_CHR5 5.17 1.08241 0.961522 1.25583 1.06242 35.5 EP2 
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In the case of EP2 one statistically significant QTL was found for A.LDR that explained 17.7% 

of the variance of the trait. Another significant QTL was found for GA.LDR that explained 

30.6% of the variance present on the trait. Five significant QTLs were found for Gr.LDD 

explaining 12.5%, 9.7%, 19.3%, 18.1% and 15% of the variance of the trait. For YA.LDD and 

Yn.LDD one significant QTL was found for each that explained 36% and 49.2% of the variance 

present for each trait, respectively. Both of these QTLs are present in LG 8b and overlap 

partially (Figure 106). One significant QTL was also found for each Rev.WUE and 

Pseudo.WUE, these QTLs explained 37.6% and 35.5% of the variance of the traits, 

respectively. In this case, both QTLs are located on LG 5b and partially overlap (Figure 104). 

As we can see on Figure 103 to Figure 106 there are not the only cases were statistically 

significant QTLs for different traits overlap in LG 1a QTLs found for YA.LDD 

(YA.LDD_CIM_EP1_1a) and YA.LDR (YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_1a_2). 

 

 
Figure 103: QTLs found on LGs 1a and 1b. Black-filled QTLs were found in EP1, grey-filled QTLs were found 

on EP2. Bold, italic and underlined markers correspond to markers found significant with KW analysis. These 

markers are black if they were found significant in EP1, red in EP2 and green on both. 
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Figure 104:QTLs found on LGs 3b, 4b and 5b. Black-filled QTLs were found in EP1, grey-filled QTLs were found 

on EP2. Bold, italic and underlined markers correspond to markers found significant with KW analysis. These 

markers are black if they were found significant in EP1, red in EP2 and green on both. 

 
Figure 105:QTLs found on LGs 7a, 7b and 8a.  Black-filled QTLs were found in EP1, grey-filled QTLs were found 

on EP2. Bold, italic and underlined markers correspond to markers found significant with KW analysis. These 

markers are black if they were found significant in EP1, red in EP2 and green on both. 
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Figure 106: QTLs found on LG 8b. Black-filled QTLs were found in EP1, grey-filled QTLs were found on EP2. 

Bold, italic and underlined markers correspond to markers found significant with KW analysis. These markers 

are black if they were found significant in EP1, red in EP2 and green on both. 

 

There are also two other cases of overlapping QTLs in LG 8b. In the first case the QTLs found 

for A.LDD (A.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b) and GA.LDR (GA.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b) overlap. In the 

second instance, four QTLs found in the EP1 dataset overlap, these QTLs were found for 

Gr.LDR (Gr.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b), YA.LDD (YA.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b), YA.LDR 

(YA.LDR_CIM_EP1_8b), and lastly for Yn.LDD (Yn.LDD_CIM_EP1_8b_2). However, no 

significant QTLs found in one dataset were found in the other, and there is no overlap between 

them. Although, significant QTLs were found for yellow area and yellowness in the last day 

of drought for both datasets in LG 8b. 

 

All the significant QTL found with SIM are also found with CIM. However, not all the markers 

found to be significant using SMA were found significant using CIM. As we can see in Figure 

103 to Figure 106 not only QTLs obtained using CIM overlap. Significant markers found using 

SMA (markers in bold, italic lettering and underlined) do also overlap/are in the vicinity of the 

QTLs found using CIM. Starting on LG 1a (Figure 103) where marker  LG2_2428735_CHR1 

was found significant in the EP1 dataset for Rev.WUE using SMA and is contained in QTLs 
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found using CIM for YA.LDD and YA.LDR also in EP1. This marker is also close to the QTL 

found for Rev.WUE using CIM in EP1. In LG 1b (Figure 103) markers found significant for 

Rev.WUE found using SMA and the QTL found using CIM in both cases using EP1, are also 

clustered together. There is then a QTL for Rev.WUE found at the end of both homeologs. In 

LG 3b (Figure 104) there is not an overlap but marker LG7_17227214_CHR3 found significant 

in the EP2 dataset for both Rev.WUE and Pseudo.WUE lies very close to the QTL found in 

this LG for GA.LDR using EP1. In LG 4b (Figure 104) marker LG4_20044643_sf004 

significant in EP1 for GA.LDD is relatively close to QTL found for trait Gr.LDD using CIM 

also in the same dataset. For LG 5b (Figure 104) significant marker LG2_31303263_CHR5 

found significant using dataset EP1 for A.LDR lies near the QTLs found for Rev.WUE and 

Pseudo.WUE found using datasset EP2. In LG 7a (Figure 105) marker LG6_11757191_CHR7 

found significant using EP2 dataset for A.LDR and GA.LDR lies relatively close to the QTL 

found for A.LDR using CIM and the EP1 dataset. In LG 8a (Figure 105) the significant marker 

LG3_144031_CHR8 found significant for A.LDR using the EP2 dataset also lies relatively 

close to the QTL found for A.LDR using CIM for this dataset. Although in this case this marker 

lies closer to the QTL found for Gr.LDD while marker LG3_5417659_CHR8 found significant 

using EP1 dataset for Rev.WUE is closer to the QTL found for A.LDR. However, the most 

overlapping between significant markers found with SMA and CIM are found in LG 8b (Figure 

106). This LG is a ‘hot-spot’ where the highest number of QTLs/significant markers are found. 

Marker scaf_162_70759_CHR8 that was found significant on EP1 for YA.LDD, Yn.LDD and 

Yn.LDR, was also contained in statistically significant QTLs found for Gr.LDR, YA.LDD, 

YA.LDR) and Yn.LDD. Marker LG3_8962714_CHR8 was found significant in the EP2 

dataset using SMA for YA.LDD and also found significant for that same trait and Yn.LDD 

using CIM in that same dataset. Marker LG3_7075950_CHR8 was found significant in the 

EP1 dataset for GA.LDR using both methods, however using SMA it was also found significant 

for the A.LDR whilst using CIM was also found significant for A.LDD. Marker 

LG3_13428130_CHR4 was found significant for Yn.LDD in the EP2 dataset using both 

methods. The rest of significant markers found in LG 8b using SMA are not contained in any 

of the QTLs found in this LG using CIM, however as it can be appreciated on Figure 106, 

although there are markers and QTLs found along almost all the length of this LG, there seems 

to be three clear groups of clustered QTLs/significant markers. 
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3.2.- Genomic selection 

Genomic selection (GS) (Meuwissen et al., 2001) regresses the phenotype on the complete set 

of available markers. As stated in paragraph 2.5, the regressor selected to perform GS was 

rrBLUP. First EP1 was used to train the model and EP2 to test the model then EP1 was used 

to test the model after training it with the EP2 dataset.  

 
Table 102: Pearson coefficients (r) for the genomic selection analysis. Traits are:area on the last day of drought 

(A.LDD) area on the last day of recovery (A.LDR), green area on the last day of drought (GA.LDD), green area 

on the last day of recovery (GA.LDR), greenness on the last day of drought (Gr.LDD), greenness on the last day 

of recovery (Gr.LDRyellow area on the last day of drought (YA.LDD), yellow area on the last day of recovery 

(YA.LDR), yellowness on the last day of drought (Yn.LDD), and yellowness on the last day of recovery (YA.LDR), 

mean daily water used corrected by the biomass (Rev.WUE), aerial biomass/total water used (Pseudo.WUE). 

Trait Train dataset Test dataset r 

A.LDD 

EP1 EP2 -0.10 

EP2 EP1 -0.07 

A.LDR 

EP1 EP2 0.03 

EP2 EP1 0.01 

GA.LDD 

EP1 EP2 0.10 

EP2 EP1 0.05 

GA.LDR 

EP1 EP2 -0.02 

EP2 EP1 -0.01 

Gr.LDD 

EP1 EP2 0.16 

EP2 EP1 0.14 

Gr.LDR 

EP1 EP2 0.10 

EP2 EP1 0.04 

YA.LDD 

EP1 EP2 -0.05 

EP2 EP1 -0.14 

YA.LDR 

EP1 EP2 0.03 

EP2 EP1 -0.01 

Yn.LDD 

EP1 EP2 -0.19 

EP2 EP1 -0.18 

Yn.LDR 

EP1 EP2 -0.35 

EP2 EP1 -0.34 

Rev.WUE 

EP1 EP2 -0.41 

EP2 EP1 -0.27 

Pseudo.WUE 

EP1 EP2 -0.05 

EP2 EP1 -0.04 

 

In Table 102 we find the r values for each trait. The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) give us 

the correlation between the true breeding values (TBV) and the estimated breeding values 
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(EBV) using the model trained with one dataset (train dataset) to predict the breeding values 

of the second dataset (test dataset). This r gives us then the accuracy of selection (Meuwissen 

et al., 2001). As we can see in Table 102 when the dataset from EP1 is used to train the model 

the correlation between TBV and EBV is much higher than when the EP2 dataset is used to 

train the model. This can be simply due to the fact that EP1 dataset contains more individuals 

(58 genotypes in EP1 vs 41 genotypes in EP2), and therefore more information to train the 

model, improving the accuracy of the model. For some of the traits the correlation between 

EBV and TBV is negative but moderately high such as for Yn.LDR or Rev.WUE. For other 

traits like A.LDR or GA.LDR this correlation is very low regardless of the dataset used to 

train/test the model. 
 

4.-Discussion 

One of the objectives of this project was to find QTLs related to drought response and recovery 

in white clover. As previously stated in Chapter 3, the experiment had to be performed in two 

parts due to the lack of space on the NPPC for the high number of plants that needed to be 

analysed. Even though, all the methods and conditions before and during the experiment were 

kept the same between the two parts in order to minimise the effects of unmeasured variables 

a significant effect of the experiment was observed for the majority of the traits when the 

phenotyping data of the core five genotypes were analysed. These differences between EP1 

and EP2 indicate that the data obtained from the two parts of the experiments should be treated 

as two different experiments. For this reason, the QTL analysis was performed in each dataset 

separately. However, this reduces significantly our power of resolution since population size 

is a key factor for determining the detection power of QTL mapping (Harmet, 2000; Li et al., 

2006).  

 

QTL analysis, based on linkage analysis, was the method used for the analysis of our data. This 

method is one of the most commonly used when we have a mapping family and therefore, 

know the ancestry of the individuals that are being analysed. We used three different tests: 

SMA, SIM and CIM. As stated in the results section, all the significant QTLs found with SIM 

were also found with CIM, but not all the markers found to be significant using SMA were 

found significant using CIM. However, as described in the results sections there are several 

instances where significant markers for a trait found using SMA are clustered with QTLs found 

using CIM. For example, on LGs 1a and 1b (Figure 103) markers found significant for mean 
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daily water used corrected by biomass (Rev.WUE) found using SMA and the QTLs found 

using CIM are clustered together. As previously stated, the both subgenomes have a high 

synteny with M. truncatula genome (Zhang et al., 2007). This in time indicates a high synteny 

between both subgenomes. For this reason, is not surprising that certain regions have been 

conserved between homeologue pairs. This seems to be the case in LG 1a and 1b where a very 

similar cluster of QTLs for Rev.WUE were found at the bottom end of both. According to 

Griffiths et al. (2019) when compared with the parental genomes white clover subgenomes the 

results indicated no more than 5% of gene loss and the subgenomes had retained similar 

transcriptionally active gene complement to each other and their correspondent progenitors 

suggesting a limited level of gene silencing, that usually precedes gene loss.   

 

In LG 4b (Figure 104) marker LG4_20044643_sf004 was found significant for green area on 

the last day of drought (GA.LDD), this marker clustered with a QTL for green area on the last 

day of drought (Gr.LDD) as previously established both green area and greenness are 

correlated measurements since the greenness is the green area corrected using the total area of 

the plant. In LG 7a (Figure 105) LG6_11757191_CHR7 found significant using EP2 dataset 

for the area on the last day of recovery (A.LDR) and green area on the lastt day of recovery 

(GA.LDR) is clustered with the QTL found for A.LDR using CIM. In LG 8a (Figure 105) 

LG3_144031_CHR8 found significant for A.LDR is also clustered with the QTL found for 

A.LDR using CIM. However, as indicated before, this marker lies closer to the QTL found for 

Gr.LDD while marker LG3_5417659_CHR8 found significant for Rev.WUE is closer to the 

QTL found for A.LDR. However, the most interesting finding of this analysis is probably found 

on LG 8b (Figure 106). In this LG we found the majority of the significant markers/ QTLs 

found using the different methods. This makes LG 8b a hotspot of drought response in white 

clover and an interesting candidate for a more detailed analysis in the future. In this LG 

significant markers and QTLs found using both datasets are clustered. Although, QTLs related 

to area and Rev.WUE were also found in this LG, the majority of QTLs found are related to 

the level of chlorophyll/senescence of the plant. We found QTLs related to yellowness, yellow 

area, greenness and green area. This is not surprising given the relationship between these four 

traits. Yellowness and greenness are corrections of yellow area and green area, respectively 

and therefore are correlated, in the same way as explained in Chapter 2 there is a positive 

correlation of greenness and SPAD, whilst there is a negative correlation between SPAD and 

yellowness. This along with the fact that, with the exception of stay-green/non-yellowing 

mutants (Vicentini et al., 1995), when Chl is degraded the leaves turn yellow , seems to indicate 
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a negative correlation between these traits. This in turn will explain why QTLs affecting one 

trait will affect correlated traits. 

 

As previously stated, the sensitivity of QTL detection significantly decreases when the size of 

the population decreases (Harmet, 2000; Li et al., 2006). The low number of markers and 

individuals in each dataset, can lead to false positives since even though in each subset the 

markers used are the same, the genotype of each individual for each marker will be different, 

other than the core five present in both datasets.  

 
Table 103: Mock dataset of 25 individuals phenotyped and genotyped for 3 markers. The dataset is divided in two 
subsets. 

marker A marker B marker C Trait Subset 

a a a 5 1 

a a b 5.1 1 

b a a 3 1 

b b a 2.9 1 

b a a 2.7 1 

b a a 3 1 

a b a 4.9 1 

a a a 4.8 1 

a a a 4.5 1 

b a a 2.8 1 

b a a 2.5 1 

b a a 3 1 

b a a 4.7 1 

b a b 9 2 

a b b 7 2 

b b b 7 2 

b b a 6.9 2 

b a b 9.1 2 

a a b 9 2 

b a b 9.2 2 

b b b 7.1 2 

b a b 9 2 

b b b 6.7 2 

b a b 9.1 2 

b b b 6.8 2 

 

For example, in Table 103 we can see a mock dataset with 25 individuals and 3 markers. For 

this data using the same model (a linear model with Trait as the dependent variable and with 
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marker A, marker B and marker C as independent/explanatory variables) the results differ 

according to the dataset analysed. When the dataset is analysed as a whole only marker D is 

found significant (p-value<0.001). However, when the dataset is separated in two subsets for 

subset 1 only marker A is found significant (p-value<0.001) and for subset 2 only marker B is 

found significant (p-value<0.001). This type of spurious association that can happen by chance 

is greatly diminished when the number of individuals and markers is increased. Another reason 

for these discrepancies between the two subsets can be due to the experimental part affecting 

the response of the traits measured due to a confounding variable not measured that produced 

differences in the treatments and could affect the value of the SSIs. However, although possible 

it is known that the precision of phenotypic measurement has a limited capacity to affect 

detection power, which means that quantitative traits that cannot be measured precisely can 

also be used in QTL mapping for the detection of major QTL (Li et al., 2006). However, 

although the low number of individuals in each subset of data diminishes our power of 

resolution the clustering of the results using SMA and CIM for the same traits or correlated 

traits, and specially the clustering of results obtained with both data subsets on LG 8b, gives 

our results robustness.  

 

One of the first steps after a significant QTL is found is to functionally annotate the markers 

linked/associated with that QTL to learn the putative function of the gene and its possible 

biological significance for the trait. As commented before, most of the markers selected for 

this project had already been found to be involved in the response to drought and recovery in 

white clover (Bisaga et al., 2017). In this study, four Suppression Subtractive Hybridization 

(SSH) libraries where constructed from leaf material of plants at the onset of drought and 

recovery and deep-sequenced. Two forward libraries (DF and RF), were enriched with genes 

upregulated at the onset of drought and recovery, respectively, and two reverse libraries (DR 

and RR) were enriched with the equivalent down-regulated genes. Therefore, most of the 

markers selected for this project were selected from within genes previously found to be 

involved in white clover response to drought and recovery, following a candidate-gene 

approach. This approach is a hypothesis-driven approach and is not without its caveats since it 

can lead to an increase in false positives. Only markers found in genes previously related to 

drought/recovery response in white clover can be found significative since they are the only 

markers included in the analysis. However, often in candidate-gene association studies 

(Słomińska‑Durdasiak et al., 2019), only a few markers are selected from a generally minimal 

subset of genes previously found to affect the trait being studied instead of using a genome-
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wide approach. In this study, a subset of 3000 genes were selected and the function of the 

chosen genes was not known a priori, only that they were differentially expressed in droughted 

and control samples on white clover plants. This approach can still lead to a spurious 

association between trait and marker, although the same can be argued for any QTL analysis, 

especially those with few markers. In any study, only the markers included can be found 

significant. For this reason, any QTLs found significant in any study need to be validated using 

other populations before being used for MAS. At the same time, since the candidate-gene 

approach is hypothesis-driven instead of hypothesis-generating, the use of this approach relies 

on previous knowledge about the physiological, biochemical, or functional aspects of the 

candidate genes used. Therefore, instead of generating new knowledge is more of a 

confirmation approach. These approaches on their own will result in an “information 

bottleneck” (Zhu and Zhao, 2007). 

 

The only marker found significant in both datasets for the same traitt, albeit with different 

methods is LG6_11413811_CHR7. This marker was significant for green area on the last day 

of recovery (GA.LDR) and was annotated as a F-box/kelch-repeat protein. The kelch 

containing F-box proteins form a subfamily of F-box proteins thought to be plant specific. F-

box proteins constitute the most important part of the SCF complex, this complex is a E3 

(ubiquitin ligase) complex, which catalyse the transfer of ubiquitin to the substrate protein (Ul 

Hassan et al., 2015). Down-regulation of kelch domain-containing F-box proteins has been 

linked to an increase of UV radiation tolerance in Arabidopsis by enhancing the production of 

polyphenols (Zhang et al., 2015). Kelch domain-containing F-box proteins, function as the 

negative regulators of Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) biosynthesis via mediating PAL’s 

ubiquitination and subsequent degradation. The increase of PAL activity, and therefore, 

production of polyphenols, has also been related to several abiotic stresses, including drought, 

in several plants (Sharma et al., 2019). In white clover the accumulation of polyphenols has 

been associated with improved drought tolerance in both intraspecific (Ballizany et al., 2012) 

and interspecific hybrids (Nichols et al., 2015). Nichols et al., (2015) found that constitutive 

accumulation of kaempferol glycoside was related to reduced senescence during drought stress 

in BC1 T.repens x T.uniflorum hybrids. 

 

Marker LG3_7075950_CHR8 in LG 8b was found significant using SMA for both datasets, 

albeit for different traits: area and green area on the last day of recovery for EP1 and yellow 

area on the last day of drought for EP2. However, as established before green and yellow area 
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are correlated traits. This marker was annotated as a plastid protein pertaining to the polyketide 

cyclase/dehydrase family. This family contains polyketide cylcases/dehydrases which are 

enzymes involved in polyketide synthesis (Iyer et al., 2001). To this family of proteins also 

belong the pyrabactin resistance 1 (PYR1)/PYR1-like (PYL)/regulatory component of abscisic 

acid (ABA) response (RCAR) proteins comprise a well characterized family of ABA receptors. 

These receptors interact directly with the type 2C protein phosphatases (PP2Cs) inhibiting them 

in presence of ABA and relieving the repression of PP2Cs on positive regulators of ABA 

signaling pathway (Park et al., 2009). As previously commented in Chapter 1, ABA core 

signaling pathway plays a central role in the survival of plants subjected to extreme drought by 

promoting stomatal closure, growth inhibition, bud dormancy and leaf senescence (Ashraf et 

al., 2015). Its relationship with leaf senescence might explain why this marker has been found 

significant for both green area and yellow area and is clustered together with several other 

QTLs found for these traits. However, due to the low mapping resolution this effect can be due 

to a nearby gene than has not been mapped. 

 

The final goal of the majority of QTL analysis studies is to find markers associated with traits 

that can be used to accelerate phenotypic selection by applying marker-assisted selection 

(MAS). For MAS, only QTL-associated markers that have major effects are used for genomic-

enabled prediction (GP), but markers not significantly associated with a trait are not used. 

However, GS uses all molecular markers for GP of the performance of the candidates for 

selection (Crossa et al., 2017). GS uses genotypic and phenotypic information of a training 

population to train a model and obtain the genomic estimated breeding values of individuals 

from a testing population which has not been phenotyped. The lack of need for phenotyping 

reduces the time and cost per cycle expediting the selection of superior genotypes and new 

varieties development. High-throughput phenotyping platforms can help by easing and 

shortening the time necessary for the phenotyping of the training families. Therefore, a 

combination of GS and HTP platform can help to enhance genetic gains for complex traits and 

prediction accuracy by shortening the breeding cycle. However, GS is not a method without 

fault since there are genetic and statistical challenges. Genetic difficulties are due to the size 

and diversity of the training population and the heritability of the traits to be predicted (Crossa 

et al., 2017). Statistical challenges are derived from a number of markers (m) much higher than 

the number of observations (n) and the multicollinearity among markers; both can be solved 

using models such as rrBLUP and Bayesian models (Meuwissen et al., 2001).  
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In this case, the GS was performed first using the dataset from EP1 to train and the EP2 dataset 

to test the model. Then the analysis was run again using the EP2 dataset to train the model and 

the EP1 dataset to test the model. The accuracy of the model can be influenced by a low number 

of markers and especially the low number of individuals used in the analysis. This is reflected 

by our results, when the EP1 dataset, containing 58 genotypes, was used to train the model the 

r values obtained were always higher than when the EP2 dataset, containing only 41 genotypes, 

was used to train the model. We achieved a weak GS predictive ability for Yn.LDR (r=-0.35/-

0.34) and Rev.WUE (r=-0.41/-0.27), and a very weak GS predictive ability for Gr.LDD 

(r=0.16/0.14), GA.LDD (r=0.10/0.05) and A.LDD (r=-0.10/-0.07). The rest of the traits have 

seemly no linear correlation with an r very close to zero, making the GS predictive ability for 

these traits also zero. Some of the contributing reasons for this might be the modest genetic 

variation and a limited number of relevant QTLs, the low number of individuals that can affect 

the power of the test and the heritability of the traits. It has been proven that the reliability of 

predictions on GS depends strongly on the number of individuals used to train the predictive 

algorithms (Sverrisdóttir et al., 2018). 

 

Although these experiments have a clear caveat due to the low number of individuals, our 

results indicate that LG 8b is very important in the control of drought response in white clover, 

especially with regards to greenness/senescence. There is also a clear indication of a possible 

conserved cluster of QTLs controlling plant water used between LGs 1a and 1b. As previously 

stated in Chapter 3 repeating the two experiments with all the genotypes in each part of the 

experiment will allow us to pool all the data together by using experiment part as a random 

factor to calculate the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of the trait for each genotype. 

The increase of the number of individuals will increase the power of detection of the analysis. 

At the same time a more densely saturated map with the increase of the number of markers 

specially in LGs 1a, 1b and 8b allow us to validate or disprove our theories. At the same time 

the increases number of individuals will also improve the power of GS improving the predictive 

ability of the models. 
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Chapter 6: General discussion 
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1.- Aims and background  

White clover is the most widely grown temperate forage legume and is the most common 

forage legume in pastures grazed by sheep or cattle (Laidlaw and Teuber, 2001). It serves as 

an excellent source of proteins and minerals for grazing animals throughout the year (Abberton 

and Marshall, 2005). Drought and salinity are two of the abiotic stresses that cause larger 

losses, together they affect around 10% of the arable land and account for at least 50% of yield 

loses worldwide (Roychoudhury et al., 2013). Drought is only going to be aggravated by 

climatic change (IPCC, 2014). The response to drought affects plants at almost every level 

from molecular responses (Chimenti et al., 2002; Goyal et al., 2005; Hong-Bo et al., 2005), to 

morphological responses (Fang and Xiong, 2015). The research conducted for this project had 

the final aim to find QTLs associated with the response to and recovery from drought in white 

clover.  

 

2.- Key findings  

High-throughput automated platforms had been used before to assess drought response in other 

plants, such as barley (Chen et al., 2014), but has not, to the best of our knowledge, been used 

before to assess the drought response of white clover. For this reason, there was a need to 

develop ad hoc scoring parameters suitable for white clover phenotyping. During the pilot 

experiments, the key findings were: 

- The correlation between water used measured by the LemnaTec platform using 

gravimetrics and the RWC of the leaves, measured manually, was highly variable and 

depending on experiment and pot size making the water used a not reliable proxy for 

the water content of the leaves.  

- The water used by the plant is a valuable measure on its own and can be used to assess 

plants’ behaviour of water usage during drought. 

- There is a positive correlation between greenness, green area, and SPAD, indicating 

that although less directly related to Chl levels than hyperspectral health indexes, 

greenness and green area could be used as a good proxy for plant health.  

- The yellow area and yellowness have a negative correlation with SPAD and can be 

used as a proxy of the plant’s Chl degradation.  

- Automatically measured leaf area and manual measured leaf area have a very high 

positive correlation; for this reason, the automated area is a good proxy of leaf area, 

mainly in control and recovered plants. 
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- The automatically measured area is a proxy of wilting in plants submitted to drought 

since when leaves wilt the area, they occupy on the image decreases and with it the 

number of pixels of the plant. 

With these findings in mind, the plants of the SoMP family were phenotyped and twelve 

indexes to measure their response to drought stress and recovery were developed: 

- SSI for the area on the last day of drought (ALDD) 

- SSI for the area on the last day of recovery (ALDR) 

- SSI for the green area on the last day of drought (GALDD) 

- SSI for the green area on the last day of recovery (GALDR) 

- SSI for greenness on the last day of drought (GrLDD) 

- SSI for greenness on the last day of recovery (GrLDR) 

- SSI for the yellow area on the last day of drought (YALDD) 

- SSI for the yellow area on the last day of recovery (YALDR) 

- SSI for yellowness on the last day of drought (YnLDD) 

- SSI for yellowness on the last day of recovery (YnLDR) 

- SSI for aerial biomass/total water used 

- SSI of mean daily water used 

 

An integrated linkage map of the SoMP family was constructed. This integrated map generated 

has 312 markers over 3211.283 cM on 14 LGs. These 14 LGs are assumed to represent 14 of 

the 16 white clover chromosomes (n=16).  The integrated map has an average of 10.29 cM 

between markers. The TKPR map (P1) has 208 markers over 3146.823 cM on 14 linkage 

groups, with an average of 15.13 cM between markers. The TNSP map (P2) is shorter, with 

218 markers on 14 LGs over 2111.213 cM with an average of 9.68 cM between markers.  

 

Using linkage analysis, we have found several QTLs clustered on LG 8b, especially those 

related to greenness/yellowness of the plant. This indicates that this LG is a hotspot for the 

control of drought response and recovery in white clover. The results also seem to indicate a 

possible conserved area at the end of homeologous pair 1 (LGs 1a and 1b) that affects the water 

usage of the plants. 
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3.- Research limitations 

Some of the most used and accepted automated phenotyping methods to assess the state of 

plants subjected to drought are thermal images (Grant et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2009) and 

hyperspectral health indexes such as NDVI (Winterhalter et al., 2011). However, we could not 

access this type of equipment and have to develop new indexes based on RGB images. 

Due to the size of the installations and the number of plants that had to be phenotyped, it was 

impossible to fit all plants at the same time in the same experiment. Even though measures 

were taken to ensure differences between the two experiments were kept to a minimum, some 

conditions or variables that were not being measured could have varied between experiments, 

unbeknown to us, affecting the results. For example, the two parts of the experiment were run 

in different seasons, spring and winter, which could have effects in the plants that were not 

measured. Therefore, any variability created by any unmeasured variables would be included 

as part of the genotype or treatment variability, leading to possible phenotyping errors. Due to 

significative differences between the two parts of the experiments, these had to be analysed as 

two different experiments. This lowered the number of individuals on the population, lowering 

also our power of resolution for the QTL analysis and GS. 

The SNPs were mined using parental cDNA instead of gDNA; this technique makes it almost 

impossible to know a priori the allele dosage of the parents for each of the markers finally 

selected. For this reason, we had not enough 1x0 markers to analyse our data on PolymapR 

(Bourke et al., 2018), and only about 10% of the markers selected were valid for its use in 

JoinMap (Stam, 1993) leading to a low-density map. 

 

4.- Future work  

New experiments that allow the comparison between the developed indexes obtained from the 

RGB images, such as green area, greenness, yellow area and yellowness with automated 

indexes well accepted within the scientific community as indicators of plant health, such as the 

NDVI (Winterhalter et al., 2011) are needed in order to validate this indexes. A good 

correlation between the newly developed indexes and the more accepted ones will not only 

help validate these indexes but will also help in the future phenotyping of other plants since 

RGB sensors are easier to control and cheaper than hyperspectral sensors.   

 

As commented before, repeating the experiments using only two replicates of all the genotypes 

in both parts of the experiment will allow us to calculate BLUPs using experimental part as a 
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random factor, eliminating any variability due to the experimental part. This in time will allow 

us to pool all the phenotypic data together, increasing significantly the number of individuals 

and therefore the power of the subsequent analyses, both QTL analysis and GS. 

 

Even though an integrated linkage map was constructed during this project, this map has a low 

density of markers. The introduction of new markers will improve the density of the map. By 

reducing the distance between markers, we will also reduce the confidence intervals of the 

QTLs. Narrowing the interval where the QTL is located will help locate the actual gene 

affecting the trait, or at least will increase their linkage with closer markers.  

 

QTL discoveries are the first step for the implementation of MAS schemes for the creation of 

new varieties. However, before the implementation, the first step is to validate the QTL effects 

in other populations since the introgression of QTLs in different genetic backgrounds can have 

no effect on the trait. For this reason and considering the density of the current map it is unlikely 

that a direct application of MAS would lead to new white clover varieties with improved 

tolerance or recovery to drought (Collard et al., 2005). 

 

At the same time, the newly published draft of the white clover genome (Griffiths et al., 2019) 

will help improve the linkage map and can also be used in conjunction with genome walking 

to find flanking regions to these significant markers. By using in-silico genome walking to 

explore these adjacent regions close genes can be found that could potentially be ligated to the 

significant markers and therefore be important in the response and recovery of white clover to 

drought. 

 

5.- Conclusions  

High-throughput phenotyping platforms, such as the LemnaTec, coupled with reliable indexes 

for the phenotyping of quantitative traits, such as drought, can facilitate the phenotyping of 

plants for QTL analysis greatly. The lowering prices of NGS prices help with the availability 

of molecular markers. The higher availability of these markers facilitates techniques, such as 

QTL analysis for marker-assisted breeding (MAS) or genetic selection (GS), both of which can 

help shorten the time and cost of developing new varieties.  
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Although the research conducted had its limitations, I believe that the indexes developed in 

this thesis will help in the future phenotyping of the drought response of other white clover 

families or populations using the LemnaTec high-throughput platform. The integrated linkage 

map created during this thesis will help in the advancement of the knowledge and 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms of not only drought response but other quantitative 

traits in white clover, helping in future QTL linkage analysis.  
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